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INTRODUCTION
Traffic control signal technology has greatly expanded and has become a critical element in the safe and
efficient movement of people and materials. Proper planning, design and installation of a traffic control signal
system is critical to traffic operations and safety. Poorly planned and designed installations will, at best, impact
the delay experienced and, at worst, create serious safety issues.
“In most cases the installation of a highway traffic signal will operate either to the advantage or
disadvantage of the vehicles and persons controlled. A careful analysis of traffic operations and other
factors at many signalized and un-signalized intersections, coupled with the judgment of experienced
engineers, have provided a series of warrants that define the minimum conditions under which signal
installations may be justified. Consequently, the selection and use of this control device should be
preceded by a thorough engineering study of roadway and traffic conditions.
Engineering studies should be made of operating signals to determine if the type of installation and
the timing program meet the current requirements of traffic.”
[Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices]

The purpose of this manual is to present the fundamental concepts and standard practices
related to the design of traffic control signal systems for the Minnesota Department of
Transportation (MnDOT).
This manual is structured to parallel the progression of decisions, activities and functions related to the
design of traffic control signal systems. This is accomplished through the following chapters:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chapter 1 addresses the activities required in the preliminary design stages. This includes the procedures
for justifying, approving, planning, and letting a project; the collection of data necessary for the design
process; justification for signals; and a discussion on cooperative agreements.
Chapter 2 deals with the different types of operation and phasing associated with a signalized intersection
and how that factors into the design process.
Chapter 3 includes the head placement charts used in the design process.
Chapter 4 describes the different types of detection systems used and the appropriate placement for the
differing operational requirements.
Chapter 5 is a checklist for plan development.
Chapter 6 details the elements of the plan development. This includes signal plan sheet layout, CADD
requirements, standard details, etc.
Chapter 7 covers the issues related to electrical distribution, such as, wire sizing and voltage drop, wiring
types, detection, wiring diagram layout, etc.
Chapter 8 deals with signing and pavement marking and the relationship with the design process.
Chapter 9 discusses the types and format of specifications and estimating the cost to build the plan.
Chapter 10 is an introduction to Advanced Warning Flashers (AWF).
Chapter 11 is an introduction to signal preemption.
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1. PRELIMINARY SIGNAL DESIGN
The purpose of this chapter is to familiarize the designer and project manager (PM) with the comprehensive
traffic control signal design process. The designer and PM will be introduced to the interrelationships of the
design process.
For detailed information on the traffic control signal design process, refer to section 9-6.00 TRAFFIC
CONTROL SIGNAL PROJECT PROCEDURES of the Traffic Engineering Manual (TEM) at the following web link:
www.dot.state.mn.us/trafficeng/publ/index.html
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1.1

DATA COLLECTION

Before a traffic control signal system is designed, various pieces of data must be collected. The data
collected is used to perform the engineering study to determine if the signal is warranted. Other uses for
data are to determine the appropriate signal phasing for an intersection and how that operation affects the
design, classify vehicles, and determine how that vehicle mix affects placement, etc.
When collecting data, it is important to collect pedestrian counts when pedestrians are present. This
information is needed for studies and signal timing. This data will also aid in the decision to add pedestrian
facilities including APS systems to the intersection.
In this section, some of the data collection items required for traffic control signal systems are discussed.
1.1.1
1.1.1.1

Volume Counts
Types of Traffic Counts

Traffic counts are the most basic type of data collected in the field of traffic engineering. Quite simply, traffic
counts involve counting vehicles passing a point for varying intervals of time. They can range from 24 hours
per day, 365 days per year, to five minutes of a peak period. Common types of traffic counts, count intervals
and the regular traffic counting program of MnDOT, are described below.
Traffic volume data can be found at the Traffic Forecasting and Analysis website,
http://www.dot.state.mn.us/traffic/data/data-products.html#volume.
1.1.1.2

Total Volume Counts

The principal use of traffic volume data is the determination of average daily traffic (24 hours) on a
particular segment of roadway. The most common product of traffic volume data accumulation is a traffic
map identifying the volume of traffic on major roadways. Traffic counts are also used to identify the highest
volume of traffic occurring on a segment of roadway during a specific period, such as the peak period (e.g.,
6-9 A.M., 3-6 P.M.), the peak hour, or 5 and 15-minute peaks within the peak period.
1.1.1.3

Directional Counts

Directional counts are counts taken of traffic movements on a roadway by direction of travel. On a segment
of highway, directional counts include counts of each movement past the point at which the count is being
taken. At an intersection, directional counts are made of each possible movement; through movements by
direction of travel and left and right turns by direction of travel.
1.1.1.4

Lane Counts

Lane counts are directional traffic counts taken for each travel lane on a multi-lane roadway.
1.1.1.5

Pedestrian Counts

Pedestrian counts are counts of the number of people walking through the area being studied. Pedestrian
counts are normally taken only between 8 A.M. and 6 P.M.
1.1.1.6

Regularly Conducted Counts

MnDOT conducts regular traffic counting programs throughout Minnesota. Information on the Traffic
Volume Program can be found on the Traffic Forecasting and Analysis website,
Preliminary Signal Design
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http://www.dot.state.mn.us/traffic/data/coll-methods.html.
1.1.1.7

Equipment

1.1.1.7.1 Portable Traffic Recorders
1. General - Portable traffic recorders are either accumulative or non-accumulative. In either case, the
machine which is usually used has a rubber road tube over which the vehicles to be counted pass. At
permanent locations, a fixed loop detector permanently embedded into the roadway is utilized to
detect vehicles for machine counting.
2. Accumulative Counters - An accumulative counter is termed "accumulative" because the counter
bank continually advances. Therefore, the counter must be directly read at preselected times. The
main parts of an accumulative counter are: (1) the road tube, (2) a dry cell battery to power the unit,
(3) a diaphragm, and (4) a counter bank. A surge of air through the tube, caused by a vehicle
depressing the tube, deforms the diaphragm and thereby completes an electrical circuit which
transmits the electric impulse from the batteries to advance the counter. In most cases, one
depression of the road tube advances the counter bank one-half number; two depressions result in
one full advancement of the counters or an increase of one number in the counter reading.
3. Non-accumulative Counters - A non-accumulative counter operates on the same principle as the
accumulative counter. However, the non-accumulative counter records only at specific time
intervals (usually 15 minutes) and the recording is made directly upon a paper tape. Only the count
for that particular time interval is recorded. Both the time and the traffic count are recorded on the
tapes. Typical data increments are 15 minutes or one hour. The machines with electronic clocks can
be set for intervals as short as one minute.
a. Quarter Hour Counts - The quarter hour record is most widely used because it permits the
identification of traffic volumes by quarter-hour intervals, which is useful in the
determination of peak-hour volumes. The quarter-hour counter also accumulates the traffic
count for the hour clock interval. Both the first 15-minute count and the total counts for
that hour can be read directly from the tape. Quarter-hour counts between the beginning
and ending of the clock hour must be obtained by subtraction. The count during any
quarter-hour period is, thus, the difference between any two counts printed opposite the
quarter-hour intervals.
b. Hourly Counts - The hourly count merely totals the count during the hour interval, prints the
hourly volume, resets the counter to zero, and advances the hour indicator.
1.1.1.7.2 Computer Compatible Counters
1. Manual - Used primarily for intersection/turning movement studies, an electronic count board
specifically for manual counting is one method used to collect traffic count data. This device has 16
buttons of which 12 are keyed to intersection movements, the remaining four buttons can be used
for counting pedestrians, trucks, or buses. Up to 12 hours of count data are automatically stored in
the memory in 5- or 15-minute intervals. Data can be read directly from the counter or transferred
to a computer for analysis and printout.
2. A second type of collect turning movement counts is by obtaining video of the intersection using a
camera and processing the data either manually by watching the video and using an electronic
count board or by using video processing technology to obtain the count data. The data once
processed can be provided in a variety of intervals including 5 or 15-minute intervals.
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1.1.1.8

Field Data Collection

1.1.1.8.1 ATR Program
All automatic traffic recorders are in permanent locations. These locations are recorded in the "Minnesota
Automatic Traffic Recorder Data Summary" prepared by the Transportation Data and Analysis (TDA) website
at the following web link: http://www.dot.state.mn.us/tda/index.html.
1.1.1.8.2 Portable Counter Placement
Care should be taken in selecting the location for installing portable traffic-counting equipment. There are
two crucial location considerations: (1) placement of the road tube and (2) security of the traffic counter.
The selection of an appropriate time and day for counting should also be coordinated with street
maintenance and cleaning schedules to avoid road tube damage by maintenance vehicles.
1. Road Tube Placement - The road tube should be located along a smooth portion of the roadway to
be counted. The tube should not fall along a construction joint as the roadway depression at the
joint could cause a misreading of the tube. Care should also be taken to locate the tube far enough
away from intersections so that any vehicle crossing the tube would still be moving at a right angle
to it and not turning across it. The offsetting of wheels during vehicular traffic turning movements
could cause a traffic counter to misread if the counter were located within the turning arc. In
securing the roadway tube, PK concrete nails are commonly utilized. The far end of the roadway
tube has a clamp through which the PK nail is inserted and driven into a crack in the roadway or,
ideally, into the construction joint between the gutter section and the pavement edge. A clamp is
also usually attached to the hose at the near side of the counter. This clamp is affixed to the
roadway with a nail driven into the construction joint between the gutter section and the pavement
edge. Tubes are especially vulnerable to damage by snow plows so they should not be used during
inclement weather.
2. Security - Traffic counters should be securely chained to a sign post, utility pole, or light pole to
prevent theft.
1.1.1.8.3 Other Considerations
Machine numbers should be recorded on the data tape so that corrections can be made if maintenance
problems or bad data are encountered. The date, direction of travel, location, and other identifying
information should also be included. A length of blank tape should be left on both ends to permit proper
machine processing.
1.1.1.9

Uses of Volume Counts

Volume counts play a major role in traffic engineering. Their uses include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Determining the need for traffic control devices
Obtaining various factors (hourly, daily, weekly, etc.)
Developing traffic flow maps
Research studies
Operational studies
Determining ADTs
Determining peak periods and peak hours
Signal phasing and timing
Determining trends
Determining the need for channelization
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11. Simulation studies
12. Vehicle classifications
13. Calculating crash rates
1.1.2

Spot Speed

Spot speeds are the vehicle speeds taken at a specified point along the roadway. The average of such speeds
is sometimes referred to as time mean speed.
1.1.2.1

Equipment

Spot speeds are usually collected using radar or laser equipment, although spot speeds may be gathered
during travel time runs by reading the speedometer at specified points along each run. Another method
involves the use of a short "speed trap." This trap may consist of a short marked area on the roadway over
which vehicles are timed and speeds computed or may consist of a very short section beginning and ending
with vehicle sensors (tubes or electronic) over which an electronic data collection device computes and
records vehicular speeds.
1.1.2.2

Field Data Collection

Regardless of the data collection method the location of collection vehicles, personnel, and equipment is of
primary importance. The obvious or obstructive presence of these may have a large impact on the speeds of
passing vehicles. Because of this, all equipment and personnel should be employed in the most
inconspicuous manner possible, and note should be made when reporting information in cases where it is
believed vehicular speeds were significantly affected by collection activities. Regarding radar speed
collection, the following should also be considered:
1. The angle between the radar and the vehicle path affects speed readings. The further the radar is
from a straight roadway section, the slower the speed will read. Although trigonometric adjustment
can be made to correct these readings, it is generally more advisable to keep collection in as direct a
line with oncoming traffic as possible, which usually means as close to the roadway as possible.
Exceptions to this may need to be made when the collection vehicle and equipment would tend to
affect vehicle speeds significantly.
2. Depending on the intended use of the data, the observer must consider whether to collect speeds of
all vehicles, including platooned vehicles, or only the speeds of unimpeded vehicles. One may collect
all speeds, for example, to assess traffic flow during peak periods, whereas only unimpeded vehicle
speeds would be collected to assess the impact of speed zone signing.
3. Speed samples may be biased due to larger or faster vehicles being more easily picked up by radar,
and vehicles screening vehicles directly behind them. These considerations must be kept in mind
both while collecting and while analyzing data. Laser speed detection devices can collect discrete
vehicles.
1.1.2.3

Uses of Spot Speed Data

Vehicle speed data are used for many purposes including:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Establishing speed zones
Crash analysis
Environmental impacts (noise and air analysis)
Designing safety appurtenances
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
1.1.3

Evaluating traffic signal locations
Assessing the need for advisory speed limits
Setting signal clearance intervals
Assessing enforcement needs
Assessing speed trends
Conducting before/after analysis of various geometric, traffic control, or legal changes
Travel Time and Delay

Travel time studies involve recording the time it takes vehicles to traverse a specified length of roadway.
This stretch of roadway may include one or more intersections or may be a relatively long stretch of
freeway. In any case, a long "zone" is often broken into shorter, individually analyzed "links." Travel time
data is often reported in terms of delay (travel time in excess of free-flow, unimpeded travel time) or of
average speeds in links or zones.
1.1.3.1

Types of Delay Studies

Delay studies can be broken into two broad categories. The first category is delay caused by traffic flow
conditions rather than by traffic control devices. The prime example of this would be delay occurring along a
segment of freeway. In this case, most delay is due to slowing in response to congestion, although some
stopped delay may also occur. Delay is considered to be excess time spent in the segment above what would
be spent if travel were free-flow. The base free flow speed may be determined empirically, using the 50th
percentile speed of low volume traffic (<1300 pc ph pl), or may be taken as either the posted limit or some
reasonable lower figure. For freeways, use a base equal to 70 for urban and 75 for rural and adjustments for
lane width, right shoulder lateral clearance, number of lanes, and interchange density.
The second category of delay studies is that encompassing traffic control devices, particularly traffic signals
at intersections. In this case, delay may be considered as excess time over free-flow (green phase,
unimpeded) similar to that above, or it may be further refined to establish percent of vehicles delayed, delay
per delayed vehicle, delay per all vehicles, and stopped delay per stopped or all vehicles. This refinement of
delay is useful in assessing the operation of a traffic control device.
1.1.3.2

Equipment

The equipment required for delay studies depends upon the type of delay study being conducted. For
freeway or other congestion delay type studies at least one vehicle and driver are required. In this case, the
driver will need to record audio so various checkpoints can be noted during the run. If a second person is
used, that person can record the data directly onto a form rather than recording audio. Intersection travel
time/delay studies may be conducted similarly or may be conducted by stationary observers at the
intersection. In this case the observers will need forms, clipboards, and stopwatches to record the various
counts and events.
1.1.3.3

Field Data Collection

1.1.3.3.1 Test Vehicle Method
To obtain travel time data, a test vehicle is usually operated within the traffic stream between check points
along the route for which travel time information is required. The test vehicle is either operated as a
"floating car" or at the "average speed." In the floating-car technique, the driver attempts to estimate the
median speed by passing and being passed by an equal number of vehicles. In the average-speed technique,
the driver operates the test vehicle at the speed perceived to be the average speed of other vehicles in the
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traffic stream. Tests have shown that some inaccuracies occur utilizing the floating-car technique, especially
during periods of congested flow on multi-lane highways and on roads with very low traffic volumes. The
average-speed technique has generally resulted in more representative test speeds.
The first task in obtaining travel time data is to identify checkpoints along the route where travel time
recordings will be entered on the worksheet.
Checkpoints are located at intersections or railroad crossings or other easily identified physical locations
where speed changes are anticipated. Generally, checkpoints in downtown areas should be about two or
three blocks apart; in the downtown fringe, four to six blocks apart; and in other areas, eight to 12 blocks
apart, depending upon the number of intersecting routes. The checkpoints are indicated on a map and the
distances between the checkpoints are either obtained from Google Earth measurements or from field
measurements. Checkpoints should also be referenced by reference post (mile marker sign). The data are
then transferred to the travel time data recording form.
A travel time test run is usually conducted by an observer with two stopwatches. The observer starts one
stopwatch at the beginning of the run and records the time at each check point along the route. The second
stopwatch is utilized to determine the duration of any delays encountered along the route. The locations of
delays are indicated on the recording form or noted on a voice recording.
1.1.3.4

Observed Vehicle Method

The observed vehicle method is used only to obtain total travel time information. Observers are stationed at
checkpoints where they record the time and the license number of each vehicle that passes an observation
point. Later, the license plates are matched using the License Plate Match Computer Program and the total
travel time between the checkpoints is determined. Synchronized stopwatches and audio recordings are
utilized in this procedure.
1.1.3.5

Moving Vehicle Method

The moving vehicle method presents an interesting way to compute volumes and average travel times in
both directions by making only six runs (loops) in a test car. The features of interest of this method are:
1. It accurately estimates volume by direction for the entire route, despite intervening intersections,
varying volume etc. This could be done by tubes, but only by setting counters in each section e.g.,
each block, and then weighting the average by section lengths.
2. It estimates average travel time not just of the test vehicle runs, but of all traffic.
3. The method applies best to city street type situations.
4. Because of the amount of data gathered during each run (total travel time, vehicles overtaken,
vehicles which overtake, and opposing direction vehicles met), at least three persons will be
required in the test vehicle.
1.1.3.6

Intersection Study

The most common method of obtaining intersection delay, other than by a running vehicle method as
above, is to station observers at the intersection. These observers collect:
1. The total number of vehicles stopped on the approach at regular, specified intervals - usually every
15 seconds unless the pre-timed cycle length is an even multiple of 15 seconds, in which case 13
seconds is used.
2. The total number of vehicles stopping and the total number not stopping.
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In addition, other data is often collected during the delay study, such as movement counts, road and lane
numbers and widths, and phase lengths. These are not required to compute delay but are useful in assessing
intersection performance.
1.1.3.7

Uses of Travel Time/Delay Studies

This data has many uses, including:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
1.1.4
1.1.4.1

Evaluation of level of service
Selection of traffic control devices
Before/after studies
Design of traffic control devices
Signal timing selection
Calculation of user costs
Identification of trends
Identification of sections needing geometric revision
Queue Studies
Types of Queue Studies

Queue studies are of two primary types, related to two general ways of defining a queue:
1. A line of stopped (or nearly stopped) vehicles created by some traffic control device, notably a signal
or a stop sign, or due to some movement restriction, for example a queue buildup behind a vehicle
waiting for a gap in order to make a left turn.
2. A number of cars moving as a group or definable platoon moving at a speed less than free flow
speed due to congestion or some particular traffic stream and/or roadway anomaly (e.g., congestion
induced shockwaves, queues formed upstream of hills, bumps, potholes, lane drops, stalled vehicles
etc.).
This section is concerned only with the first type of queue, which may be simply called a waiting line of
stopped vehicles. The second type of queue is used far less frequently and will not be considered.
1.1.4.2

Equipment

Collection equipment for queues usually includes a stopwatch and a clipboard with appropriate forms.
Special equipment such as delay meters, intersection counting boards or programmed computers may be
used, especially when delay, capacity or other characteristics are the end products desired rather than
queue lengths themselves. In this case the use of electronic equipment may significantly reduce data
reduction person-hours.
1.1.4.3

Field Data Collection

Data is usually collected by stationing an observer within view of the queue and having this observer record
queue lengths at set intervals. For intersection studies an interval of 15 seconds is usually used, but if the
cycle length is an even multiple of this interval the observer should use an interval of 13 seconds instead.
Other studies often use 30 second intervals, which allows more accurate counting of long queues. For this
reason, a longer interval may also be used for intersection studies if the queue is difficult to count at shorter
intervals. Another method of counting very long queues is to count the number of vehicles back to a known
point, and then count only the remainder or "tail" at each interval thereafter when vehicles are backed up
beyond the known point. The length of the tail and the vehicles back to the known point are then summed
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up to find the actual queue length. This system is particularly useful where the queue is constant, such as at
ramp meters.
1.1.4.4

Uses of Queue Data

In addition to use in delay studies assessing the performance of traffic signals, ramp meters, or other traffic
control devices, queues may be used directly to quickly evaluate timing plans, the quality of traffic flow, or
the need for additional facilities and appurtenances.
1.1.5

Vehicle Classification

Vehicle classification consists, in its most basic form, is determining the percentages of automobiles and
trucks in the traffic stream at a location. Often additional categories such as single-unit commercial vehicles
and combination-unit commercial vehicles are used. A more detailed option is to collect separate counts for
13 different vehicle classifications as specified by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) in Figure C-1
at: https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/POLICYINFORMATION/TMGUIDE/TMG_2013/VEHICLE-TYPES.CFM. Which
categories are utilized depends upon the purpose of the study, the presence of the category in the traffic
stream, and the categories used in previous studies which will be used for comparison. Also, some
categories are avoided due to the difficulty of collecting the data. Trucks by length in feet is an example, as
are categories based on vehicle ownership.
1.1.5.1

Regularly Conducted Counts

Vehicle classification counts are conducted at numerous stations throughout Minnesota by the TDA Section.
Information regarding the classification categories used and sites available may be obtained from that office.
For more information, see the following web link for the Traffic Forecasting and Analysis page:
http://www.dot.state.mn.us/traffic/data/index.html.
1.1.5.2

Equipment Used

Most special purpose classification counts used to be collected primarily using manual methods with no
more than a multiple bank mechanical counter and a data recording form or a tube counter. There has been
an increase in obtaining classification data using non-intrusive detection (NID) methods or obtaining video
and processing the data either manually by watching the video or by using video processing technology to
obtain the classification data. These methods allow for longer periods of data collection and increase safety
by decreasing interaction of personal and equipment with active traffic. Also, simple data may be gathered
from tapes or film played back at fast speed, reducing actual collection time. Some portable electronic
equipment is also available to do classification counts, usually based on axle spacings. This equipment can
greatly simplify collecting large samples, but may restrict the classification categories that may be used, e.g.,
the equipment will not distinguish between buses, RVs, and trucks, between private and commercial
vehicles etc.
1.1.5.3

Field Data Collection

Simple classification data is sometimes a by-product of other studies. For instance, collection of vehicle
occupancies generally includes a separate tally of trucks and buses. Field collection is usually done with tally
marks on a form or with counters sufficient to accumulate each of the classification categories desired. One
of the common difficulties involved with field data collection is defining categories clearly enough so that
the field data collector can count each category confidently. Typical problems with categories include: In
what category is a motorcycle, taxi, airport limousine or vanpool? Is a delivery van a van or a truck? Are
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pickups with crew cabs and six tires pickups or trucks? What about recreational vehicles (RVs) or cars pulling
boats, trailers, or campers? What is a semi cab without a trailer? If the study has separate categories for
each of these vehicles, the problem disappears. This is usually not the case. There may be only two to five
categories, so study planners must decide how to handle questionable cases.
1.1.5.4

Uses of Vehicle Classifications

Vehicle classifications are used in capacity computations, in assessing the impact of traffic regulations or
controls not directed at all types of vehicles, in some economic analysis of travel or delay, and to evaluate
the people moving effectiveness of HOV and other facilities.
1.1.6
1.1.6.1

Utilities and Survey
Utility Information

By law, utility locations must be checked within 90 days of the project turn in.
For stand-alone traffic control signal system or interconnect projects, the signal designer is responsible for
completing the utility plan sheets. Major activities to accomplish this requirement include:
•
•

•
•
•

The designer contacts Gopher State One Call for a utility list for the project limits and checks this against any
survey location information.
The designer creates a preliminary utility plan sheet with graphics and a tabulation identifying owner, type
of utility, any work to be done to the utility, location information and any remarks. A standard note such as,
“It shall be the contractor’s responsibility to utilize the “Gopher State One Call” (GSOC) Notification Center
at 651-454-0002.” should be included on all utility plan sheets (refer to the sample plan).
The designer contacts each utility by letter or email with an attachment of the preliminary utility plan sheet
to allow utility to confirm/correct the utility data.
The designer contacts the Permits office within the 90-day limit to check for any recent utility installations
or relocations since the time that the initial utility location data was collected.
The project manager completes the compliance checklist and submits it with the project package for each
state let project.

If the traffic control signal system project is part of a larger roadway project, then the traffic control signal
system project manager and the roadway project manager should work together to include all utility
information necessary within the roadway utility information sheets. The traffic control signal system plan
should then reference the roadway utility sheets.
Utility Quality Level is a professional opinion about the quality and reliability of utility information. There are
four levels of utility quality information, ranging from the most precise and reliable, level A, to the least
precise and reliable, level D. The utility quality level must be determined in accordance with guidelines
established by the Construction Institute of the American Society of Civil Engineers in document CI/ASCE 3802 entitled “Standard Guidelines for the Collection and Depiction of Existing Subsurface Utility Data.”
According to Minnesota Statutes, section 216D.04, subdivision 1a, all plans for projects with excavation
must depict the utility quality level of the utility information. Unless there is proof that the utility
information in the plan is more accurate, MnDOT assumes that it is Utility Quality Level D. The project
manager must use the following note, filling in the appropriate utility quality level, on the utility tabulation
sheets for projects involving excavation:
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The subsurface utility information in this plan is utility quality level ___. This utility quality level
was determined according to the guidelines of CI/ASCE 38- 02, entitled “Standard Guidelines for
the Collection and Depiction of Existing Subsurface Utility Data.”
The Minnesota statute on utilities can be found at the following web link:
https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/part/UTILITIES
Exhibit 1-1 Minnesota Statutes Website

1.1.6.2

Survey Requests

The traffic control signal system designer or project manager (PM) is responsible for survey requests for all
signal projects not involving road work. If road work is included as part of the project, the designer or PM
should work with the road designer for any survey needs since the road designer should be kept well
informed of all survey or utility information being gathered for the project.
To facilitate construction activities such as staking and utility location/relocation, in addition to improving
the ability to interact with Geographic Information System (GIS) databases, coordinate-correct and
tabulated signal plans are required.
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1.2
1.2.1

SIGNAL JUSTIFICATION
Intersection Control Evaluation

In the past, the only perceived solution to traffic delay and safety problems for at-grade intersections was the
installation of a traffic signal, based on Signal Justification Reports (SJR). An SJR had to be completed before a
new signal or significant modification of a signal could proceed. The SJR is straightforward but does not
consider other alternative forms of intersection control. Other options including stop control, roundabouts,
and unconventional reduced-access intersections, may also be acceptable alternatives.
An Intersection Control Evaluation (ICE) is a process that identifies the best intersection control through a
comprehensive analysis and documentation of the technical (safety and operational), economic, and political
issues of viable alternatives.
The purpose of the ICE is to evaluate various intersection designs; select the optimal control for an intersection
based on an objective analysis of the existing conditions and future needs; and document all technical,
financial, and political issues in the ICE report (in lieu of the SJR).
The deliverable depends on scope and location of the project, and could be an ICE Report, ICE Letter, SJR, or
Signal Justification Letter (SJL).
Below is a sample ICE report cover sheet. The ICE report must be completed under the direct supervision of a
Minnesota Professional Engineer (PE). It is also to be reviewed by appropriate agencies and approved by the
District Traffic Engineer (DTE).
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To determine the optimal intersection control strategy, the overall design of the intersection must be
considered. The flexibility of significant change in intersection design will largely be decided by the scope
and location of the project. Some general objectives for good intersection design that should be considered
are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide adequate sight distance
Minimize points of conflict
Simplify conflict areas
Limit conflict frequency
Minimize the severity of conflicts
Minimize delay
Provide acceptable capacity

For more information on the ICE process, see the following web link:
https://www.dot.state.mn.us/trafficeng/safety/ice/
Preliminary Signal Design
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1.2.2

Warrants

For information on signal warrants, refer to the Minnesota Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MN
MUTCD) sections 4C-1 to 4C-10.
The most current version of the MN MUTCD can be found at the following web link:
www.dot.state.mn.us/trafficeng/publ/index.html

1.3

PRELIMINARY DESIGN

A preliminary signal design checklist and source of power checklist is included in Chapter 5. The following is
a sample source of power confirmation letter:
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1.3.1

Utilities

To locate utilities during pre-design activities, a Gopher State One Call request can be made.
The designer can submit a request with Gopher State One Call by phone or by using the resources at the
following web link: http://www.gopherstateonecall.org/.
Before submitting a request to Gopher State One Call, you should have the Trunk Highway number, County
name, City or Township name (especially in rural areas), section-township-range of the area being
requested, note any cross streets or roads in the area, and distance from centerline needed on one or both
sides of the highway. In the Metro area, you may reference the page number and grid location from the
Hudson’s Street Atlas.
Storm Sewer
Every possible interaction should occur between the designer and the water resources engineer to eliminate
potential conflicts between existing and proposed water resources structures and signal equipment. Be sure
to stake as early as possible if new utilities are going to be added.

1.4

AGREEMENTS

1.4.1

Project Manager Considerations

Agreement terms (cost participation, power supply, design responsibilities, operation responsibilities and
major/minor maintenance responsibilities including post installation locate) should be defined as early as
possible within any project, regardless of whether the project is going to be administered by MnDOT or a
local agency. Agreement terms are a byproduct of appropriate and timely local agency and MnDOT contact
regarding any project.
Benefits of effective project management, including a kickoff meeting (see preliminary signal design
checklist for field investigation in Chapter 5) and cooperative signal agreement terms discussion, include:
•
•
•
•
•

Railroad crossing or right of way issues which may affect the project scope and/or timeline can be
identified.
The importance of power company design contacts can be emphasized.
Design issues are discussed, and the overall scope of the project is reviewed to ensure that all safety,
operation, and maintenance issues are addressed.
State furnished materials and labor can be accurately defined and estimated. This produces a more accurate
overall project cost used in the agreement as opposed to the contract cost estimate used for the letting.
Pay item organization/choice, specific to the project, can be discussed.

Refer to Chapter 9 of the TEM for additional information. Also, refer to the Cooperative Purchasing Venture
at the following web site:
http://www.mmd.admin.state.mn.us/cpv2.htm
“The Cooperative Purchasing Venture (CPV) is a members-only program that enables participants to
purchase goods and services under contract terms established by the state of Minnesota. The CPV
can: reduce or eliminate product specification research time, enhance and simplify product selection,
minimize time identifying new vendors, and reduce or eliminate the time and costs to award, process
and maintain a contract.”
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1.4.2

Preliminary Signal Design Concurrence Process

Signal designers should meet and confer to agree on preliminary signal design. The design topics to be
discussed include the following:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

general nature of the signal project: new installation, minor or major revisions
contact your District signal operations office early to get input on items including phasing of the
intersection, relation of proposed phasing to the traffic volumes and turning movements; use of protectedpermissive left turn phasing rather than protected-only; use of overlaps
use of 4- and 5-section heads and non-standard bracketing
appropriateness of poles or pedestals for the site
placement of signal poles to ensure legal placement of all vehicle and pedestrian signal indications. See
Chapter 3 for signal head placement diagrams.
placement of pedestrian push buttons relative to signal poles and in place sidewalks and crosswalks
detector placement and functions. See Chapter 4 for loop detector placement diagrams.
placement and type of handholes
design of equipment pad
type of service equipment
use of battery backup systems
for revised systems, the wording of the notes on signal structure revision

1.4.3

Signal Agreements

Cooperative agreements, which specify the sharing of cost, maintenance, and operation of signals, are
prepared by MnDOT. Upon completion by the District of its work, and on receipt of the plans and agreement
request by the District Traffic Engineer, the agreement will be prepared in basically the following manner:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A pre-agreement letter shall be sent by the District Traffic Office to all the municipalities that may be
involved in the cost sharing of the construction and maintenance of the traffic signal. The pre-agreement
letter shall contain an estimate of the costs of construction and maintenance costs. The cost will be shared
by each agency depending on the number of legs at the intersection. Private entrances will be considered a
municipal leg.
The municipalities shall provide a resolution stating their willingness to participate in the cost of the project,
or to perform certain duties as part of the project.
MnDOT will prepare the special provisions and cost estimate from the finished plan provided by the District.
The request for agreement will be approved by the Plans and Coordination Engineer and by the Electrical
Devices Engineer and will be submitted to the Signal Unit.
Planning and Programming will be contacted to determine the status of approval for federal aid funds by
the FHWA.
The Technical Support Unit will prepare the agreement.
The copies will then be sent to the District Traffic Engineer.
The District Traffic Engineer will review the agreement and, if they approve it, will submit all copies to the
municipality or county for approval, signatures, and seals. When done, the copies will be returned to the
District Traffic Engineer.
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•

•
•
•

The District Traffic Engineer will check the agreement to ensure proper execution and inclusion of the
resolution, submit to the Transportation District Engineer for signature and return to the Signal Unit.
Agreements should be back to the District Traffic Engineer more than two weeks before the proposed
letting date, and if returned later may require special handling. The District Traffic Engineer should follow up
all agreements being processed to ensure timely returns.
The Signal Unit shall review the agreement for signatures and seals, and for submittal to the Assistant
Commissioner for signature.
The agreement will then be further processed through the Assistant Attorney General, Department of
Administration, Budget and the Department of Finance as needed.
Copies and originals of the fully executed agreement will be properly distributed by the Signal Unit.

1.4.4

State Aid and Other Agencies

Traffic signal plans handled by MnDOT for other agencies, with or without the state aid process, are handled
differently depending on whether the project has federal funding participation, and whether the
intersection involved is on or off the trunk highway system.
If a signal at a trunk highway intersection is being built or revised by any other agency, the District Traffic
Engineer shall approve the final plans before bids are opened on the project.
The Traffic Engineer shall approve the plans regardless of if there is any federal funding participation.
If a proposed signal is not at a trunk highway location, and the project involves federal funding participation,
the Traffic Engineer will indicate concurrence with the design by means of a memorandum to the State Aid
office.
If a proposed signal is not at a trunk highway location, and the job does not have federal funding
participation, the Traffic Engineer may indicate approval by means of a memo to the State Aid Office;
however, the District may recommend approval of such a project if the plans have been certified by both a
master electrician and registered engineer.
1.4.5

Cost Sharing

The Cost Participation Policy and Procedures can be found at the following web link:
http://www.dot.state.mn.us/policy/financial/fm011.html

1.5

BATTERY BACKUP/MONITOR POWERED TRAFFIC SIGNALS

MnDOT has developed a service cabinet that can accommodate a battery backup setup. Some of the key
items/features include:
•
•
•
•

•

The SSB service cabinet is designed to accommodate an uninterrupted power supply (UPS) and the batteries.
It will be each agency’s choice to use a UPS and batteries or not.
SSB service cabinet will not fit old bolt pattern.
Municipal agreement typically determines who will pay for and maintain batteries.
Installation includes either a UPS or UPS and appropriate batteries at approximately $3000 total; approximate
2-year warranty; can buy a monitor to test batteries; replace every 6-7 years. Cycle per the manufacturer’s
specifications.
Depending on intersection size and other factors, batteries can typically run a signal in full operation for
approximately 2 hours and then operate the signal in flash mode for approximately 4 additional hours.
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•
•
•
•

The 350 or 352 ATCC equipment pad layout (Type SSB service cabinet) detail sheet includes an additional
communication conduit that is critical within the cabinet.
All signals interconnected with railroad shall have a battery backup system installed.
See the cost participation policy for signal cost splits.
On retrofit projects sharing and replacing some anchor rods may be required.
In the state of Minnesota, a dark (out of power) traffic control signal is treated as an
uncontrolled intersection.
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1.6

PEDESTRIAN HYBRID BEACONS

From the MN MUTCD (Section 4F.1), “A pedestrian hybrid beacon is a special type of hybrid beacon used to
warn and control traffic at an unsignalized location to assist pedestrians in crossing a street or highway at a
marked crosswalk.”
This type of signal is commonly referred to as a HAWK signal. “HAWK” stands for High-intensity Activated
Cross-WalK.
The Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon should confirm to all APS guidelines. It must also follow the guidelines
detailed in Chapter 4F of the MN MUTCD. Note that this section of the MN MUTCD includes guidelines for
the installation, design of the beacon, and operation of the beacon.
Exhibit 1-2 Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon

1.6.1

Justification and Cost Participation

Signal Warrant – MnDOT will participate if the Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon meets pedestrian warrants (Signal
Warrant 5; Pedestrian Volume and Warrant 6; School Crossing) for a traffic signal. For cost participation,
refer to the Cost Participation Policy.
Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon Guidelines – If meeting the less restrictive guidelines for a pedestrian hybrid
beacon, MnDOT will allow the installation on a Trunk highway. For cost participation, refer to the Cost
Participation Policy.
1.6.2

Agreements

Agreement will be made for each pedestrian hybrid beacon system. Agreements will be like current signal
agreements; locals pay for power, paint, pedestrian crossing and stop lines, and streetlights. Refer to the
Cost Participation Policy.
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1.6.3

Other Considerations

If developer driven, developer will pay all costs for the pedestrian hybrid beacon.
No Intersection Control Evaluation needed.
The pedestrian hybrid beacon must be ADA compliant.
EVP will not be allowed to preempt the walk or walk clearance times. EVP can only be used to delay the ped
call. If a preempt call came in before a pedestrian pushed the button or the pedestrian pushed the button
during a preempt call, the call would be delayed until the EVP call has terminated. EVP has limited value at a
pedestrian hybrid beacon system.
A pedestrian hybrid beacon and a traffic signal are not the same. The National MUTCD defines each
differently.

•
•
•
•

•

From the driver’s standpoint, the signal operation is as follows:

1

The pedestrian hybrid beacon remains DARK for traffic unless a pedestrian
activates the push-button.

When a pedestrian presses the button, approaching drivers will see a FLASHING
YELLOW signal for a few seconds, indicating that the signal has been activated.
2

The flashing yellow is followed by a SOLID YELLOW signal, indicating that
motorists should reduce speed and be prepared to stop.
3

The solid yellow is followed by double SOLID RED signals, requiring drivers to
stop.
4

The double solid red signals are followed by alternating (wig wag) FLASHING RED
signals. The signal will then go dark until activated again by a pedestrian.
5

During the wig wag FLASHING RED signal indication, drivers are required to
come to a full STOP, but may proceed when pedestrians have cleared the
crosswalk and it is safe to proceed.
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1.7

RECTANGULAR RAPID FLASHING BEACON

Rectangular Rapid Flash Beacons (RRFB) can enhance safety by reducing crashes between vehicles and
pedestrians at unsignalized intersections and mid-block pedestrian crossings by increasing driver awareness
of potential pedestrian conflicts. RRFBs are a lower cost alternative to traffic signals and pedestrian hybrid
beacons that are shown to increase driver yielding behavior at crosswalks significantly when supplementing
standard pedestrian crossing warning signs and markings. Additional details can be found at the FHWA site:
http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/intersection/resources/techsum/fhwasa09009/
Exhibit 1-3 Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon

[Images Source: FHWA]
Minnesota has received Blanket Interim Approval from the FHWA to use RRFBs at uncontrolled pedestrian
and school crosswalk locations statewide. One of the conditions of approval was that MnDOT keeps a list of
all locations where they are installed in the state, whether on State Highways, County Highways, or local
roads. If an RRFB is currently installed, or planned for installation, the location of the device must be sent to
the MnDOT Office of Traffic Engineering. The FHWA interim approval website is located at:
http://mutcd.fhwa.dot.gov/res-interim_approvals.htm
APS push buttons in ADA-compliant locations should be installed with any RRFB. APS push buttons (RRFB
Specific APS Pushbuttons) used as part of a RRFB are specifically fabricated for RRFBs. APS buttons used at
traffic signals or a Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon have different operational features when compared to a RRFB.
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1.8

BLUE ENFORCEMENT LIGHTS

Blue enforcement lights are special displays typically placed on an open pole hub or the back side of signal
heads for the benefit of an enforcement officer to see when the red is displayed. This allows the
enforcement officer to see whether a driver has illegally entered the intersection without being on the
approach side of the red light. The intent is for only the enforcing officer to see this light. A strategically
placed enforcement light will allow the officer to see the stop line, the location of the offending vehicle, and
the enforcement light simultaneously.
Work with local law enforcement officials on the placement of the blue enforcement lights.
Design of enforcement lights is on a site-by-site basis, considering where a police officer can safely park to
observe the light, be comfortable (no strained neck or views in mirrors) and then safely enter traffic to catch
up to the offending vehicle. The enforcement light should never be placed without a field review or simply
placing the light on the back side of an approach. Many signalized intersections do not support the use of
the enforcement light, mostly because there is no safe place for the police to park and still see the
enforcement light. There should never be more than two enforcement lights placed at one intersection. The
need for enforcement lights should be supported and pursued by the local police department.
Exhibit 1-4 Enforcement Light

1.8.1

Field Review, Installation Notes and Points

Field review prior to any enforcement light placement is essential for its future use. MnDOT Signal Design
staff must meet the police agency at intersections the police desire the light. The police agency should have
a list of preferred intersections and approaches at this intersection they believe to have a high potential for
red light running and a strategic place for them to park. The enforcement light should not be installed if it
may create confusion to the traveling public or will not be used by the police. The field reviews should
consider the following:
Strategic and safe place for the police to park to observe the stop line, offending vehicle, and enforcement
light.

a) Will other traffic such as left turns block the view?
b) Will the officer be comfortable with the view keeping in mind that it could be three minutes or
longer before the next red cycle?
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c) Could a second enforcement light for another approach be installed and still be viewed from the
same location?

d) Will snow build up or soft soil in the winter prevents its use during this time of year?
Other considerations for enforcement light placement.

a) Will the placement of the enforcement light interfere with other indications such as the pedestrian
indication or EVP conformation light?

b) Are there available wires for the enforcement light?
c) Signal layout changes must be made.
d) Yellow and all red times should be checked in the controller. Log books should be noted that they
were checked and found accurate.

e) Agreement/Memo of Understanding should be written.
f) A background shield behind the light is highly recommended.
1.8.2

Components Used

Several LED lamp arrangements and colors were tested for the enforcement lights. White and blue LEDs
were viewed in both darkness and daylight. Both colors appeared to have a noticeable change between on
and off in darkness but proved to be difficult to see an on/off difference in daylight. The white lamp failed to
show a difference during daylight while the blue lamp, although somewhat difficult, could be seen in
daylight. Compromise must be given for both high lamp brightness which could distract drivers in darkness
and not bright enough for enforcement officers to utilize in daylight. MnDOT OTE has a list of preferred
components for MnDOT style signal poles.
1.8.3

Cost Participation

See the cost participation policy for cost splits.
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2. TRAFFIC SIGNAL PHASING AND OPERATIONS
2.1

INTRODUCTION

The objective of this chapter is to examine the interaction between design and operations. The signal
designer must work closely with the signal operator. Decisions on items such as left turn signal phasing are
critical to the design steps.

2.2

TRAFFIC SIGNAL PHASING

A traffic signal phase, or split, is the part of the cycle given to an individual movement, or combination of
non-conflicting movements during one or more intervals.
2.2.1

Phase Numbers

Phase numbers are the labels assigned to the individual movements around the intersection. For an eightphase dual ring controller (see definition of dual ring below), it is common to assign the main street through
movements as phases 2 and 6. Also, it is common to use odd numbers for left turn signals and the even
numbers for through signals. A rule of thumb is that the sum of the through movement and the adjacent left
turn is equal to seven or eleven.

It is important for the designer to understand the phase numbers that will be/are used
for the intersection. For example, they are used for labeling signal heads during the
design process (see Chapter 6).
The figure below shows a typical phase numbering scheme for an east/west arterial and a north/south arterial.
MnDOT will typically follow this convention.
Exhibit 2-1 Typical Phase Numbers
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2.2.2

Ring

A ring is a term that is used to describe a series of conflicting phases that occur in an established order. A
good understanding of the ring structure is a good way to understand the operation of multi-phase
controllers.
2.2.3

Barrier

A barrier (compatibility line) is a reference point in the preferred sequence of a dual-ring controller unit at
which all rings are interlocked. Barriers assure there will be no concurrent selection and timing of conflicting
phases for traffic movements in different rings. All rings cross the barrier simultaneously to select and time
phases on the other side.
2.2.4

Dual Ring Control

The traffic actuated controller usually employs a “dual ring concurrent” timing process. The NEMA concept
is illustrated in the figure below.
Exhibit 2-2 Dual Ring Structure

DUAL RING STRUCTURE
Concurrent Group 1

Concurrent Group 2

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Ring 1

RING 2

BARRIER 1
(LEFT SIDE)

BARRIER 2
(RIGHT SIDE)

Typically, eight phase modules are used on a dual ring controller, each of which controls a single traffic
signal head with red, yellow, and green display. The eight phases are required to accommodate the eight
movements (four through and four left turns) at the intersection. Phases 1 through 4 are included in ring 1,
and phases 5 through 8 are included in ring 2. The two rings operate independently, except that their
control must cross the “barrier” at the same time. Phases 1, 2, 5, and 6 are defined as Concurrent Group 1.
Phases 3, 4, 7, and 8 are defined as Concurrent Group 2.
If the movements to be controlled by these eight phases are assigned properly, the controller will operate
without giving the right-of-way simultaneously to conflicting movements. All the movements from one
street (usually the major street) must be assigned to the left side of the barrier. Similarly, all movements
from the other street must be assigned to the right side.
Within each Concurrent Group, phases may operate simultaneously vertically (in the ring chart) or may
advance diagonally. All Phases in a Concurrent Group must terminate before crossing the barrier into
another Concurrent Group.
Traffic Signal Phasing and Operations
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2.2.5

Overlaps

NEMA Definition: An overlap is a right-of-way indication which allows traffic movement when the right-ofway is assigned to two or more traffic phases. An overlap occurs when one green signal indication is
illuminated by more than one phase output from a controller (see the examples shown below).

Exhibit 2-3 Hardwired Right Turn Overlap

N

Refer to the image on the right. For the hardwired
overlap (OL), the northbound right (NBR) is wired
directly with the westbound left (WBL).
For this case, the yellow ball and red clearance is
displayed during change from phase 1 to 8.

ø6
ø1

This operation cannot be used if there is a conflicting
pedestrian crossing.
The hardwired configuration is not typically used by
MnDOT.

ø8 OL A

Overlap (OL) A = 1+8

Exhibit 2-4 Controller Programmed Overlap

N

Refer to the image on the right. In this case, the NBR is
assigned as overlap A in the controller. The parent phases
for OL A are 1 and 8.
For this case, the yellow ball and red clearance is NOT
displayed, and green arrow will continue to be displayed
during change from phase 1 to 8.

ø6
ø1

Controller programming can omit the right turn arrow if
there is a conflicting pedestrian call.
ø8 OL A
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Exhibit 2-5 Close Ramp Intersections Using Signal Controller with Overlaps

N

ø4
Overlap A parent
phases 1 and 2

OL A
ø1

ø6
ø5
OL B

ø2

Overlap B parent
phases 5 and 6

ø8

Refer to the image above. In this case, the westbound thru (WBT) at the west ramp is assigned as overlap A in
the controller. The parent phases for OL A are 1 and 2.
The eastbound thru (EBT) at the east ramp is assigned overlap B in the controller. The parent phases for OL B
are 5 and 6.
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2.3

LEFT TURN PHASE SELECTION

2.3.1

Flashing Yellow Arrow

MnDOT requires the use of flashing yellow arrow (FYA) for new traffic signal designs with a dedicated left turn
lane unless the left turner has limited sight distance. Not only does it fit the requirements of the MN MUTCD
for lefts with an exclusive lane, but it also provides flexibility in operation. For example, the FYA can be
changed from a permitted only, to protected-only, or protected-permissive on a time of day basis. Therefore,
an indication could run protected during times when required and permitted when not. The actual operation
is determined by the signal operations staff. For details on operating the FYA, refer to the Signal Optimization
and Timing Manual:
www.dot.state.mn.us/trafficeng/publ/index.html.

The flashing yellow arrow signal indication is REQUIRED on all new traffic signal dedicated
left turn lane approaches on the State trunk highway system unless the left turner has
limited intersection sight distance. Refer to the Traffic Engineering Manual.
2.3.2

When Not to Use a Flashing Yellow Arrow

As noted above, the use of a FYA is required whenever permissive left turn operation is allowed. However,
the FYA indication should not be used and a protected only indication should be used when the following
conditions exist:
•
•

Intersection geometrics creates a conflicting left turn path.
The mainline left turner has limited sight distance as defined in the current AASHTO “A Policy on Geometric
Design of Highways in Streets.”
If there are overlapping paths for the opposing left turns, the plans must indicate that these
opposing left turn movements cannot operate together.

Refer to Section 2.5 for MnDOT Selection Guidelines for Traffic Signal Protected Left Turn Phasing
(NON FLASHING YELLOW ARROW).
2.3.3

TEM Resource

For additional information on FYA, refer to Chapter 9, Section 9-4.02.02 of the TEM at the following web
link: http://www.dot.state.mn.us/trafficeng/publ/tem/index.html.
The information in the TEM notes that it is required to install the FYA left turn indication on all new traffic
signal dedicated left turn lane approaches on the State trunk highway system unless the left turner has
limited intersection sight distance (as defined in Chapter 9, Table 9–14 of the 2011 AASHTO “A Policy on
Geometric Design of Highways and Streets”), or conflicting (i.e., overlapping) left turn paths are present.
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2.3.4

Flashing Yellow Arrow Signing

For FYA installations, an R10-X12 sign will be installed for a minimum of 6 months. After this time, the sign can
be removed by the district traffic engineer or left up for its useful life.
Note: The R10-X12 sign can be placed on the mast arm 5-foot extension that is used for
retrofitting an in place signal system.

Exhibit 2-6 Left Turn Yield on Flashing Yellow Arrow Sign
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2.3.5

Flashing Yellow Arrow and Retrofits

A “Flashing Yellow Arrow (FYA) Retrofit Assessment Form” Excel spreadsheet file is available at the following
web link under the “Documents, checklists, worksheets” heading:
http://www.dot.state.mn.us/trafficeng/signals/manual.html
This spreadsheet is used to evaluate the feasibility of the retrofit.
When designing a retrofit FYA for an exclusive left turn, attempt to place the new FYA as close to the center
of the exclusive left as possible. When this is not feasible, the FYA can be in a location other than the center
of the turn lane. Use engineering judgment to determine this offset amount (two feet from center is
generally acceptable, more in certain cases). Note that this indication must be no closer than eight feet from
any adjacent signal head based on MN MUTCD requirements.
2.3.6

Flashing Yellow Arrow Summary

In the past, the operation of the left turn phase was determined during the design process. This was based
on the legacy criteria detailed in Section 2.5. One issue is that a protected only left turn phase may have
been needed for one hour in the day. If a protected only left turn indication was designed, it was a static
operation and would need to run in this mode 24-hours per day.
For new designs, per the TEM, the designer is required to use a FYA indication at dedicated left turns with
the exceptions noted in the TEM. The actual operation of the left turn phase is now flexible and can vary
between protected-only, protected-permissive or permissive only on a time-of-day (TOD) basis. Therefore, a
left turn could operate during one period as protected-only when required for volumes, and permissive
when not required.

2.4

FLASHING YELLOW ARROWS FOR RIGHT TURNS

In Sections 4D.21 through 4D.24 of the MN MUTCD, information on signal indications for right turn
movements is provided. Section 4D.21 states:
“Right-turning traffic is controlled by one of four modes as follows:
A. Permissive Only Mode-turns made on a CIRCULAR GREEN signal indication, a flashing rightturn YELLOW ARROW signal indication, or a flashing right-turn RED ARROW signal indication
after yielding to pedestrians, if any.
B. Protected Only Mode-turns made only when a right turn GREEN ARROW signal indication is
displayed.
C. Protected/Permissive Mode-both modes occur on an approach during the same cycle.
D. Variable Right-Turn Mode-the operating mode changes among the protected only mode
and/or the protected/permissive mode and/or the permissive only mode during different
periods of the day or as traffic conditions change.”
Refer to the MN MUTCD for full details on the various options for right turns.
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2.5

MNDOT SELECTION GUIDELINES FOR TRAFFIC SIGNAL PROTECTED LEFT TURN PHASING
(NON FLASHING YELLOW ARROW)

The information in this section is used for the selection of a left turn signal indication when the designer is not
using a flashing yellow arrow (FYA) indication (see page 2-5). Investigating the use of a FYA indication is
encouraged since it allows greater flexibility in the signal operations. For instance, a FYA can change from a
protected-only, to protected-permissive or permissive only on a time of day (TOD) basis. A traditional
protected-only signal operation cannot be changed on a TOD basis. In rare cases, where FYA would never be
an option due to site constraints, a 3-section protected-only head could be used.
Of additional importance is the language in section 4D.13 of the Mn MUTCD that states:
“For new or reconstructed signal installations, on an approach with an exclusive turn lane(s) for a
left-turn (or U-turn to the left) movement and with opposing vehicular traffic, signal faces that
display a CIRCULAR GREEN signal indication should not be post-mounted on the far-side median or
mounted overhead above the exclusive turn lane(s) or the extension of the lane(s).”
The signal head placement charts in Chapter 3 reflect this requirement. Therefore, any signal head centered
over or directly in front of an exclusive left turn lane must be a FYA or protected-only indication. It cannot
have a circular green indication for permissive left turn movements.

These guidelines are intended for locations where a FYA indication is not being
considered for use. However, using a FYA is required for new installations on state
highways and encouraged at other locations throughout Minnesota.
2.5.1

Introduction

In the past, the operation of the left turn movement was determined by the signal designer. The type of
signal head selected controlled the operation of the movement (protected, permissive, protectedpermissive, or split). As previously noted, MnDOT requires the use of the FYA head on state highways (with
the exceptions listed in Chapter 9 of the TEM) and the operation is determined by the signal operator.
When designing a left turn movement without the use of the FYA, the correct type of left turn phasing used
at signalized intersections is a critical component for safe and efficient operation. In many cases the left turn
selection process can be difficult when there are special concerns or gray areas. In all cases, if a protectedonly left turn is selected, the intesection cannot vary the operation on a time-of-day basis as can the FYA.
Permissive or protected-permissive left turn operation is usually the most efficient. However, when the
driver is placed in difficult decision or risk-taking situations, the protected only left turn operation can
increase safety. Inversely, drivers lose respect for protected only left turn signals when they can obviously
make their own safe decision to turn on a gap. Enhanced signal detection, sequencing, and timing can
reduce delay associated with protected only phasing.
If not using a FYA, the signal designer must also be aware of the effects to special operations such as
Emergency Vehicle Preemption and system coordination. Every intersection is unique; situations not defined
in the guidelines, such as Emergency Vehicle Preemption (EVP), pedestrian conflicts, geometric constraints,
a high proportion of trucks, and existing left turn performance as observed in the field may influence the
choice of left turn phasing in favor of safety.
The following guidelines do not address split phasing, where the left turn and through phase run
simultaneously for one approach, and then for the opposite approach.
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The aim of these guidelines is to establish an uncomplicated selection process that can be used as a starting
point for determining the proper type of left turn phasing if not using FYA. Engineering judgment is still
required considering the specific conditions at the site.
2.5.2

Left Turn Protected Phasing Selection Guidelines

This guidelines section provides a starting reference point for determining the left turn operation at an
intersection. Engineering judgment and site-specific considerations of safety and efficiency may cause
deviations from the operation indicated by these guidelines. Other issues to consider in evaluating phasing
include geometric constraints, pedestrian conflicts, special emergency vehicle treatments, intersection
delay, older drivers, human factors, a high proportion of trucks, and existing left turn performance as
observed in the field.
This section first discusses the need for left turn phasing followed by criteria for protected only operation.
Terms, definitions, and additional phasing guidance clarifies terms used throughout the guideline; each term
presented is shown in the discussion in bold text.
Need and design guide for a Left Turn Phase:
Before using the guidelines below to evaluate protected only or protected/permissive left turn operation,
the signal designer should perform an analysis to determine the need for a separate left turn phase. This
analysis may utilize the methodology described in the Highway Capacity Manual produced by the
Transportation Research Board, based upon geometrics, speeds, volumes, volume cross products, and other
factors, which analyzes intersection performance in terms of measures such as volume to capacity ratio and
level of service. Simulation software is also useful in evaluating candidate left turn phasing.
Left turn lane alignment should be designed considering operation and visibility for left turning vehicles
(refer to Section 2.6 regarding Left-Turn Lateral Offset). Median treatment for the entire road segment can
be beneficial and outweigh the development of fully aligned left turn lanes along major high-volume
highways.
Protected Only Guidelines: Protected only left turn phasing is recommended for the following conditions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

When railroad preemption is used, and the movement is opposite the track clearance movement or turns
across the tracks unless other measures are implements to address this conflict.
Lead-lag left turn sequence is utilized.
Intersection geometrics creates a conflicting left turn path.
The left turner faces three or more opposing through lanes.
The mainline left turner has limited sight distance as defined in the current AASHTO “A Policy on Geometric
Design of Highways in Streets.”
Protected/permissive operation is in place and there are 5 or more left turn related collisions per year over
a 3-year period susceptible to correction by protected only phasing.
Mainline has dual left turn lanes.
Speed 45 MPH or greater AND peak hour left turn volume greater than 240 vehicles or peak hour cross
product greater than 80,000 (100,000 if 2 opposing lanes).
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2.5.3

Terms, Definitions, and additional Phasing Guidance Discussion

Protected only left turn operation: signal phasing that allows left turn movements to only be made on an
exclusive phase (green arrow).
Protected/permissive left turn operation: signal phasing that provides an exclusive phase (green arrow)
followed by a permissive phase, time during the signal cycle where left turning traffic may make a left turn
after yielding to oncoming traffic.
Left Turn Lane Alignment: Left turn lanes that are aligned directly across from each other (head on) work
best for permissive left turns since the driver can more easily see around the opposing left turning vehicle
and look for a safe gap in traffic. Directly aligned opposing left turn lanes (double yellow across from a white
left turn lane line) would be considered to have a zero foot offset. For medians, the measurement would be
made laterally from the center of the left turn lane to the center of the opposing left turn lane. The left turn
lane alignment guideline is not applicable where there are no opposing left turns, such as with a 1 way cross
street or at a "T" intersection. The closer the left turning vehicle is to being left of the opposing left turning
vehicle, the greater the visibility.
Railroad Preemption: Railroad Preemption. Protected-only operation should be implemented for two
types of left turn movements, as described below, at signalized intersections with railroad preemption,
unless other reasonable accommodations can be made.
1. The first left turn movement to be considered for protected-only operation is the left turn which
opposes and conflicts with the track clearance phase(s), e.g., the westbound left turn when the track
clearance interval clears eastbound traffic with a green ball and arrow. If that left turn movement is
protected-permissive or permissive-only, the potential exists for a left turn trap scenario. Protectedonly service for that movement eliminates that possibility. Assuming sufficient railroad warning
time is available, a reasonable alternative to protected-only service for that movement is to set up
the railroad preemption sequence such that all phases – including the track clearance phase(s) – are
terminated immediately prior to activating the track clearance interval.
2. The second left turn movement to be considered for protected-only operation is a left turn which
crosses the tracks as it departs the intersection, e.g., a northbound left turn crossing tracks located
on the west side of and parallel to a north-south roadway. If that left turn movement is protectedpermissive or permissive-only, the potential exists for a vehicle to be struck by a train as the vehicle
crosses the tracks. With protected-only operation, the phase for that left turn movement can be
omitted (red left arrow displayed) for the duration of the railroad preemption. A reasonable
alternative to protected-only service for that movement is the installation of a blank-out sign (R3-2a
in the Minnesota MUTCD) which is normally blank but which is activated by the railroad preemption
system to display the message “NO LEFT TURN ACROSS TRACKS”.
Lead-Lag Turn Sequence: A lead-lag left turn phasing sequence can benefit progression within coordinated
traffic control signal systems. However, to avoid a left turn trap scenario, a protected only operation should
serve the left turn movement, which opposes the through movements served during the lagging left turn
phase.
Conflicting Left Turn Paths: At some locations geometric constraints at the intersection cause the paths of
opposing left turn vehicles to cross as overlap creating a conflict. An example is an approach that crosses a
divided roadway with a wide median. In these locations, it may be necessary to operate the left turns in a
lead-lag sequence or a split phase sequence, not allowing simultaneous opposing left turns. This operation
will require protected left turns.
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Opposing through lane (conflict): The opposing through lanes are the lanes across from, and in conflict with,
the left turning vehicle. Multiple lanes make it difficult for a driver to evaluate gaps in oncoming traffic. An
opposing separate right turn lane will typically not be counted with opposing through lanes unless
engineering judgment indicates that the lane configuration and number of right turns will cause conflicts
with the left turn movement.
Limited Sight Distance (Requirements): The minimum sight distance values necessary for the design vehicle
volume to complete the turn movement. Distance should be calculated from the stop bar for the mainline
left turning vehicle. Measurement is based on travel path, speed, and acceleration vehicle height. Both the
sight distance for passenger vehicles and trucks should be checked using heights and distance requirements
per the AASHTO Geometric Design Guide. The current reference at time this manual was prepared is the
2004 Guide, Chapter 9, Exhibit 9-67).
Left Turn Related Crashes: These are crashes that could be corrected by protected only phasing, such as
those between are those involving a left turning vehicle and opposing through vehicle. The number of
accidents is consistent with the traffic signal accident warrant requirements. At higher speeds the accidents
collisions are likely to be more severe. Therefore, a lower number of collisions are used as the parameter
for consideration for high-speed approaches. Because of the variations in collisions overtime, an average
number of collisions per year over a 3-year period should be used if the data is available.
At locations meeting the accident collisions numbers for protected only phasing, but where there is no
existing signal or where there is an existing signal with permissive only left turns, an agency may desire to
install protected/permissive phasing prior to installing protected only phasing. A follow-up study should be
conducted to evaluate the changes based on the collision criteria.
Dual Left Turn Lanes: Multiple left turn lanes may consist of exclusive left turn lanes or a combination of
exclusive left turn lanes and lanes that are shared by through and left turning traffic. Both the dual lane and
the left turn lane opposing this operation are recommended to operate with protected phasing provided.
Left turn lanes without opposing traffic, such as left turns off a one- way street, do not require protected
only phasing based upon this criterion.
Speed: Because it can be difficult for a driver to accurately judge available gaps in traffic approaching at
high speeds, the engineer must exercise extreme discretion when considering permissive or protected
permissive left turn phasing with opposing speeds of 45 MPH or above.
Use of posted speed limit is recommended. Non-arterial approaches may have lower speeds than the posted
speed limit because they are often in a stop condition upon the arrival of traffic. Grades affect the
acceleration rate of the left turner and the stopping distance and speed of the opposing through traffic and
are therefore considered in conjunction with speeds.
Cross Product: The left turn volume multiplied by the opposing through volume. The cross product values
used in the Combination of Protected Only Guidelines are taken from the Wisconsin Department of
Transportation (WisDOT) Traffic Signal Design Manual discussion on left turn conflicts analysis, Chapter 2,
Section 3, Subject 4. Cross product used represents a high frequency of conflicts for left turners looking for
gaps in through traffic.
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2.6

LEFT-TURN LATERAL OFFSET

Sight distance is important for drivers to identify acceptable gaps in opposing traffic. Opposing left-turn lanes
are typically aligned directly across from one another and immediately adjacent to the through lanes. Thus, a
left-turning vehicle in the left-turn lane can obstruct the view of oncoming vehicles, particularly those in the
opposite left-turn lane.
When possible, work with the geometric designer for at least a zero offset. A positive
offset is desired.

To improve sight distance and safety for left-turning drivers at intersections, the use of offset left-turn lanes
has been recommended, as discussed in the NCHRP Report 500 Series Volume 12, "A Guide for Reducing
Collisions at Signalized Intersections." Sight distance for left-turning vehicles is diminished with a negative
offset or, to a lesser degree, no offset. Sight distance can be improved by shifting left-turn lanes to the left to
create a positive offset.
Exhibit 2-7 Left Turn Lane Lateral Offsets
Negative Offset

2.6.1

No Offset

Positive Offset

Flashing Yellow Arrow Permissive Operations

This issue of lateral offset for left-turning vehicles is importance with the widespread installation of the
flashing yellow arrow (FYA) left turn indication. The FYA allows traffic signal operators to change left-turn
Traffic Signal Phasing and Operations
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phasing by time-of day (i.e., a left turn could run protected during the peak hour but permissive during the
off-peak hours).
A positive left-turn lateral offset would help FYA signalized intersections both more safely and efficiently
with this changing left-turn operation by time-of-day.

2.7

SIGNAL OPERATIONS

For information on signal operations, refer to the Traffic Signal Timing and Coordination Manual at the
following web link: http://www.dot.state.mn.us/trafficeng/signals/manual.html
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3. HEAD PLACEMENT CHARTS
In this chapter, signal head placement charts are introduced starting on page 3-3. These charts are generally
intended for new signal designs and may not be feasible for a rebuild/modification. If the design is a rebuild
or modification, these charts can act as guidance, but the minimum requirements in the MN MUTCD must be
followed.
The primary consideration in signal head placement is clear visibility. Drivers approaching an intersection shall
be given a clear and unmistakable indication of their right-of-way assignment. The number and placement of
signal heads shall conform to the requirements of the MN MUTCD. The size of lenses shall be as stated in the
MN MUTCD.
In general, vehicle signal heads should be placed and aimed to have maximum effectiveness for an
approaching driver located a distance from the stop line equal to the distance traveled while reacting to the
signal and bringing the vehicle to a stop at an average approach speed. Visors, shields, or visual delimiting
should be used to help in directing the signal indication to the approaching traffic, and to reduce sun phantom
resulting from external light entering a signal lens.
A red ball or arrow indication is a directive to drivers that they must not enter the intersection. A yellow ball
or arrow indication is a change interval and a notice to drivers that they may enter the intersection only if
they are too close to stop safely and comfortably. A green arrow informs drivers that they have an
unrestricted (by vehicles and pedestrians) movement and may enter the intersection. A green ball indication
informs drivers that they may make a permitted left, through or right movement while yielding to conflicting
vehicles and pedestrians. Vehicular traffic, on an approach to an intersection, facing a flashing yellow arrow
signal indication, displayed alone or in combination with another signal indication, is permitted to cautiously
enter the intersection only to make the movement indicated by such arrow, or other such movement as is
permitted by other signal indications displayed at the same time.
The signal head layouts on the following pages are not definitive and should be considered the minimum
arrangements. These figures do not cover every possible condition; they may need to be adapted to fit the
situation.
Horizontally arranged and vertically arranged signal heads may be used on the same approach
provided they are separated to meet the lateral separation spacing required in Section 4D of the MN
MUTCD.
As discussed in Chapter 2, a FYA indication is required for all dedicated left turn lanes on
all state highways, with the exceptions described in the Traffic Engineering Manual,
Chapter 9.
The figures are divided into four sections as follows:
•
•
•
•

Flashing Yellow Arrow signal head arrangements with no shared left/through lanes (Section 3.1)
Flashing Yellow Arrow signal head arrangements with shared left/through lanes (Section 3.2)
Low Speed non-Flashing Yellow Arrow (Section 3.3) (included for legacy purposes, for information only)
High speed non-Flashing Yellow Arrow (Section 3.4) (included for legacy purposes, for information only)

Regarding the list above, low speed is considered to be 40 mph and below, and high speed is considered to
be 45 mph and above.
An important note in the MN MUTCD, Section 4D.13 states:
“For new or reconstructed signal installations, on an approach with an exclusive turn lane(s) for
a left-turn (or U-turn to the left) movement and with opposing vehicular traffic, signal faces that
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display a CIRCULAR GREEN signal indication should not be post-mounted on the far-side median
or mounted overhead above the exclusive turn lane(s) or the extension of the lane(s).”
The following abbreviations are used in the figures in this chapter:
Abbreviation

Description

R-Y-G

Three-Section Red, Yellow, Green Ball

RLA-YLA-FYLA-GLA

Four-Section Red, Yellow, Green Left
Turn Arrow and Flashing Yellow Left
Turn Arrow
Note: The FYA is required on dedicated
left turn lanes per the TEM. See
Section 2.3.3 for information

RLA-YLA-GLA

Three-Section Red, Yellow, Green Left
Turn Arrow

RRA-YRA-GRA

Three-Section Red, Yellow, Green
Right Turn Arrow

R-Y-G-YLA-FYLA-GLA
This is also referred to as a 5section “doghouse” head
with a bi-modal arrow
selection. It does have 5
signal heads with 6 possible
intervals since the lower left
indication can be a solid
green or flashing yellow.

Five-Section Red, Yellow, and Green
Ball, Yellow Left Turn Arrow, and a bimodal indication
* Note: The lower left indication is a
bi-modal left turn arrow, in which it
can display a solid green or flashing
yellow left turn arrow.

R-Y-G-YLA-GLA

Five-Section Red, Yellow, Green Ball
and Yellow, Green Left Turn Arrow
Note: If used, signal indication should
not be within the extended lane lines
of an exclusive left turn (see MN
MUTCD Section 4D.13
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3.1

FLASHING YELLOW ARROW CHARTS (NO SHARED LEFT/THROUGH LANES)
Figure 1

FLASHING YELLOW ARROW
TWO LANES OF APPROACH
NO SHARED LEFT/THROUGH LANES

4

3

*

2

NO SHARED LEFT/THROUGH LANES

5

1

SIGNAL FACE
INDICATIONS

NOTE:
OVERHEAD SIGNAL FACES SHOULD BE
LOCATED OVER THE CENTERS OF THE
APPROACH LANES.

Figure 2

FLASHING YELLOW ARROW
THREE LANES OF APPROACH

1

R-Y-G

2

R-Y-G

3

RLA-YLA-FYLA-GLA

4

RLA-YLA-FYLA-GLA

Figure 3

FLASHING YELLOW ARROW
FOUR LANES OF APPROACH

NO SHARED LEFT/THROUGH LANES

4

*

3

NOTE:
OVERHEAD SIGNAL FACES SHOULD BE LOCATED
OVER THE CENTERS OF THE APPROACH LANES.

2

1

SIGNAL FACE INDICATIONS
1

R-Y-G

2

R-Y-G

3

R-Y-G

4

RLA-YLA-FYLA-GLA

5

RLA-YLA-FYLA-GLA

Figure 4
FLASHING YELLOW ARROW
THREE LANES OF APPROACH (DIVIDED HIGHWAY)

NO SHARED LEFT/THROUGH LANES

6 FEET OR LESS

4

*

3

2

1

4

3

2

30' MIN.
60' MAX.

5

5

30' MIN.
60' MAX.

6

Place median pedestal pole to
minimize knock downs

1

SIGNAL FACE
INDICATIONS

NOTE:
OVERHEAD SIGNAL FACES SHALL BE LOCATED
OVER THE CENTERS OF THE APPROACH LANES.
IF THREE OR MORE THRU LANES, ANOTHER
SIGNAL FACE SHOULD BE PLACED OVER THE
GIVEN LANE.

1

R-Y-G

2

R-Y-G

3

R-Y-G

4

RLA-YLA-FYLA-GLA

5

RLA-YLA-FYLA-GLA

NOTE:
OVERHEAD SIGNAL FACES SHOULD BE
LOCATED OVER THE CENTERS OF THE
APPROACH LANES.

SIGNAL FACE
INDICATIONS
1

R-Y-G

SIGNAL FACE NO. 1 SHOULD BE A PEDESTAL
MOUNTED SIGNAL INDICATION

3

R-Y-G

4

R-Y-G

SIGNAL FACE NO. 2 IS OPTIONAL

5

RLA-YLA-FYLA-GLA

6

RLA-YLA-FYLA-GLA

2

R-Y-G

* ensure that opposing left turn heads do not block each other
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Figure 5
FLASHING YELLOW ARROW
FIVE LANES OF APPROACH (DUAL LEFT TURNS)

NO SHARED LEFT/THROUGH LANES

Figure 6

FLASHING YELLOW ARROW
THREE LANES OF APPROACH

NO SHARED LEFT/THROUGH LANES
6 FEET OR LESS

6

5

*

4

*

3

2

1

SIGNAL FACE
INDICATIONS

NOTE:
OVERHEAD SIGNAL FACES SHOULD BE
LOCATED OVER THE CENTERS OF THE
APPROACH LANES.

5

4

*

3

*

2

1

SIGNAL FACE
INDICATIONS

NOTE:
OVERHEAD SIGNAL FACES SHOULD BE
LOCATED OVER THE CENTER OF THE
APPROACH LANES.

1

R-Y-G

1

R-Y-G

2

R-Y-G

2

R-Y-G

4

RLA-YLA-FYLA-GLA

3

RLA-YLA-FYLA-GLA

5

RLA-YLA-FYLA-GLA

4

RLA-YLA-FYLA-GLA

6

RLA-YLA-FYLA-GLA

5

RLA-YLA-FYLA-GLA

3

R-Y-G

Figure 7
FLASHING YELLOW ARROW
FOUR LANES OF APPROACH (WIDE MEDIAN)

Figure 8
FLASHING YELLOW ARROW
THREE LANES OF APPROACH (EXCLUSIVE RIGHT)

NO SHARED LEFT/THROUGH LANES

NO SHARED LEFT/THROUGH LANES
6 FEET OR
GREATER

5

4

3

2

4

1

3

*

2

1

660'

SIGNAL FACE
INDICATIONS

NOTE:
OVERHEAD SIGNAL FACES SHOULD BE LOCATED
OVER THE CENTERS OF THE APPROACH LANES.
A PEDESTAL MOUNTED SIGNAL INDICATION MAY
BE USED INPLACE OF OVERHEAD SIGNAL FACE
NO. 4.

1

R-Y-G

2

R-Y-G

4
5

SIGNAL FACE
INDICATIONS

NOTE:
OVERHEAD SIGNAL FACE NO. 2 SHOULD BE
LOCATED OVER THE CENTER OF THE
THROUGH LANE.
1

R-Y-G

2

R-Y-G

RLA-YLA-FYLA-GLA

3

RLA-YLA-FYLA-GLA

RLA-YLA-FYLA-GLA

4

RLA-YLA-FYLA-GLA

3

R-Y-G

OVERHEAD SIGNAL FACE NO. 3 SHOULD BE
LOCATED OVER THE CENTER OF THE LEFT
TURN LANE.

* ensure that opposing left turn heads do not block each other
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3.2

FLASHING YELLOW ARROW CHARTS (WITH SHARED LEFT/THROUGH LANES) – OPTIONAL
CHARTS
FLASHING YELLOW ARROW
SINGLE LANE OF APPROACH
WITH SHARED LEFT THROUGH LANE(S)

3

2

Figure 9

WITH SHARED LEFT THROUGH LANE(S)

3

1

SIGNAL FACE
INDICATIONS

NOTE:
OVERHEAD SIGNAL FACE NO. 2 SHOULD BE
LOCATED OVER THE CENTER OF THE THROUGH
LANE.
DUE TO OPERATIONAL LIMITATIONS, REFER TO
THE SIGNAL TIMING AND OPTIMZATION MANUAL
FOR THE OPERATION OF THE FYA.

1

R-Y-G

2

R-Y-G-YLA-FYLA-GLA

3

R-Y-G-YLA-FYLA-GLA

SIGNAL FACES 2 AND 3 ARE THE 5-SECTION BIMODAL SIGNAL INDICATIONS.

Figure 11

WITH SHARED LEFT THROUGH LANE(S)

3

2

SIGNAL FACES 3 AND 4 ARE THE 5-SECTION BIMODAL SIGNAL INDICATIONS.

1

SIGNAL FACE
INDICATIONS

NOTE:
OVERHEAD SIGNAL FACES SHOULD BE
LOCATED OVER THE CENTERS OF THE
APPROACH LANES.
DUE TO OPERATIONAL LIMITATIONS, REFER TO
THE SIGNAL TIMING AND OPTIMZATION MANUAL
FOR THE OPERATION OF THE FYA.

1

R-Y-G

2

R-Y-G-YLA-FYLA-GLA

3

R-Y-G-YLA-FYLA-GLA

Figure 12

FLASHING YELLOW ARROW
THREE LANES OF APPROACH (EXCLUSIVE RIGHT)

WITH SHARED LEFT THROUGH LANE(S)

4

1

SIGNAL FACE
INDICATIONS

NOTE:
OVERHEAD SIGNAL FACES SHOULD BE
LOCATED OVER THE CENTERS OF THE
APPROACH LANES.
DUE TO OPERATIONAL LIMITATIONS, REFER TO
THE SIGNAL TIMING AND OPTIMZATION MANUAL
FOR THE OPERATION OF THE FYA.

2

SIGNAL FACES 2 AND 3 ARE THE 5-SECTION BIMODAL SIGNAL INDICATIONS.

FLASHING YELLOW ARROW
TWO LANES OF APPROACH

4

Figure 10

FLASHING YELLOW ARROW
TWO LANES OF APPROACH (EXCLUSIVE RIGHT)

1

R-Y-G

2

R-Y-G

3

R-Y-G-YLA-FYLA-GLA

4

R-Y-G-YLA-FYLA-GLA

3

2

1

SIGNAL FACE
INDICATIONS

NOTE:
OVERHEAD SIGNAL FACES SHOULD BE LOCATED
OVER THE CENTERS OF THE APPROACH LANES.
1
DUE TO OPERATIONAL LIMITATIONS, REFER TO
THE SIGNAL TIMING AND OPTIMZATION MANUAL
FOR THE OPERATION OF THE FYA.

R-Y-G

2

R-Y-G

3

R-Y-G-YLA-FYLA-GLA

SIGNAL FACES 3 AND 4 ARE THE 5-SECTION BIMODAL SIGNAL INDICATIONS.

4

R-Y-G-YLA-FYLA-GLA

NOTE: FYA should not be used if opposing left turn vehicle paths overlap.
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Figure 13

FLASHING YELLOW ARROW
TWO LANES OF APPROACH (EXCLUSIVE LEFT)

Figure 14
FLASHING YELLOW ARROW
THREE LANES OF APPROACH (EXCLUSIVE RIGHT)

WITH SHARED LEFT THROUGH LANE(S)

WITH SHARED LEFT THROUGH LANE(S)

4

3

2

4

1

SIGNAL FACE
INDICATIONS

NOTE:
OVERHEAD SIGNAL FACES SHOULD BE
LOCATED OVER THE CENTERS OF THE
APPROACH LANES.
1

R-Y-G

DUE TO OPERATIONAL LIMITATIONS, REFER
TO THE SIGNAL TIMING AND OPTIMZATION
MANUAL FOR THE OPERATION OF THE FYA.

2

R-Y-G-YLA-FYLA-GLA

3

RLA-YLA-FYLA-GLA

SIGNAL FACE 2 IS THE 5-SECTION BI-MODAL
SIGNAL INDICATION.

4

RLA-YLA-FYLA-GLA

Figure 15

FLASHING YELLOW ARROW
THREE LANES OF APPROACH (EXCLUSIVE LEFT)

3

2

1

SIGNAL FACE
INDICATIONS

NOTE:
OVERHEAD SIGNAL FACES SHOULD BE
LOCATED OVER THE CENTERS OF THE
APPROACH LANES.
1

DUE TO OPERATIONAL LIMITATIONS, REFER TO
THE SIGNAL TIMING AND OPTIMZATION MANUAL
FOR THE OPERATION OF THE FYA.
SIGNAL FACE 2 IS THE 5-SECTION BI-MODAL
SIGNAL INDICATION.

R-Y-G

2

R-Y-G-YLA-FYLA-GLA

3

RLA-YLA-FYLA-GLA

4

RLA-YLA-FYLA-GLA

Figure 16

FLASHING YELLOW ARROW
FOUR LANES OF APPROACH (EXCLUSIVE LEFT/RIGHT)

WITH SHARED LEFT THROUGH LANE(S)

WITH SHARED LEFT THROUGH LANE(S)

6 FEET OR LESS

5

4

NOTE:
OVERHEAD SIGNAL FACES SHOULD BE
LOCATED OVER THE CENTERS OF THE
APPROACH LANES.
DUE TO OPERATIONAL LIMITATIONS, REFER TO
THE SIGNAL TIMING AND OPTIMZATION MANUAL
FOR THE OPERATION OF THE FYA.
SIGNAL FACE 3 IS THE 5-SECTION BI-MODAL
SIGNAL INDICATION.

3

2

1

SIGNAL FACE
INDICATIONS
1

R-Y-G

2

R-Y-G

3

R-Y-G-YLA-FYLA-GLA

4

RLA-YLA-FYLA-GLA

5

RLA-YLA-FYLA-GLA

5

4

3

2

SIGNAL FACE
INDICATIONS

NOTE:
OVERHEAD SIGNAL FACES SHALL BE
LOCATED OVER THE CENTERS OF THE
APPROACH LANES.
IF THREE OR MORE THRU LANES, ANOTHER
SIGNAL FACE SHOULD BE PLACED OVER THE
GIVEN LANE.

1

1

R-Y-G

2

R-Y-G

DUE TO OPERATIONAL LIMITATIONS, REFER
TO THE SIGNAL TIMING AND OPTIMZATION
MANUAL FOR THE OPERATION OF THE FYA.

3

R-Y-G-YLA-FYLA-GLA

4

RLA-YLA-FYLA-GLA

SIGNAL FACE 3 IS THE 5-SECTION BI-MODAL

5

RLA-YLA-FYLA-GLA

NOTE: FYA should not be used if opposing left turn vehicle paths overlap.
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3.3

LOW SPEED (NON-FLASHING YELLOW ARROW) CHARTS

Note: The preferred charts are found in Section 3.1 and 3.2. These are maintained for legacy purposes only
and should not be used for new designs.
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3.4

HIGH SPEED (NON-FLASHING YELLOW ARROW) CHARTS

Note: The preferred charts are found in Section 3.1 and 3.2. These are maintained for legacy purposes only
and should not be used for new designs.
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3.5

SIGNAL HEAD LOCATIONS

For more information on signal head locations, refer to MN MUTCD pages 4D-8 to 4D-39 at the following web
link:
www.dot.state.mn.us/trafficeng/publ/index.html
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4. DETECTION
4.1

GENERAL

The purpose of this section is to familiarize the designer with the various operational components of both
vehicular and pedestrian detectors. The factors that determine appropriate detection for a given area will be
examined.
The control of traffic relates to the movement of vehicles and pedestrians. Since the volume of these
movements generally varies at different times of the day, it is desirable to be able to detect approaching
movements by placing one or more devices in the path of approaching vehicles or at a convenient location for
the use of pedestrians.

4.2

PEDESTRIAN DETECTION

Pedestrian detection at actuated signals is typically accomplished using pedestrian push buttons. Accessible
pedestrian signal detectors, or devices to help pedestrians with visual or mobility impairments activate the
pedestrian phase, may be push buttons or other passive detection devices. For push buttons to be accessible,
they should be placed in accordance with the guidance in the MN MUTCD and located as follows (per MN
MUTCD 4E.8):
a. Unobstructed and adjacent to a level all-weather surface to provide access from a wheelchair
b. Where there is an all-weather surface, a wheelchair accessible route from the push button to the
ramp
c. Between the edge of the crosswalk line (extended) farthest from the center of the intersection and
the side of a curb ramp (if present), but not greater than 5 feet from said crosswalk line
d. Between 1.5 and 6 feet from the edge of the curb, shoulder, or pavement
e. With the face of the push button parallel to the crosswalk to be used
f. At a mounting height of approximately 3.5 feet, but no more than 4 feet, above the sidewalk
Types of passive detection devices include, but are not limited to, video and infrared camera systems.
Pedestrian detection can be helpful for assigning right-of-way when installed at locations with high demands
of both pedestrian and vehicle volumes. As one form of transportation demand increases over another, the
detection can instruct the signal controller to give precedence to the higher demand. Pedestrian detection
may also allow for detection of users that will require extended walk times. Alternative methods of pedestrian
detection, including infrared and microwave detectors, are emerging.
Exhibit 4-1 illustrates a typical APS push button and mounting devices. When mounted to a pedestal pole,
spacers are used. When mounted to a mast arm upright support, a pole mount adaptor is used.
For additional and up-to-date design guidance, see the MnDOT ADA Office website,
http://www.dot.state.mn.us/ada/design.html.
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Exhibit 4-1 APS Push Button and Mounting Devices

APS Push Button and Sign
4.2.1

Pedestal Pole with APS Push
Button Mounting Spacers

Signal Pole with APS Push
Button Pole Mount Adaptor

Accessible Pedestrian Signals (APS)

Accessible Pedestrian Signal is a device that communicates information about pedestrian timing in a nonvisual format such as audible tones, verbal messages, and/or vibrating surfaces. APS is required for all major
signal revisions on Trunk Highways.

There are several traffic signal design issues to consider for Accessible Pedestrian Signals (APS).

Detection
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✓ ADA guidelines require the buttons to be a minimum of 10' apart.
✓ If you are designing a new signal, do not design a pole or station with two APS push buttons on it. Put one
on the pole and one on a push button station; or two push button stations if the pole isn't located
properly.
✓ An APS push button station detail is on the OTE web site. Use this detail if installing an APS push button
station.
✓ When designing a new quadrant with APS, make sure to have early discussions with the ADA office to
confirm push button locations. The designer should plan on both push buttons being on standalone APS
push button stations, but if the designer thinks one push button could meet ADA standards by being
placed on a signal pole, they should confirm this approach with the ADA office. If the quadrant is designed
to include two APS push button stations and after the initial construction the signal pole is found to be in
an acceptable location, the push button can be placed on the signal pole and one of the push button
stations can be omitted. The contractor shall then give the unused push button station to MnDOT.
✓ Use the guidelines in the special provisions for programming.
✓ Since each APS push button at an intersection may have a unique message, each button must have an
individual identifiable address such as A1, A2, B1, etc. (see page 6-37).
✓ It is imperative to work with the roadway designer and ADA Office to consider ADA requirements.
Additional details regarding the design of APS can be found on page 6-51. Also refer to the MN MUTCD
regarding Pedestrian Control Features.
Standard Plan 5-297.250 (6 sheets) must be included in plans that have APS. The current version of the
standard plans can be found at:
http://standardplans.dot.state.mn.us/
A Guide to APS Best Practices can be found by visiting the following site:
www.apsguide.org/index.cfm

4.3

ADA ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES

MnDOT has adopted the 2005 Draft Public Rights of Way Accessibility Guidelines (PROWAG), not including
the provisions for multi-lane roundabouts, available at the following web link:
https://www.access-board.gov/prowag/draft-2005.html
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4.4

VEHICLE DETECTION TYPES

The different types of vehicle detectors available include but are not limited to the following types:
•

Typically used by MnDOT:
o
o

•

Inductive loop detects a change in resonant frequency by the introduction of a ferrous metal in the
magnetic field of the detection zone.
Video detects a change in a video pixel range – presence or pulse. Note: if video detection is used, be
sure to specify the mounting height.

Not used by MnDOT (for information only):
o
o
o
o
o

4.5

Magnetic/Magnetometer detects moving ferrous metal objects – pulse.
Photo electric/Infrared detects a break in a beam of light – presence or pulse.
Radar/Microwave detects moving objects by sending and receiving electronic pulses – pulse.
Ultrasonic detects sound with a microphone – presence or pulse.
Microloop detects a change by moving ferrous metal in the earth’s magnetic field – pulse.

TYPES OF VEHICLE DETECTION

The image below is a classification of types of detection for traffic actuated controllers.
Pulse Mode
Normal Designs
Presence Mode
Extended-Call Stretch Detectors
Vehicle
Detectors

Delayed-Call Detectors
Hybrid Designs with Both Delay and Extension

Detection
With Auxiliary
Logic

Green Extension Systems
Speed Analysis Systems

Traffic Actuated Control Detection

Some detectors record vehicles whether stopped or in motion. Others require that the vehicle be moving at
a speed of at least 2 or 3 mph.
1. Inductive loop or magnetic detectors will operate in either the pulse mode or presence mode. The
magnetic detector produces a short output pulse when detection occurs, no matter how long the
vehicle remains in the detection area. The inductive loop is intended to produce a detector output for
as long as a vehicle is in the field of detection.
2. An extended-call detector has a “carryover output”, meaning that it holds or stretches the call of a
vehicle for a period of seconds that has been set on an adjustable timer incorporated into the
controller or detector.

Detection
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3. A delayed-call detector does not issue an output until the detection zone has been occupied for a
period of seconds that has been set on an adjustable timer incorporated into the controller or
detector. Hybrid detector designs incorporating both delay and extension are now relatively common.
Current industry standard traffic signal controllers extend the capabilities of the normal detector/controller
hardware. This controller functionality employs auxiliary timers and monitors circuits. This functionality allows
the enabling and disabling of selected detectors, control of the yield of green, and the activation of “Hold-in
Phase” circuits in order to supplement controller timing.
1. Examples of controller functionality are locking memory, non-lock, delay call, extend (stretch) call,
and stop bar.
2. Another type of detection is the “speed analysis system”. This system is a hardware assembly
composed of two loop detectors and auxiliary logic. The two loops are installed in the same lane a
precise distance apart. A vehicle passing over the loops produces two actuations. The time interval
between the first and the second actuation is measured to determine vehicle speed.
4.5.1

Inductive Loop Detectors

The most common type of vehicle detection device in use today is the inductive loop. This is a loop of wire
either in the aggregate base below the pavement (rigid PVC conduit loop) or embedded in the pavement (rigid
PVC conduit or sawcut, rigid PVC conduit loops are preferred as they tend to last longer) carrying a small
electrical current. When a large mass of ferrous metal passes over the loop, the magnetic field is disturbed
and generates, or induces, a change in resonant frequency in the wire. This change in frequency is then
recognized by the detector amplifier and signals the controller that a vehicle is present.
4.5.2

Video image processing

Vehicle detection using video cameras is one technology for non-intrusive large-scale data collection and
implementation of advanced traffic control and management schemes. MnDOT has been utilizing video
vehicle detection more in the past several years. Video detection provides real-time vehicle detection and
traffic parameter extraction from images generated by video cameras.
A video image processing system typically consists of the following components:
•
•
•

Image hardware - The imaging sensor is a camera (conventional video camera or an infrared camera) that
overlooks a section of the roadway and provides the desired image information.
Processor - A processor determines vehicle presence or passage from images received by the camera. It also
provides other traffic parameters preferably in real-time.
Software - Advanced tracking system software performs operations, detector programming, viewing of
vehicle detections, and roadway surveillance.

Image processing detection systems can detect traffic in many locations (i.e., multiple spots) within the
camera's field of view. These locations can be specified by the user in minutes using interactive graphics and
can be changed as often as desired. This flexible detection is achieved by placing virtual detection zones on
each approach similar to the detection zones accomplished using inductive loop detectors. Each time a vehicle
passes through these virtual detection zones, a detection signal (presence or passage) is generated. The result
is like that produced by loop detectors.
VIDS are advantageous in traffic detection since:
•

They are mounted above the road rather than in the road, providing multi-lane coverage along with
installation and servicing advantages of traffic flow maintenance and personnel safety during detector repair.
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Placement of vehicle detection zones on the road is not limited to a particular detection configuration. The
configuration can be controlled and adjusted manually (by an operator with a computer terminal) or
dynamically (by software) at any time, as a function of traffic flow.
The shape of the detection zone can be programmed for specific applications, such as freeway incident
detection, detection of queue lengths (that cannot easily or economically be derived by conventional devices)
and detection of turning patterns on city arterials.

•

•

Video detection design is not covered in this class. See camera sample plan at the following web link for
more information:
http://www.dot.state.mn.us/trafficeng/signals/plansheets/camera.pdf

4.6

MNDOT VEHICLE DETECTION PRACTICES

4.6.1

Definition of Terms

CALL

A registration of a demand for the right-of-way by traffic at a controller unit.

CHECK

An outgoing circuit of the controller unit that indicates the existence of an unanswered
call.

DETECTOR

A device for indicating the presence or passage of vehicles.

ACTUATION

The operative response of any type of detector.

DETECTOR

The retention of an actuation for the future utilization by the controller unit.

NON-LOCKING

A mode of actuated-controller-unit operation which does not require detector memory.

Depending on the controller type, the function may or may not be used.

Detection
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4.6.2

Loop Detector Placement Design

1. Guaranteed Green. By detector design and functioning, all vehicles except right turn on red (RTOR)
vehicles will be guaranteed service of a green light within a cycle. A positive call will be placed to the
controller in advance of the stop line to give service to 100% of the vehicles that need a green. If right
turns can be separated from thru and right turn movements, a lock operation can be used with special
detector functioning to guarantee a green. If right turn separation is not possible, and a non-lock
operation must be used, ample front detection must be provided to assure all vehicles are given a
green at variable stopping locations.
2. Safety. Consideration must be given to winter as well as summer conditions. Advanced detection
(passage) must be provided at all posted speeds at or above 35 mph. Advanced detection will greatly
reduce: 1. Vehicles skidding into the intersection, 2. rear end accidents, 3. right angle accidents, 4.
delay. Detection that doesn't guarantee required greens will cause drivers to take chances and
potentially result in crashes.
3. Failsafe. Alternatives must be provided for when a primary detector fails so non-mainline phases do
not have to be placed on recall. Typically, an advanced (passage) detector will become the primary
detector when a stop bar detector fails and the phase is placed in the lock mode. In other situations,
detector delay times can be removed. With left turn detectors, faulty detectors can be unspliced from
multiple detectors. Fixed time recalls should be avoided.
4. Maintenance. Detectors should be located in a good roadbed. If the surface is in a very poor condition,
it should be replaced. Multiple loop lead-ins should be avoided when crossing multiple lanes, as it will
cause pavement failure and possibly crosstalk. Conduits should be installed to eliminate long loop
lead-ins when possible. Consideration should be given to installing non-intrusive detectors to reduce
maintenance complexity.
5. Operation. Detectors should provide operation that is logical to the driving public. Drivers should not
feel that they were "cut off", overly delayed, or have to make quick decisions. The average driver in
the United States spends six months of their life waiting at traffic signals.
4.6.3

Loop Detector Cable Lead-ins

A typical MnDOT 350 double wide advanced traffic signal controller (ATC) cabinet will have space for 48
detectors (ten 4-channel detector cards, two EVP cards (two 2-channel), and one 4-channel or two 2-channel
pedestrian isolator cards). The new cabinets will support 12 - 4 channel or 24 - 2 channel detectors. Adding
EVP and pedestrian isolation does reduce the number of loop detector channels available. Additional input
racks can be added to the ATC cabinet for a total of 96 channels that can be used for vehicle, pedestrian, and
emergency vehicle detection.
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4.7

VEHICLE DETECTOR EXHIBITS

The exhibits on the following pages (4-9 to 4-15) are typical detector layouts for a variety of situations. They
are arranged as shown below.
Exhibit

Page Comments

Exhibit 4-2 Detector Placement Chart –
Decision Zones

4-9

Shows the placement of a detector considering vehicle
decision zones.

Exhibit 4-3 Major Approach

4-10

These are developed based on the decision zones. Chart
includes optional stop bar detectors.

Exhibit 4-4 Minor Approach Protected
/ Permissive Left - 1 Through Lane

4-11

Minor street arrangement with a protected / permissive
operation (or FYA) and 1 through lane.

Exhibit 4-5 Minor Approach Protected
/ Permissive Left - 2 Through Lanes

4-12

Minor street arrangement with a protected / permissive
operation (or FYA) and 2 through lanes.

Exhibit 4-6 Protected Permissive and
FYA Left Turn – Separate Left Turn
Lane

4-13

Exclusive left turn lane, 4-loop configuration used for a
protected / permissive left (includes a FYA).

Exhibit 4-7 Minor Approach

4-14

Minor approach with no exclusive turn lanes. This
configuration would not be typically used for a new
intersection.

Exhibit 4-8 Leading Protected /
Permissive Left Turn from a Through
Lane

4-15

Approach with no exclusive turn lanes and a protected /
permissive left turn operation. This configuration would
not be typically used for a new intersection.

Exhibit 4-9 Non-Intrusive Detection –
Virtual Detection Zone Placement – All
Approaches

4-16

Virtual detection zone placement, applies to all
approaches

These charts are generally intended for new signals designs and may not be feasible for a modification. If the
design is for a modification, these charts provide guidance although engineering judgment should be used.
Contact the District Traffic Engineer in Greater Minnesota or Signal Operations in the Metro District to confirm
detection requirements that need to be incorporated into the traffic signal design.
4.7.1

Multiple-Point Detection

Exhibit 4-3 includes an optional 2nd point detector. Details on some uses for multi-point detection can be
found in the FHWA’s Traffic Detector Handbook – Third Edition-Volume I at the following web link:
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/research/operations/ITS/06108/04.cfm
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Exhibit 4-2 Detector Placement Chart – Decision Zones
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Exhibit 4-3 Major Approach
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Exhibit 4-4 Minor Approach Protected / Permissive Left - 1 Through Lane and Right Turn Lane (RTOR
Allowed)
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Exhibit 4-5 Minor Approach Protected / Permissive Left - 2 Through Lanes and Right Turn Lane (RTOR
Allowed)
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Exhibit 4-6 Protected Permissive and FYA Left Turn – Separate Left Turn Lane
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Exhibit 4-7 Minor Approach
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Exhibit 4-8 Leading Protected / Permissive Left Turn from a Through Lane
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Exhibit 4-9 Non-Intrusive Detection – Virtual Detection Zone Placement – All Approaches
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4.8

DETECTOR FUNCTIONS

For more information on detector functions, see section 3.9 of the Traffic Signal Timing and Coordination
Manual, available at the following web link: http://www.dot.state.mn.us/manuals/
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5. DESIGN CHECKLISTS
In this chapter, several signal design checklists are presented. Section 5.1 is Preliminary Signal Design Checklist
– Field Investigation, Section 5.2 is the Source of Power Checklist and Section 5.3 is the Traffic Signal Plan
Checklist.
These checklists are available on the MnDOT OTE signals website at the following web link:
http://www.dot.state.mn.us/trafficeng/signals/manual.html
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5.1

PRELIMINARY SIGNAL DESIGN CHECKLIST – FIELD INVESTIGATION
INTERSECTION: ______________________

FINAL DESIGN SQUAD: ______________________

S.P.: ______________________

CITY: ______________________

FIELD REVIEWER: ______________________

POWER (name of company): ______________________

COUNTY: ______________________

RIGHT OF WAY/PROPERTY LINES:
______________________

UTILITIES (note what is in place):
______________________

FUNDING: ______________________

SPEED: ______________________

Y/N
Y/N
HOUSE MOVING ROUTE: ______________________

(TH)

(CROSS ST.)

(TH)

(CROSS ST.)

DATE/TIME: ______________________

DRIVE THROUGH/FIELD WALK

❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

ALIGNMENT OF LANES
SOP (SOURCE OF POWER), WHERE IS BEST PLACE FOR
SOP
OVERHEAD WIRES OR STRUCTURES
PRESENCE AND CONDITION OF CURB AND GUTTER, ADD
4’ X 4’ FLAT AREA
PEDESTRIAN RAMPS/PEDESTRIAN AMENITIES
URBAN OR RURAL, PLAN FOR FUTURE
ENTRANCES – SHOULD BE BEFORE ADVANCE DETECTION
LIGHTING
DRAINAGE FEATURES
PARKING RESTRICTIONS
EMERGENCY VEHICLE PREEMPTION (EVP)
INTERCONNECT (TELEPHONE OR CABLE)
EQUIPMENT CONDITION
vertical and horizontal detection zones and detector
placement
FIRE HYDRANTS
CHECK LEFT TURN RADIUS
POLE SHOULD BE 4’ FROM PED RAMP (NEAR 4’ X 4’
LANDING AREA)
CHECK HANDHOLES

❑
❑
❑
❑

❑

ROADWAY MARKINGS, ARROWS ON ROADWAY
GROUND MOUNT OVERHEAD SIGNING
SIDEWALK/PATHS
VISIBILITY OF INTERSECTION, ENTERING VEHICLES, SIGNS,
INDICATION FOR EVP & AWF
TOPOGRAPHY (SLOPES, GRADES, ETC.)
BUSINESS OR RESIDENTIAL
ADJACENT INTERSECTIONS
ROADWAY CONDITION
BUILDINGS
RAILROAD OR EMERGENCY PROVIDERS IN AREA
CABINET LOCATION – IF CABINET HAS HISTORY OF BEING
HIT, RELOCATE IT. DO NOT PLACE IN LOW SPOTS.
LOCATION and CONDITION OF HANDHOLES
BASIC GEOMETRY – LANE USAGE, LANE WIDTHS,
DISTANCE CENTERLINE TO CURB, CORNER RADIUS
WORK WITH OPERATIONS FOR LANE WIDTH AND
NUMBER OF LANES
CHECK PORK CHOP ISLAND TO MAKE SURE IT IS BIG
ENOUGH (300 FT2 – 400 FT2)
REVIEW ADA REQUIREMENTS

❑
❑
❑

PEDESTRIAN ACTIVITY
BUSES (STOP AREAS, FLOW, ETC.)
SPEED LIMIT – USE POSTED SPEEDS

❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

TRAFFIC FLOW
❑
❑
❑

TURN PROBLEMS/RESTRICTIONS
QUEUES
FAILED CYCLES (NOT ALL WAITING VEHICLES THROUGH
ON GREEN)
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5.2

SOURCE OF POWER CHECKLIST
FIELD WALK / POWER COMPANY MEETING

CHECKLIST
T.H.
at
Designer
Field Rep. Name, Title, Telephone, Address

Date
S.P.

Power Company
TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION AND POSSIBLE IMPLICATIONS
Discuss construction staging, timberline of project and proposed letting date.
❑ New traffic control signal system
❑ Rebuild of existing system
❑ Major revision to existing system
TYPES OF SERVICE
❑ Use inplace service:
❑ Overhead OR Underground
❑ Pole Mounted OR Pad: Channel Mounted OR Enclosed Service Cabinet
❑ 120/240 Volt OR 240/480 Volt
❑ Install new service:
❑ Temporary service needed for staging
❑ Permanent service
❑ Overhead OR Underground (come into cabinet underground)
❑ Pole Mounted OR Pad: Channel Mounted OR Enclosed Service Cabinet
❑ 120/240 Volt (signals) OR 240/480 Volt shared with lighting (discuss transformer needs)
DEFINE WHO IS RESP. FOR COST/MAINT. Of VARIOUS PARTS OF INSTALLATION
Conduit___________________ Cables_________________ Wood Poles_________________
Transformer Pad______________________ Transformer_____________________________
LOCATION OF SERVICE AND CONTROLLER CABINET - TOPOGRAPHY OF AREA
Describe quadrant and define approx. location of transformer/pole/pad.
LUMINAIRES
❑ Pole mounted luminaires AND/OR Free standing light poles
Is freeway lighting system involved with project? If so, coordinate activities.
❑ Metered OR Unmetered (MnDOT no longer installs unmetered luminaires to a MnDOT signal system)
Agency paying power costs decides - refer to power co. policy.
ANTICIPATED SIGNAL SYSTEM LOAD: ________ Watts
Identify size of conductors (#2, #6, #0, etc.) needed for power to SOP:______________
METER ADDRESS:____________________________________________________________
Confirm with source of power letter to power company. Put address on the plans.
AGENCY RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYING CONNECTION CHARGES AND MONTHLY POWER
COSTS:_________________________________________________________________
Obtain cost estimate for connection charge if appropriate.
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5.3

TRAFFIC SIGNAL PLAN CHECKLIST

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Title Sheet with Estimated Quantities (stand-alone
projects) or
Signature Sheet with Tabulations
Details (Including ADA Sheets)
Temporary Intersection Layout and Matchlines
Temporary Wiring Diagram
Permanent Intersection Layout and Matchlines
Permanent Wiring Diagram
Interconnect Layout
Utility Plan Sheet
“For Information Only” Plan sheets
Project Number: SP XXXX-XX or SAP XX-XXX-XX
Project Location: XX@ XXXXXXXXXX
Date Reviewed: ____________________________
Reviewer: ________________________________

This checklist is for new, replacement, and revised traffic control signal systems.
Standards for phasing and plan conventions shall apply.
Plan Sheets shall be coordinate correct.
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1. Title Sheet with Estimated Quantities or Signature Sheet with Tabulations
 Proper reference to specification: The 20__ edition of the Minnesota Department of Transportation
“Standard Specifications for Construction” shall govern.
 Sheet index (in proper order see index sheet).
 Charge ID written in pencil (Title Sheet on state let “stand-alone” plans only)
 Location map. Is it readable? List municipality and county. Intersection circled and labeled.
 North arrow pointing to the top, to the right, or somewhere in between.
 Project description accurate and complete. Intersections identified. City or County listed.
 Appropriate signature block (see standard title sheet).
 Proper SP, SAP, CP, and Legislative route designation (see standard title sheet). For State Aid Projects use
SP if there is Federal money, use SAP if there isn’t any federal money
 Scale (see standard title sheet).
 Small project location map in the lower right corner with county and division (see standard title sheet),
Federal number if appropriate.
 Pay Items:
 Item numbers correct (see standard title sheet – delete items not needed) Item numbers in order.
 (Blank line where numbers change (Example: 2104, Blank Line, 2165)
 Separate pay items are needed for each EVP system and for each traffic control signal system or signal
revision.
 Separate ADA PAY ITEMS on stand-alone signal projects. Get appropriate numbers from the Signal
Design Project Manager.
 Separate Remove Signal System Pay Item for existing traffic control signal system removal or in Special
Provisions as “Incidental”. Cannot use the wording incidental to Traffic Control Signal System. If more
than one signal, use the wording “Included in the Traffic Control Signal System A or B or C Pay Item”
to distinguish from other systems.
 Interconnect as a separate pay item or listed in general notes as; Included in the Traffic Control Signal
System Pay Item or Revise Signal System pay item on the plan and in the special provisions.
 Most current version of symbols, abbreviations, and standard plates for traffic signals (see standard title/
signature sheet)
Special considerations:
 State Aid plan State aid signature block.
 Consultant designed plans: Consultant name, logo, and signature on each sheet.
 Warning Gas Pipeline Present note if gas line in the area.

2. Details
These standard MnDOT OTE details are available in MicroStation format on the OTE Signals website and
should be included as appropriate for traffic signal plans.
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 All detail sheets
 If there is one signal system in the plans, include the MnDOT System ID No and TE No in the border.
If there are multiple signal systems in the plans, do not include the MnDOT System ID No’s and TE
Nos in the detail border; the appropriate System ID No and TE No should be included in the border
on each of the system-specific plan sheets (intersection layout, intersection notes, field wiring
diagram, etc.)
 Proper SP, SAP, and /or CP signature block, page number units on each detail sheet.
 Pole Mount Detail
 Is the most current version as posted on the MnDOT web page included (the pedestal portion of this
detail is not required if there are no pedestals in the plan)
 Accessible Pedestrian Signal (APS) Pedestrian Push Button Station Detail
 Is the most current version as posted on the MnDOT web page included
 Traffic Management Camera Extension Detail
 Is the most current version as posted on the MnDOT web page included
 Typical Mast Arm Camera Mounting Detail
 Is the most current version as posted on the MnDOT web page included
 Typical Luminaire Camera Mounting Detail
 Is the most current version as posted on the MnDOT web page included
 Equipment Pad Layout Detail
 Is the most current version as posted on MnDOT web page included
 Color Code Chart and Cable Abbreviations Detail
 Is the most current version as posted on the MnDOT web page included
 Fiber Optic Schematic
 Is the most current version as posted on the MnDOT web page used as the basis of design
 Has the schematic been modified according to the project scope
 Pedestrian Crosswalk Details (20 scale drawing)
 For traffic signal design as part of a larger project coordinate with the ADA Office to ensure the design
is based upon the current version of these details.
 For traffic signal design as part of a stand along project, ensure that these details are obtained and
included form the ADA Office.
 Standard Plan sheets
 For traffic signal design as part of a larger project coordinate with the PM to ensure that all required
standard plan sheets are included in the standard plan sheets section of the plan set.
 For traffic signal design as part of a stand along project, ensure that all required standard plan
sheets are included in the standard plan sheets section of the plan set.
 Advance Warning Flasher Details
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 Location properly noted on the plan for the posted speed.
 Is included in the Traffic Control Signal System pay item.
 Wood Pole Span Wire Detail
 Is the most current version as posted on the MnDOT web page included
 Screw-In Pedestal Pole Foundation Detail (check with PM to see if this is desired)
 If included, do not include Pedestal Foundation standard plate 8112 in the standard plates list
 Pavement Markings Layout/Detail and Sign Panel Details
 Include standard sign panels mounted on signal poles and mast arms (Flashing Yellow Arrow, One
Way, No Peds, etc.).
 Non-standard sign panels designed in SignCAD with current highway font (2k).
 Include in place sign panels to be removed or salvaged and installed.
 Use mast arm sign wind load program as appropriate or contact the pole manufacturer.
 Note payment of signing. On stand-alone signal projects it is included in the traffic control signal
system pay item.
 Note payment of pavement marking and/or removals. On stand-alone signal projects it is included in
the traffic control signal system pay item.
The following details are available if requested. Contact the Signal Design Project Manager.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conduit attachments for bridges
Signal pole foundation in rock
Stand-alone luminaires
Alternative detection method details
Fiber Optic Details
Luminaire camera mounting detail (Gridsmart hemispherical video detection)
3, 4, & 5 INTERSECTION LAYOUT AND MATCHLINES

 Intersection layout and matchlines should have the mainline roadway (usually the Trunk Highway)
horizontally across the plan sheet.
 The north arrow should be pointing up or to the right of the sheet.
 All text is oriented to bottom or to the right.
 Traffic control signal system ID number – Create in TAMS (internal) or request from MnDOT District Traffic
Office (Consultant).
 Meter Address - Get from the power company.
 Traffic Engineering request (TE) number. Create in TAMS (internal) or request from MnDOT District Traffic
Office.
 North Arrow.
 Bar Scale: 1" = 40'
 Proper Heading
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 Signature Block (Lower Right Corner).
 Proper SP and/or SAP
 Correct sheet number.
 Consultant logo if externally designed.
 Streets named - easy to read. in proper naming order(1st) Interstate Hwy, (2nd) US Hwy, (3rd) MN Hwy, (4th), CSAH, (5th) CO RD, (6th) City St.
Examples: TH 35E @ TH 13 (Sibley Memorial Hwy)
TH 61 @ CSAH 68 (White Bear Ave)/ CR 146 (Hoffman Rd)
 Posted speed limit noted on roadways.
 Lane assignment arrows shown & correct.
 R/W should be shown.
 Controller phasing (see sample sheet for appropriate labeling).
 Should be located in the lower left of sheet.
 Tied to proper phasing (see Chapter 2).
 Pedestrian indications shown - number pedestrian indications per phase in ascending order as
you approach the intersection. These numbers should be preceded by a P and a controller phase
number (e.g., P2-1).
 Pedestrian push buttons shown - number pedestrian push buttons per phase in ascending order
as you approach the intersection. These numbers should be preceded by a PB and a controller
phase number (e.g., PB2-1).
 (A1, D1) APS Control Unit Address shown if plan contains APS
 North arrow consistent with plan view.
 Check phasing and opportunity for overlaps.
 Show signal pole numbers.
 Push buttons should be included on medians wider than 6’.
 Consideration for a pedestrian-only phase if there are high pedestrian volumes.
 Check push button location with respect to crosswalks, bike paths and ADA Guidelines
 If using split phasing use convention of phases 3 and 4.
 Traffic control signal system Operation Notes (In the vicinity of the controller phasing chart)
 The signal system flash mode is all red.
 Normal operation is __ phase, with phase(s) __ being a protected/permissive left turn phase(s),
with phase(s) __ being a protected left turn phase(s), with phase(s) __ being flashing yellow
arrow(s) by time of day, or Split Phase
 Phases __ and __ shall be on vehicle recall.
 R. R. preemption noted.
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 Overlaps noted.
 Signal Head Chart
 Correct placement of heads (see charts).
 Signal head chart located on left side of plan sheet.
 Signal head chart is consistent with layout locations.
 12” LED signal indications noted in signal head chart notes.
 Black polycarbonate signal heads noted in signal head chart notes
 Signal arrows pointing in the correct direction.
 Flashing Yellow Arrows (FYA) column included in chart
 Show signal head phasing diagram for 5 section heads (for both standard 5 section and 5 section
cluster type)
 Symbols on signal head chart – new or salvage and install shall be filled in and in place shall be
open.
 Detection
 Accurate detector locations for geometrics, speeds, and planned operation (are
counting/system detectors needed?).
 Distance from crosswalk or stop bar specified.
 Size specified (6’ x 6’ typical).
 All detectors labeled - Number detectors per phase as you approach the intersection and from
right to left with the number 1 usually an advance detector and number 2 to the left of 1. At the
stop line, number 3 would be in the right lane with number four to the left of it. These numbers
would be preceded by a D and the controller phase (e.g., D2-1).
 Controller phase number. If there is more than one detector in the turn lane the first one you
approach is the lower number.
 Detection chart accurately related to plan views (upper right corner).
 Detector types listed in chart (need multiple detection charts if using multiple detection types)
 If operated by MnDOT, functions are not included in chart.
 Separate 2/C 14 (loop lead-in) for each loop detector. Can have multiple loops on one lead-in
cable. Detector design must guarantee green and extension of green. Special attention needs to
be given that lanes operating in non-lock be given ample detection coverage to allow for
variable stopping locations. Loop detector locations should be designed based on the posted
speed.
 Maximum of 48 loop detectors per cabinet.
 Luminaire Extensions
 Orient luminaire on mainline mast arm at 350 degrees.
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 Label luminaires with a number in a triangle, going clockwise with respect to the location of the
controller cabinet with number 1 being the first luminaire on a signal pole on the same corner as
the controller cabinet.
 Preemption EVP
 Wired for all intersections.
 Does city/county want full installation?
 Detectors and confirmatory lights at all approaches (no two-way detectors unless approved).
 Cable shown in the wiring diagram.
 *3/C 14 for light.
 *3/C 20 for detector.
 Symbols in the proper places on the intersection layout sheet.
 Mounting details given (use a note on permanent system and a detail on temporary wood pole
system).
 Proper phase noted.
 Check geometrics for adequate optics – is there a need for advance detection?
 EVP hub standard location is 6’ from end of mast arm. Use engineering judgement if this
location needs to be modified.
 Identify all equipment and wiring related to EVP with an * or other symbol because it is a
separate pay item and refer to the * in the general notes.
 Preemption Railroad
 Does operation match TEM?
 Is agreement needed, and has the agreement been negotiated?
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General Notes: (Use where appropriate).
Permanent Systems
 1) See special provisions for state furnished materials.
 2) Refer to “For Information Only” sheets for inplace signal components.
 3) Ensure the exact location of the handholes, poles, loop detectors and equipment pad are
verified in the field by MnDOT office personnel.
 4) The contractor is responsible for coordinating the connection of the power for the traffic
signal system.
 5) For sign panels on signal see detail sheet. All signs required are included in payment for the
traffic control signal system pay item.
 6) For pavement markings see detail sheet. All pavement markings required are included in
payment for the traffic control signal system pay item.
 7) For construction of pedestrian curb ramps, concrete walk and median work see detail sheet.
 8) This plan specifies conduit sizes, types, and general locations. The exact locations will be
determined in the field. Conduits under roadways require boring.
 9) Use PVC or HDPE for all new conduit.
 10) Conduit sizes are nominal diameter.
 11) All wires listed are AWG (American Wire Gauge).
 12) Removal of the inplace signal system is included in payment for the traffic control signal
system pay item.
 13) Items denoted with an * are included in payment for the EVP system pay item.
 14) Items denoted with an ** are included in payment for the traffic control interconnection pay
item.
 Revision projects: Revise signal system work to be performed under this contract shall be noted
with a * and surrounded by a box and shall be included in the revise signal system pay item. All
other items shown are inplace.
Temporary Wood Pole Systems
 1) Conduit shall be Schedule 80 PVC or Schedule 80 HDPE.
 2) See the special provisions for state furnished materials, count down pedestrian heads, vehicle
heads, and emergency vehicle preemption (EVP).
 3) Ensure the exact location of the handholes, poles, loop detectors and temporary cabinet base
are verified in the field by MnDOT office personnel.
 4) The contractor is responsible for coordinating the connection of the power for the traffic
signal system.
 5) The contractor shall locate and verify inplace utilities prior to commencing work.
 6) Pavement markings by others. (see striping plan for reference)
 7) Removal of the existing signal system is incidental.
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 8) The contractor shall furnish and install span wire mounted type R10-12 signs adjacent to
heads _-_ and _-_.
 9) See the construction plan for staging. Movement of heads and detectors for each stage or
phase of construction shall be completed by the contractor.
 10) Coil a sufficient length of cable at all span wire mounted signal faces, EVP detectors and
indicator lights, and microwave detectors to coordinate staging shifts.
 11) See detail sheet for wood pole and span wire mounting details.
 12) All new conduit shall be PVC – Schedule 80 or HDPE Schedule 80 and carry 1-1/C 6 insulated
grounding conductor as shown in plan.
 13) All wires listed are AWG (American Wire Gauge).
 14) Conduit sizes are nominal diameter.
Conduit runs (All new conduits to be Schedule 80 PVC or Schedule 80 HDPE)
 Conduit size and cables listed.
 Correct symbol for inplace conduit.
 Correct symbol for proposed conduit.
 Conduit fill less than 40% for RSC and 35% for PVC or HDPE
 No conduit smaller than 2”, except 1.5” for blown fiber.
 4” conduit shall not be used, as it is too large for signal handholes per NEC rules. Use 2 or 3-3”
conduits as needed to satisfy conduit fill requirements.
 All conduits from signal cabinet and signal service cabinet listed including stub outs for future
use.
 Conduit runs for interconnect should be as straight as possible.
 All conduits except those within pads shall drain.
 Primary power shall be in a separate conduit run and is typically a continuous run without
handholes from the transformer to the service cabinet.
 Size of bends and elbows in conduit in accordance with National Electrical Code and UL
guidelines.
 If conduit is suspended under a bridge, does the distance between supports conform to NEC, is a
hanger detail given in plan, and are expansion fittings called for?
Note: Normally PVC-coated Rigid Steel Conduit is used for this application. If PVC is used, the
hangers must be designed for use with PVC to ensure expansion and contraction. The number of
expansion joints shall be determined by the requirements within the NEC.
 Conduit placed under inplace pavement does not need to be labeled (bored or pushed)
 Allow for spare cables (one spare 6/C 14 per pole)
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Handholes
 Uniquely numbered - number clockwise with respect to the controller cabinet with number 1
adjacent to or nearest the controller cabinet.
 Two handholes located near cabinet (usually within 30’).
 Primary power typically goes directly into the service cabinet (no handhole between SOP and
service cabinet).
 Maximum spacing between handholes is 300’ unless there is more than a 90 degree bend in the
run where 100’ maximum spacing is used.
Signal base locations
 Conform to visibility requirements of MN MUTCD.
 Coordinate with ADA design to ensure there are no conflicts with pedestrian ramps.
 Identifying number in a hexagon - begin with number one in the quadrant closest to the cabinet.
Number clockwise with respect to the controller cabinet.
Pole Notes - This general order should be followed but unusual circumstances may require modifications. Not
all items listed here shall be required for every project. R10-X12 signs (flashing yellow arrow) should be
mounted adjacent to all 4 section heads that are located on a mast arm except in the case where there are
dual left turn lanes. In this situation there will only be one sign used even though there are two 4 section
heads.
Mast Arm Pole Notes
 X & Y coordinates
 ____ Pole Foundation
 Options are PA85, PA90, PA100, BA60, BA65, BA70, BA75, or BA80 depending on mast arm
length. See Design Step 6.3.17.
 Type #-##-###-#### (Davit at 350 DEG)
 # = PA85, PA90, PA100, BA60, BA65, BA70, BA75, or BA80 depending on mast arm length. See
Design Step 6.3.17.
 ## = A or B. A corresponds to mast arm oriented perpendicular to road and is the most common.
B corresponds to mast arm oriented diagonally into the intersection and is rare.
 ### = length of mast arm
 #### = luminaire extension design
 D40-9 = curved davit style extension with luminaire mounting height of 40’ and davit
length of 9’. Mounting height and davit length may vary.
 X30-6 = bent straw style extension with luminaire mounting height of 30’ and davit
length of 6’. Mounting height and davit length may vary.
 X6-350/CAM 400 Extension = special extension for traffic management camera mounted
at 40’ and luminaire mounted at 35’ on 6’ bent straw style davit arm. After “(Davit at
350 DEG)”, also need “(includes lightning rod, 7/16” ground braid and ground rod)” for
this particular luminaire extension.
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 1-Pair swing away hinges (required if on an OSOW route)
 1-Traffic management camera (state furnished) with mount (camera C_____) (request camera number
from RTMC)
 1-Angle mount signal overhead at 0’
 1-Angle mount signal with cluster adapter overhead at 0’ (if using a 5-section cluster head)
 _-Straight mount signal(s) overhead at __’ and __’
 _-Angle mount signals at 90 and 180 deg
 _-Angle mount C.D. ped heads at 90 and 180 deg
 *1-One way EVP detector and confirmatory light (phase(s) _+_). Standard mounting location is 6’ from
end of mast arm. If non-standard mounting location, also include “mounted __’ from end of mast arm”
 1-Video detection camera (state furnished) mounted on 6’ extension at 5’ from end of mast arm
 Luminaire-LED (for __’ mounting height)
 1-APS PB and sign (LT or RT ARROW (PB_-_) and APS PB pole mount adaptor
 1-R10-X12 sign adjacent to head _-_
 1-R9-3 sign facing pole _ or north/south/east/west
 1-R6-1L sign
 1-R6-1R sign
 1-sign (___) (see sign details). Include panel legend description in parenthesis, e.g., “GRAND AVE”.
 3” Conduit to HH __:
 __ -6/C 14
 __ -4/C 14
 *__ -3/C 14
 *__ -3/C 20
 __ -3/C 14 (LUM)
 __ -2/C 14 (same cable as loop lead-in)
 __ -4/C 18
 1-CAT 5E video det
 __ -1/C 6 INS. GR.
 1-7/16” grounding braid to ground rod in HH _ (include with traffic management camera)
 1-CAT 5E TRA MGMT CAM
 Other cables as needed
Pedestal Pole Notes
 X & Y coordinates
 __’ pedestal pole plus base (10’ if only pedestrian heads on pedestal and 14’ if vehicle heads)
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 _-Straight mount signal(s) at 90 and 180 DEG
 _-Straight mount C.D. PED HEADS at 90 and 180 DEG
 1-APS PB and sign (LT or RT ARROW) (PB_-_) and APS PB mounting spacers
 All new signal heads are attached to the pedestal pole using a straight mount. For signal revisions that
utilize pipe bracketing, there may need to be revisions to the bracketing noted.
 3” Conduit to HH __:
 _-6/C 14
 _-4/C 14
 _-2/C 14 (same cable as loop lead-in)
 _-1/C 6 INS. GR. (1 cable if at the end of the run, 2 cable if not at the end of a run)
Pedestrian Push Button Station Notes
 Place APS PB stations based on coordinates provided by ADA office
 PED PB STATION
 1- APS PB AND SIGN
 (RT, DBL, or LT ARROW) (PB_-_)
 Extend into HH __:
 1” Conduit
 1-2/C 14 (same cable as loop lead-in)
 1-1/C 6 INS. GR.
Temporary Wood Pole Notes
 X & Y coordinates
 __’ wood pole
 2-down guys, guards, and anchors
 1-Video detection camera (state furnished) with mount mounted on wood pole
 _-Type __-wood pole mounted at 90 and 180 DEG (Type __ corresponds to standard plate 8110 traffic
signal bracketing (pole mounted) types)
 1-One way EVP detector and confirmatory light (phase(s) _+_) pole mounted
 __’ Mast arm and luminaire-LED with PEC (for __’ mounting height)
 _-Pedestrian push button(s) and sign(s) (R10-4b) (1EA. Left and right)
 1-R9-3 sign facing pole __ or north/south/east/west
 1-R10-12 sign adjacent to head _-_
 Metal junction box with terminal block
 3” Conduit riser and weatherhead from HH __ to span wires with:
 _-6/C 14
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 _-4/C 14
 *_-3/C 14
 _-2/C 14
 *_-3/C 20
 1-CAT 5E video det
 1-1/C 6 INS. GR.
 Other cables as needed
 3” Conduit above junction box to span wires with:
 _-6/C 14
 _-4/C 14
 *_-3/C 14
 *_-3/C 20
 1-CAT 5E video det
 Other cables as needed
 1” Conduit riser and weatherhead above span wire with
 1-3/C 14 (LUM)
Temporary Aluminum Post Notes
 X & Y coordinates
 16’ Aluminum post on temporary foundation
 1-Straight mount signal
 1-Straight mount C.D. ped head
 1-APS PB and sign (RT or LT ARROW) (PB_-_) and APS PB mounting spacers
 _-4/C 14
 _-2/C 14
Geometrics
 Is there a need for additional signal faces, loop detectors, warning signs or flashers?
 Place handholes away from possible future construction.
 Are all pavement markings placed properly considering pedestrian crosswalks?
 Pedestrian ramps and sidewalks noted or shown on a separate 20 scale drawing.
 APS push buttons and stations located appropriately.
 Lane lines and directional arrows shown.
 Right of way lines are necessary.
 Check for turning conflicts.
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 Check for adequate sight distance for EVP detectors and EVP impacted by vertical grade or horizontal
curves.
Voltage Drops
 With MnDOT’s current signal design standard, each signal head/component is on an individual circuit,
there are lower loads (i.e., lower wattages due to LED use), and the distance from the traffic signal
controller cabinet and service cabinet is typically a few feet rather than several hundred feet. For these
reasons, MnDOT does not typically have concerns with excessive voltage drops. The designer does not
need to complete voltage drop calculations, unless conditions differ from those stated previously (e.g.,
multiple signal heads/components are on individual circuits, the service cabinet is not located near the
traffic signal controller cabinet, etc.).
Source of Power
 Location noted as B.
 SOP-GROUND or POLE mounted transformer (power company)
 2” Conduit into service cabinet:
 3-1/C 2
 Coordinated with local power company.
 Specify work to be completed by power company.
 SOP checklist enclosed (application for power initiated if applicable).
 Write SOP letter to power company
 Application for power, if necessary, should be made by the agency that will be paying for the initial service
and the monthly bills.
Controller Cabinet/Equipment Pad
 Location noted as A.
 Equipment pad (see detail sheet)
 Service cabinet (SSB) no battery backup system or batteries. Other agencies may include this as
standard practice.)
 Controller and cabinet (state furnished)
 3” Conduit to HH: (there are typically 6-3” conduits going out of the controller cabinet, 3 to each of
the handholes near the controller cabinet)
 _-6/C 14
 _-4/C 14
 *_-3/C 14
 _-2/C 14
 *_-3/C 20
 _-CAT 5E video det
 1-CAT 5E TRA MGMT CAM
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 1-1/C 6 INS. GR.
 Other cables as needed
 Ground wire and ground rod – min 8’ out from pad
 2-2” and 1-3” conduit stubbed out (capped both ends)
 **1-1.5” conduit to TMS vault:
 **1-FO pigtail (6-SM)
 Controller cabinet to service cabinet:
 2” conduit
 3-1/C 6
 Controller cabinet to service cabinet (comms):
 2” conduit
 1-6PR 19
 Service cabinet to GROUND or POLE mounted transformer:
 2” conduit
 3-1/C 2
 Service cabinet to HH __:
 2” conduit
 _-3/C 14 (LUM)
 Service cabinet to external GR. RD.:
 1” conduit
 1-1/C 6 INS. GR.
 (See equipment pad layout)
 HH __ to HH __:
 2” conduit
 _-3/C 14 (LUM)
 Appropriate detail showing pad layout, wiring, and grounding, standard notes.
 Three (3) ft of working clearance in front of all doors on all cabinets (NEC Requirement)
4, 5, & 6. WIRING DIAGRAMS
General information
 Sheet number and proper sheet labeling.
 SP and/or SAP numbers given.
 Proper intersection identification.
 Signature block and/or consultant logo.
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 Traffic control signal system ID and meter address.
 Controller cabinet shown in center of sheet is preferred if it fits (if not, can be split onto two sheets).
 TE number (traffic engineering request number).
 Color code chart and cable abbreviations detail sheet is included (for signal revisions, the designer may
include the color code chart on wiring diagram sheet).
 Standard notes
 1) Splices only allowed in loop detector circuits.
 2) Signal system includes battery backup service cabinet (no batteries).
 3) For conductor color code see traffic signal color code detail.
 4) Items denoted with an * are included in payment for the EVP system pay item.
 5) Items denoted with an ** are included in payment for the traffic control interconnection pay item.
 6) For each “spare” wire, coil enough wire to reach the end of the mast arm in the handhole nearest
each pole.
 7) Leave one loop of slack for each cable in the pole base.
 All signal bases, signal heads, ped indications, luminaires, push buttons, EVP, cameras & detectors called
out
 Phase(s) for EVP light should be on wiring diagram.
 Handholes and junction boxes labeled properly.
 The number of cables, types shown, and routing are consistent with descriptions on intersection layout.
 Service wires from SOP properly labeled and ground rod(s) specified.
 Splicing is not allowed for any cables except for loop detector circuits (except for signal revisions).
 Designations for loads are the same at both ends of each cable.
 Cables are correctly traced from controller cabinet to loads.
 Interconnect cables (for revisions, or other site-specific considerations) should be numbered in the 90s to
avoid confusion. For new designs, fiber optic pigtails are the standard unless twisted pair copper
communication cable is needed.
 Include AWF if applicable.
 Provide spare 6/C 14 cables for future components.
 Neutrals on all cables are not shared in pole bases.
 For revised traffic control signal systems when it is necessary to re-label the numbering of in place items
use the note “Re-label the wiring for the inplace loops, heads, and poles to match MnDOT’s standard
numbering system, as shown”.
 Ground rod connections shown correctly in handholes adjacent to signal poles and in bases of any
pedestal poles.
Wire Notes
 Cable symbols correct (3/C 14, 2/C 14 (loop lead-in), 3/C 20 all different, for example).
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 Indications shown and head numbers match layout and Color Code Chart and Cable Abbreviations detail
sheet.
 1-1/C 6 INS. GR. to each pole base.
 For Mast Arm Poles: 1-1/C 6 INS. GR. and Ground Rod are shown correctly on pole and in nearest handhole
 For Pedestal Poles: 1- or 2-1/C 6 INS. GR. and Ground Rod are shown correctly on pole with base lug and
ground rod in pedestal base
 Pedestrian Push Button Stations are shown on wiring diagram as PED PB STA (PB2-1 etc.).
 Each 3-Section Vehicle head shall have a separate 4/C 14 cable.
 Each 4-Section Vehicle head shall have a separate 6/C 14 cable.
 Each 5-Section Bi-Modal Vehicle head shall use two 4/C 14 cables.
 Each Ped head shall have a separate 4/C 14 cable.
 Each Ped push button shall be on a separate 2/C 14 (loop lead-in) cable.
 Separate 2/C 14 (loop lead-in) for each loop detector. Can have two loops on one lead-in cable.
 EVP confirmatory light has a 3/C 14 cable.
 EVP detector has a 3/C 20 cable.
 Neutrals shown as heavier lines - signal heads do not share neutrals.
 Provide one spare 6/C 14 cable to each pole for future expansion of system.
 Connection to railroad bungalow shall use three 6/C 14 cables.
 Correct symbols used for splices (dots) (loop detectors and ground rods only)
 On wood pole systems, separate 4/C 14 or 6/C 14 cables for each signal head.
7. Interconnect Layout Sheet
 Correct symbols.
 “For Information Only” sheets of each intersection that is interconnected.
 On “Interconnect only” projects; separate Intersection Layouts and Field Wiring Diagrams must also be
Drawn.
 Show location of interconnect fiber optic cable or wire, conduit and controller cabinets which are
impacted by interconnect.
 Designate the distance from the paved shoulder or curb to the cable.
 If handholes for interconnect are included in the traffic control signal system pay item, show the
handholes as inplace on the interconnect layout (or clarify that they are not included in the interconnect
pay item).
 Interconnect cables noted on layout – notes are included as appropriate to make payment clear.
 Fiber optic will require additional sheets (fiber schematic sheets, additional details, etc.).
 Work with the Regional Transportation Management Center (RTMC) to develop the interconnect design
when a connection to RTMC fiber is required.
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General Notes:
 Contact R/W unit for R/W limits.
 Unless noted as inplace, all interconnect systems shall be furnished & installed.
8. Utility Layout Plan Sheet
 Only needs to be included with a stand-alone signal plan set.
 Separate Utility Sheet (not shown on intersection layout).
 Show proposed poles on Utility Sheet.
 Any plan with excavation must have a utility plan sheet or tabulation.
 Should also show right of way.
 Information must conform to state law (be less than 90 days old prior to letting).
 Check notes on sample plan.
9. For Information Only Plan Sheets
 S.P. and/or SAP numbers/ CP numbers of proposed plan is included on plan sheet.
 Proper sheet number references for this plan.
 Included for every existing traffic control signal system in the plan set.
 No signatures on this sheet. Cross off or mask previous engineering certifications (old signature, sheet #,
description, and SP).
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6. PLAN DEVELOPMENT
6.1

GENERAL

The objective of this chapter is to present the fundamental procedures and standard practices related to the
design of traffic control signal systems. The end-product of the pre-construction activities in signal design is
the Plan and Special Provisions. Supporting the plans and Special Provisions are the standard design
practices, Standard Plates Manual, the Standard Specifications, other applicable national and local
standards, and any necessary agreements.
On the plan set, ensure that the existing conditions can be clearly identified. This may be
done by making the new items bold and the existing items lighter.
6.1.1

Required Sheets

Standard signal design plans shall contain at least the following sheets:
•

Title Sheet (for stand-alone plan sets) or Legend Sheet (for signal plans as part of larger project)

•

Statement of Estimated Quantities (for stand-alone plan sets) or Tabulation of Signal Quantities (for
signal plans as part of larger project)

•

Details (may include one or more of the following)
o Pole Mount Detail
o APS Pedestrian Push Button Station Detail
o ATCC Equipment Pad Layout (Type SSB Service Cabinet) Detail
o Color Code Chart and Cable Abbreviations Detail
o Fiber Optic Schematic
o Pedestrian Crosswalk Details (ADA pedestrian ramp design)
o Pavement Markings Layout/Detail and Sign Panel Details (for stand-alone plan sets without
separate signing and pavement marking plans)
o Other(s)
Standard Plan Sheets (if applicable)
o 5-297.250 Pedestrian Curb Ramp Details (6 sheets)
o 5-297.730 Sign Mounting Systems for Round Supports
o 5-297.731 Sign Mounting Details for Signal Mast Arms
Intersection Layout Sheets
Field Writing Diagram
Interconnect Layout (if applicable)
Utilities
For Information Only Sheet(s) (if applicable)

•

•
•
•
•
•

Section 6.2 in this chapter illustrates the various elements of the above plan sheets. The sample plan is
available at the following web link:
www.dot.state.mn.us/trafficeng/signals/signalplansheets.html
6.1.2

Sheet Size and Scale

Final signal plans should be prepared on 11” X 17” plan sheets. The scale for the intersection layout sheet
should be 1” = 40’, and interconnect layouts are typically 1” = 100’.
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6.2

TYPICAL PLAN SET COMPONENTS

6.2.1

Title Sheet

The title sheet is required for all stand-alone traffic signal plans. It includes information such as the title block,
project location, governing specifications, etc. A sample title sheet is shown below. For signal plans included
in a larger plan set, a legend sheet (abbreviations, symbols, standard plates) should be included.

6.2.1.1

Plan Description and Location

This defines the type of work being performed and the location of the work. The location identified should list
intersections from west to east or south to north.
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6.2.1.2

Governing Specifications and Index of Sheets

This defines the governing specifications for the project, the project funding and the index of the sheets
contained within the plan set. Generally, it is located in the upper right-hand corner of the title sheet, under
the federal project number or statement “state funds”.

6.2.1.3

Plan Preparation Certification Note

This identifies:
•
•

Who the plan set was developed by (or under the direct supervision of)
That individual’s state registration information.

This block is located under the index of sheets.

Note: On the title sheet, after the state project number, the trunk highway and legislative route number must
be shown in parenthesis (T.H. 156 = ###) where ### is the legislative route number. When signal plans are
included in a larger plan set, signal plans are typically numbered as SS# separately from the overall plan sheet
numbering.
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6.2.1.4

Signature Block

The Designer should consult with the MnDOT project manager to ensure that the appropriate signature block
is used.

This block varies depending on the project type. The following signature lines are required for the varying
project type:
Project Type:
Signature Line

Project Type:
Cooperative
Agreement

Project Type:
State Aid/Cooperative
Agreement Plans

Jurisdiction Line







Blank Line







‘For’ District Line





District Traffic Engineer





State Pre-Letting Engineer





Director of Land Management





State Design Engineer





Signature Line

District-Assistant Engineer-State Aid





State Aid Engineer
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For Cooperative Agreement and State Aid plans, all lines are required. Combinations of funding or jurisdiction
will require different combinations of signatures.
This block is located under the Plan Preparation Certification note. The sample above is a Cooperative
Agreement line since the first seven lines are used.
The blank line is required for all signature blocks. Line 1 is for the appropriate jurisdiction. Use multiple lines
if needed for additional jurisdictions.
If line 8 and 9 are used, the text prior to the signature line shall read “Recommended for Approval”.
6.2.1.5

Project Numbers and Sheet Numbers

The project numbers and sheet numbers are shown in the lower right-hand corner of the title sheet and on
all other sheets. For revisions to the plan made after project advertisement, an “R” shall be used after the
sheet number.

A SP in the project number stands for State Project. A SP is necessary for any project on a trunk highway. A
SAP is a State Aid Project number indicating that the local agency is using State Aid funds to finance their share
of the project. If the project has federal funding the SAP becomes a SP. All state aid numbers should be listed
on all sheets to which they apply.
The general format for a SP is “CCNN-A”. CC is the county number in alphabetical order (i.e., Anoka County is
02). NN is the control section number within the county unique to the roadway in the County. A is the number
of the project on that control section (i.e., -269 means that there have been 268 other projects on this section
of roadway prior to this project).
The general format for an SAP is CCC-NNN-A. CCC is a 3-digit city number, a two-digit number is a county
number. NNN is a number related to the roadway and project type. A is the number of the project in that city
or county of that type.
6.2.1.6

Index Map

The index map is used to identify the location of the project(s). Provide leader lines to the intersections or
from the beginning and end of the project limits to the appropriate points on the map. This is generally located
near the center of the title sheet.
If appropriate, identify all state aid project numbers applicable to the project. Also, label all traffic control
traffic control signal systems.
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6.2.1.7

Project Location

The information included in this block is the generalized location (county and city). This is generally located in
the lower right part of the title sheet, left of the signature block and above the project number block.

6.2.1.8

Plan Revisions Block

The block is included so future revisions can be documented. This is generally located in the lower center
portion of the title sheet. Pencil in the charge identifier number. MnDOT plan processing will edit this as
necessary.
6.2.1.9

Standard Plates Summary

This identifies the list of Standard Plates that are applicable to the project. This is generally located in the
lower left-hand corner of the title sheet.
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6.2.1.10 Plan Symbols and Abbreviations

These are the standard symbols and abbreviations pertaining to the traffic control signal system. This is
generally located in upper left portion of the title sheet.
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6.2.2

Quantity Sheet

The estimated quantities may be included on a separate sheet or shown on the title sheet (if there is room).
Traffic control interconnection, emergency vehicle preemption system, and other items such as conduit and
handholes for a future traffic control signal system may be itemized separately from the traffic control signal
system due to cost participation but is incorporated into the traffic control signal system pay item.
Note: Check with the signal design project manager to see if EVP is separated out.

The appropriate specification item numbers, item descriptions, and units using the state’s computerized pay
item list shall be included (Also see Section 9.3 on Pay Items).
Refer to the AASHTOWare Website (https://transport.dot.state.mn.us/reference/refItem.aspx) for a listing of
the following:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Item Number & Extension,
Short Description,
Long Description,
Four Character Computer Code for the Unit Name, and
Desired Plan Sheet Unit Name

State Aid participation should be clearly identified for each item.
Note: Haul Salvaged Material always has zero Federal cost participation and requires a separate pay item.
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6.2.3

Details

The details section includes the standard detail sheets that are applicable to the project. They may include
the following:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Pole Mount Detail
APS Push Button Station Detail
ATCC Equipment Pad Layout (Type SSB Service Cabinet) Detail
Color Code Chart and Cable Abbreviations Detail
Fiber Optic Schematic
Pedestrian Crosswalk Details (ADA pedestrian ramp design)
Pavement Markings Layout/Detail and Sign Panel Details
Advance Warning Flasher Design (not part of the sample plan)
Traffic Management Camera Extension Detail (part of the camera sample plan)
Video Detection Camera Mounting (part of the camera sample plan)
Wood Pole Span Wire Detail (part of the wood pole temporary signal system sample plan)
Other(s)
Any other details specific to the traffic control signal system (such as foundations in rock, flashing
beacons, etc.). While standard details, the designer should ensure each is modified to fit the specific
project.

The designer should ensure that the most current version of each detail is used.
Several example standard detail sheets are shown in the following sections. The current version of the
details can be downloaded from the following web link:
www.dot.state.mn.us/trafficeng/signals/signalplansheets.html.
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6.2.3.1

Pole Mount Detail
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6.2.3.2

Typical APS Pedestrian Push Button Location and Push Button Station
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6.2.3.3

350 ATCC Equipment Pad Layout (Type SSB Service Cabinet)
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6.2.3.4

Color Code Chart and Cable Abbreviations Detail
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6.2.3.5

Fiber Optic Schematic

Note: If bringing the fiber into a cabinet, a splice vault near the signal is desirable. The allows the slack to be
stored in the vault instead of in the cabinet.
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6.2.3.6

Pedestrian Crosswalk Details
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6.2.3.7

•
•

Pavement Markings Layout/Detail and Sign Panel Details

These sheets should identify if pavement markings or signing are included in the signal system pay item or
not.
Use SignCAD™ software with current 2k fonts.

The diagram used for this pavement marking layout is a reduced version of this intersection. Layout with the
pavement markings is laid out to facilitate identifying approximate quantities.
•

Do not use pavement markings across free right pedestrian movements.
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6.2.3.8

Advance Warning Flasher Details

Note: This sheet is not included in the sample plan set.
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6.2.3.9

Traffic Management Camera Extension Detail

Note: This sheet is included in the camera sample plan set.
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6.2.3.11 IP Camera Connectors Detail

Note: This sheet is included in the camera sample plan set.
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6.2.3.12 Typical Mast Arm Camera Mounting Detail

Note: This sheet is included in the camera sample plan set.
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6.2.3.13 Typical Luminaire Camera Mounting Detail

Note: This sheet is not included in the sample plan set.
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6.2.3.14 Wood Pole Span Wire Detail

Note: This sheet is included in the wood pole temporary signal system sample plan set.
6.2.4

Standard Plan Sheets

The standard plan sheets section includes the standard plan sheets that are applicable to the project. They
may include the following:
✓ 5-297.250 Pedestrian Curb Ramp Details (6 sheets)
✓ 5-297.730 Sign Mounting Systems for Round Supports
✓ 5-297.731 Sign Mounting Details for Signal Mast Arms
Several example standard plan sheets are shown in following sections. The current version of the standard
plan sheets can be downloaded from the following web link:
https://standardplans.dot.state.mn.us/stdplan.aspx.
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6.2.4.1

5-297.250 Pedestrian Curb Ramp Details (6 sheets)
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6.2.4.2

5-297.730 Sign Mounting Systems for Round Supports
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6.2.4.3

5-297.731 Sign Mounting Details for Signal Mast Arms
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6.2.5

Intersection Layout

The intersection layout sheet includes the following (at a minimum):
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Intersection geometrics (to scale) – lane widths shall be shown to facilitate staking
All graphics depicting traffic control signal system components
Controller phasing, pedestrian indications, and push buttons diagram
Signal head chart
Loop detector chart and/or video detection chart
Signal pole notes
APS push button station notes
Equipment pad notes
Source of power notes
Construction notes
Plan sheet title and revision block (on all sheets)
Traffic control signal system ID, meter address and TE number
A bar scale
A north arrow
Posted speed limits
Roadway names
DO NOT show utilities on the intersection layout sheet, include separate utilities layout sheet.
Newer signals show interconnect layout

All items shall be properly labeled. The following sections define the numbering and labeling format for traffic
signal plans.
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6.2.5.1

Intersection Plan View

The mainline roadway (usually the trunk highway) shall be placed horizontal across the plan sheet with the
North arrow up or to the right.
✓ All text on the layout and all other signal plan sheets, should be oriented to be read from the bottom or
right sides of the plan sheet.
✓ Use match line sheet(s) to show all system components or equipment included within the system.
✓ The public right of way should be identified on the layout.
✓ Intersection notes (pole notes, equipment pad notes, etc.) are typically included on a separate sheet, and
can be combined with the match line layouts if there is enough space.
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6.2.5.2

Typical Controller Phasing Diagram

The mainline roadway should be assigned phases 2 and 6 with
phase 2 going from left to right. The cross-street roadway should
be assigned phases 4 and 8 with phase 4 going from top to
bottom. Left turn phases should be assigned as appropriate (see
section 2.2.1).
If designing a revised traffic control signal system, the signal
phasing should be brought to current standards whenever
possible.
The layout of the phasing diagram should match the layout of the
plan.
The standard phasing convention is phase 2 east when the trunk
highway is east/west and phase 2 north when the trunk highway
is north/south.
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6.2.5.3

Equipment Pad and Source of Power Notes

Label, in a circle, the controller cabinet or equipment pad “A” and the source of power “B”.
A solid line symbol identifies new equipment, and a dashed line symbol identifies in place equipment.
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6.2.5.4

Pole Notes

The pole note lists the foundation, pole,
mast arm and everything that goes on it
(signs, heads, hinges, etc.) or in it
(conductors). Refer to the checklist in
chapter 5 for further information.
Number, in a hexagon, the signal bases
clockwise with respect to the controller
cabinet with number 1 being adjacent to or
near the controller cabinet.
A solid line symbol identifies new
equipment, and a dashed line symbol
identifies in place equipment.

The following is a typical pole note (from above) that calls out
angle mounts for mounting vehicle and pedestrian signal heads
on a vertical pole shaft of a mast arm pole. The picture on the
right shows angle mounted vehicle and pedestrian heads.
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6.2.5.5

Handhole Labeling

Number the handholes clockwise with respect to the controller
cabinet with number 1 being adjacent to or near the controller
cabinet. It is not necessary to include “HH” as part of the note.
In the figure to the right, the handholes are shown as the solid
black square and labeled 4 and 5. A solid (filled) symbol identifies
new equipment, and an open symbol identifies in place equipment.

6.2.5.6

Vehicle Signal Head Labeling

Number, in a circle, vehicle signal heads per phase from
right to left as you approach the intersection. Signal heads
should be numbered with the controller phase first
followed by the head number (e.g., 2-1, 2-2, etc.).
A solid line symbol identifies new signal heads, and a
dashed line symbol identifies in place signal heads.
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6.2.5.7

Pedestrian Signal Head and Push Button Labeling

Number pedestrian signal heads per phase as you approach the intersection with Number 1 being the first
on the right and Numbers 2, 3 and 4 as you proceed through the intersection. These numbers should be
preceded by a P and the controller phase number (e.g., P4-1, P4-2, etc.).
Number pedestrian push button per phase with Number 1 being the first on the right and Number 2 on the
opposite corner. If there is a median PB, it will be labeled with Number 3. If the median is wide enough, two
median PBs may be needed and be labeled as Numbers 3 and 4.
4
PB6-1
(C1)

PB6-2
(C2)
PB4-1
(B1)

PB8-2
(D2)

6
PB8-3
(D3)

PB4-3
(B3)

2
PB8-1
(D1)

PB4-2
(B2)

PB2-1
(A1)

PB2-2
(A2)

8
APS Address Labeling:
Phase 2 = A
Phase 4 = B

Phase 6 = C
Phase 8 = D

An APS pedestrian push button requires an address label as shown in the figures above. The address will be
based on the PB phase number. Phase 2 is labeled with an A, Phase 4 is labeled with a B, Phase 6 is labeled
with a C, and Phase 8 is labeled with a D.
The APS address will be placed in parenthesis “()”. The letter will be followed with a number. Use number 1
to match the PB label 1. The opposite corner will be number 2. If there is a median, the number will be 3. It
can also be noted that the PB number and the APS address number will be the same. For example, PB4-1 =
B1, PB4-2 = B2 and PB4-3 = B3.
The following symbols are used to identify new and existing pedestrian signals (see the cell library for more
symbols):

Pedestrian indication (new)

Pedestrian Push Button (PB)

Pedestrian indication (existing)
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6.2.5.8

Loop Detector Labeling

Number detectors per phase as you approach the intersection and
from right to left with Number 1 usually a detector farthest back
from the stop line, Number 2 is in the right turn lane at the stop
line, and Number 3 is to the left of Number 2 as you proceed to the
intersection. If there were two thru lanes, there would be two
advanced detectors and the left advanced detector would be
Number 2 and the detectors at the stop line would be Number 3
and Number 4. These numbers should be preceded by a D and the
controller phase number (e.g., D8-1, D8-2, etc.). For the left turn
lane, there are 3 standard loop detectors with the fourth detector
located furthest from the stop line being optional. As you approach
the intersection the first 2 (or 3) detectors are Number 1 and the
last detector nearest to the stop line is Number 2. Detector
Number 2 is used for presence detection and counting.
Typically, a solid line indicates a new detector, and a dashed line
indicates an in place detector. In place detectors are not required
to be shown as dashed – it can be a different line style/weight
based on designer judgement on what is clearest.
Another type of detection technology that may be used is video
imaging technology. Refer to Chapter 3 for details on additional
detector technologies. An example of an intersection layout using
video detection is shown below. A video detection sample plan is
available at the following web link:

http://www.dot.state.mn.us/trafficeng/signals/signalplansheets.html
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6.2.5.9

Luminaire Labeling

Number, in a triangle, the luminaires clockwise with respect to the
controller cabinet with Number 1 being the luminaire located closest to
the signal cabinet when moving clockwise.
A solid (filled) symbol identifies new equipment, and an open symbol
identifies in place equipment.

6.2.5.10 Signal Head Chart
The signal head chart identifies the
face configuration for the signal heads
shown on the plan sheet. The head
identification number (i.e., 1-1, refers
to the circled signal head shown on the
intersection plan sheet).
A solid (filled) symbol identifies new
equipment, and an open symbol
identifies in place equipment.
If 5-section cluster heads are used, the
plan needs to include the “Signal Head
Phasing” chart and the “5 Section FYA
Cluster Head Detail”.
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6.2.5.11 Loop Detector Chart
The loop detector chart identifies the size and location of the
detectors shown on the plan sheet. The detector number (i.e.,
D1-1), refers to the detector shown on the intersection plan
sheet. For most MnDOT projects, a “Function” column is not
required. However, some agencies may require this column. See
Chapter 3 for details on detector functions.

6.2.5.12 Preemption
This may include emergency vehicle preemption (EVP), railroad
preemption, or other forms of preemption.
The designer and project manager should work with the local agency to
determine needs.
Railroad
The designer should work with the railroad company and the MnDOT Office of Freight and Commercial Vehicle
Operations.
EVP
All new traffic control signals must be wired for EVP.
All revised systems should, whenever possible, be wired for EVP if not already wired.
The standard note should be included to identify the EVP hub configuration. If the EVP placement is different
from the standard (6 feet from end of mast arm), the note needs to specify the placement distance.
Each approach which has an EVP detector must have a confirmatory light for that approach on the
downstream side of the intersection on the mast arm.
Typically, the EVP detector and confirmatory light are together on the downstream mast arm, but the EVP
detector can be placed anywhere on the traffic control signal system if it helps reception of the signal from
the emergency vehicle such as accommodating a curve in the road (e.g., the EVP detector may need to be
placed in advance of the intersection on a pedestal pole).
The following symbols are used to identify new and existing EVP:
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6.2.5.13 Construction Notes
The construction notes are used to describe circumstances that pertain to the signal design.

6.2.5.14 Title Block
The title block is required on all sheets. For the intersection layout sheet, the traffic control signal system ID,
meter address, and TE number should be included.
All applicable State Aid numbers are listed on each plan sheet.

When identifying the intersection location, the T.H.
designation always appears first followed by the cross
street (i.e., T.H. XX AT CROSS STREET). When an
intersection includes multiple route (street names),
then the order of significance is T.H. route, C.S.A.H
route, C.R., then local street. The intersection below
would be identified as follows:

T.H. 120 (Century Ave.)

JOE AVENUE
C.S.A.H. 10 (MARY ST.)

T.H. 120 (CENTURY AVE)/JOE AVE

C.R. Y (MARK ST.)

The location identified should list intersections from west to east or south to north.

AT C.S.A.H 10 (MARY ST)/C.R. Y (MARK ST)

THIS INTERSECTION IS IDENTIFIED AS:
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6.2.6

Field Wiring Diagram

The field wiring diagram is used to describe how the actual field wiring shall be placed. Several items that the
designer needs to consider when creating field wiring diagrams include:
✓ The diagram is not to scale and is a schematic of the cable routing.
✓ Lay out the wiring diagram in the same orientation as the intersection layout. If the traffic control signal
system is laid out such that the cable runs leave the cabinet and “wrap around” the intersection, then
show the cabinet in the center of the wiring diagram with cables leaving both sides of the cabinet.
✓ The sheet could include a conductor color code table, but it is normally on the color code chart and cable
abbreviations detail sheet.
✓ A key for revisions shall be included as necessary. The components of this should be remove/dispose,
furnish & install, and/or new cables.
✓ The wiring diagram should show all electrical elements included with system (including cameras,
powered signs, free standing luminaries, etc.).
✓ Cables in service cabinet have numbers 1 through 9 reserved for power feeds and luminaires.
✓ Component cables start at number 10.
✓ Neutrals are never shared.
✓ All conduits with cables with 120 volts shall have 1/C 6 insulated ground wire.
✓ 12’ ground rods will be placed in handholes nearest all signal poles. A ground rod is not needed at a
handhole (HH) next to a pedestal pole since there is a ground rod in the pedestal foundation. The 1/C 6
insulated ground should go in and out of the pedestal if it needs to go on to another pole.
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Below is the chart that is included on the color code chart and cable abbreviations detail sheet. MnDOT
recently changed the wiring standards to no longer use 12/C 14 cables and no longer allow splicing in pole
bases. Each cable must be continuous from the controller cabinet to each device, except for loop detector
circuits where splices are still allowed.

Some of the symbols used on the Field Wiring diagram are shown below.
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6.2.7

Traffic Control Interconnect Layout

This sheet details the design of the traffic control interconnect. Some items that the designer needs to
consider when creating interconnect sheets include:
✓ Sheets are typically 1” = 100’ scale
✓ Include a north arrow and scale bar
✓ Include general notes
Work for the interconnect system which falls within the limits of the traffic control signal system layout should
be shown on the traffic control signal system layout but should be identified clearly that such work is to be
bid as part of the interconnect system.

6.2.7.1

Fiber Optic Interconnect

The use of fiber optic cable for traffic signal interconnect is the standard for new designs, but older existing
signal systems may still be interconnected via copper cable. If revising an in place signal system that has copper
interconnect, the designer needs to consider whether it needs to be maintained or if it should be replaced
with fiber optic interconnect.
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6.2.8

Utilities

This sheet details the intersection utilities. The intent of this sheet is to inform the contractor which utility
companies own utilities in the area, and to confirm with utility owners that the information depicted is current
and accurate. Some items that the designer needs to consider when creating utility layout sheets include:
✓ Utility ownership must be included, whether it is listed in a table or labeled on the layout.
✓ It shall include a north arrow and scale bar.
✓ Include general notes.
✓ Is oriented in the same manner as the traffic control signal system layout.
Utility Plan Sheet Standard Notes:
1. It shall be the contractor’s responsibility to utilize the “Gopher State One Call” (GSOC) Notification
Center at 651-454-0002 as required by Minnesota Statute 216D.
2. For plan and utilities symbols. See Technical Manual.
3. No utilities will be affected by this project.
4. All work shown under this contract is within MnDOT right of way.
5. The subsurface utility information in this plan is utility quality level ___. This utility quality level was
determined according to the guidelines of CI/ASCE 38-02, entitled “Standard Guidelines for the
Collection and Depiction of Existing Subsurface Utility Data.”
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6.2.9

As-Built (Record) Plans

If specified in the Contract Documents (Special Provisions), the Contractor shall furnish “As Built” (“Record”)
Plans that include any changes in the following:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Pole locations
Handhole locations
Length of mast arms
Types of handholes
Signal bracketing or mounts
Wiring
Size of detection
Conduit sizes
Type of detection
Conduit runs
Cable path
Number of handholes
Other items as required by the Engineer

Any discrepancy or change(s) between the final plan and how the signal was actually built must be indicated
on the “As Built Plan”.
The “As Built Plans” shall be in a form that is satisfactory to the Engineer.
Projects may require Global Positioning System (GPS) coordinates be captured for the new and existing
installed infrastructure within the construction project limits. Consult the Contract Documents for specific
project requirements.
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6.3

SIGNAL DESIGN PROCESS
DESIGN STEP

6.3.1

Design Step 1

Create or obtain an accurate
drawing of the intersection

6.3.2

Design Step 2

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MnDOT uses MicroStation, and all plans are required in this format.
Plan sheets shall be 1” = 40’ scale
Review preliminary design checklist
Retain coordinates within CADD file (if possible)
Review scope of project & project kick-off meeting info.
Request any additional survey or other information needed
Check sight distances
Check CADD file(s) for corrupt elements
Check truck turning
Review field walk information
Obtain field measurements as appropriate to confirm CADD file
Planned or highly likely geometric improvements should be shown
on plans as dashed lines
Consider consistency in corridor operations when determining
signal phasing
Work with signal operations to determine signal phasing

JERRY STREET
POSTED SPPED
35 MPH

Confirm Signal Phasing

DESIGN CONSIDERATION

170
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DESIGN STEP
6.3.3

Design Step 3

Draw “Box” to Establish
Crosswalks, Stop Lines and
Pedestrian Ramps

DESIGN CONSIDERATION
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Location
Type
o Parallel lines
o Zebra
Locate curb lines
Locate stop lines
Consider operations/phasing (issues like split phasing, overlaps)
Review pedestrian movements/planned improvements with local
agencies
Review pedestrian facilities design considerations (see below).
Coordinate with ADA Office for design of pedestrian ramps

Pedestrian Facilities Design Considerations
Engineering judgment and experience will direct the responses to the considerations.
Pedestrian amenities include pedestrian indications, APS pedestrian push buttons, pedestrian pavement
markings (crosswalks), pedestrian ramps, sidewalk, and regulatory (R-series) signs.
The designer should check with the MnDOT Traffic Engineering Project Manager to
determine the district standard for pedestrian pavement markings and stop lines.

In addition, refer to Accessible Pedestrian Signals (APS) on page 4-2.
1. Preliminary Considerations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What are the concerns of the local municipality and/or road authority? Are these concerns political or
engineering related? Do these concerns have merit?
Are there any documented pedestrian concerns for the area and/or particular intersection? Review if
available.
What is the current zoning for undeveloped property? Is development imminent? Is the zoning likely to
change?
Is the area residential, urban, or rural in development, commercial business district?
Are there pedestrian generators in the area?
What pedestrian movements are provided at near signals?
What are the inplace or planned bus routes/light rail/ bike paths/sidewalk?
What warrants are applicable to the signal? (school/pedestrian volumes)
Is the age of likely pedestrians an issue? (schools/retirement complexes)

2. Roadway Geometric Considerations
•
•
•

What median is inplace or shall be constructed for system? Is the median width appropriate for pedestrian
refuge?
Are there geometric limitations to the system that restrict pedestrian movements? (i.e., adjacent bridge
without pedestrian provisions, adjacent retaining walls/ physical constraints, etc.).
With what type of roadway geometrics will the system operate? (4 legs, T-intersection, etc.).
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3. Preparatory Work for Specific Design Situation
•
•
•
•
•

Review crash data.
Review available pedestrian counts. If not available, is it appropriate/feasible to obtain accurate pedestrian
counts?
Perform a field review. What are the in place pedestrian crossings and amenities? Is it appropriate to keep all
the in place crossings?
Are there any known safety issues such as pedestrian paths or visibility?
Are there in place utilities that will impact the design?

4. General Operational Considerations
•
•
•

Are pedestrians being prohibited inappropriately?
Is a single crossing over the trunk highway mainline appropriate?
Are standard operational considerations appropriate? (i.e., 3.5 feet per second rate, coordination, pedestrian
recall).

5. Pedestrian Facilities for Traffic Control Signal System
•
•
•
•
•

What can be accomplished? Is the signal work a revision/rebuild (existing pedestrian patterns?)/new signal?
Are push buttons in the median feasible – geometric, maintenance and operational (winter and pedestrian
refuge) concerns? If placed within the median, on which side(s) should the push button(s) be placed?
Are pedestrian ramps and sidewalk in place within the median and in appropriate locations? If not in
conformance or not in place, should ramps and/or sidewalk be constructed?
Are pedestrian ramps and pavement markings in place? Are in place ramps and markings in conformance
with the current ADA Standards? Are plow friendly corners needed?
Is sidewalk in place? Does in place sidewalk coincide with pedestrian ramps and movements? Is new or
additional sidewalk necessary?

If there are proposed pedestrian ramps, all quadrants of the intersection need to be detailed on a separate
intersection detail sheet (see sample plan online for example). Refer to Section 4.3 for the Draft Accessibility
Guidelines. It is the goal to meet each of the requirements of the Accessibility Guidelines. Engineering
judgment is necessary in cases where meeting the precise requirements is impossible.
The MnDOT ADA Project Design Guide, along with numerous other resources, is available for reference at the
following web link:
http://www.dot.state.mn.us/ada/index.html
It is important for the signal designer to work closely and directly with the road designer to
address all pedestrian design elements. It is also important to refer to Division S of the Special
Provisions regarding ADA.
If pedestrian ramps were recently updated to meet ADA requirements in the area for another
project, it may not require updates under the signal project
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6.3.4

Pedestrian Control Features

For information on pedestrian control features, refer to MN MUTCD pages 4E-1 to 4E-8.
The current version of the MN MUTCD is available at the following web link:
www.dot.state.mn.us/trafficeng/publ/index.html
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DESIGN STEP
6.3.5

Design Step 4

Locate Source of Power (SOP) and Cabinet

Plan Development

DESIGN CONSIDERATION
•

SOP – Confirm with power company/work with local
representative
o Use the following Minnesota Electric Utility Service
Provider Map website to determine which power
company is responsible for the project area:
http://minnesota.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappvi
ewer/index.html?id=95ae13000e0b4d53a793423df
1176514/
o 3-1/C 2 from SOP to service cabinet
o Meter, disconnect, load center requirements
o Review if joint pad with lighting or Traffic
Management System is appropriate (check with
District)
o Use SOP checklist in meeting with power company
o Complete SOP letter and any utility company
permits – provide copy to construction engineer
and Traffic Engineering Project Manager
o Clearly identify who furnishes, who installs conduit,
cable, riser, wood pole, weather head or other
specialized equipment within the plan
•
Cabinet (SSB and Controller Cabinet)
o 3-1/C 6 insulated ground from cabinet to service
cabinet
o 1-6PR 19 from SSB cabinet to controller cabinet
o Adequate right of way (R/W) to place cabinet
o Place cabinet higher than HH to keep water from
running into cabinet
o Does not interfere with pedestrian
visibility/movement
o Intersection readily visible from cabinet
o Snow placement/do not block cabinet
o Facilitates placement of interconnect
o Convenient to SOP
o Orientation – consider orienting so door is adjacent
to the sidewalk
o Work with road designer to facilitate grading a
cabinet location
o Will battery backup be included? If batteries will
not be included, are inverters needed?
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DESIGN STEP
6.3.6

Design Step 5

Determine and Locate Vehicle
and Pedestrian Signal Heads and
APS Push Buttons
Note: no plan elements are
placed in MicroStation during
this step. This Design Step is
intended to determine where
heads and push buttons will be
needed, which will then be
added to MicroStation in Design
Step 6.

Plan Development

DESIGN CONSIDERATION
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consider signal operations
Review noted information from field checklist (visibility,
operations, and phasing)
Refer to Signal Head Layouts (in Chapter 3)
Review opposing left turn head and ensure that opposing left turn
heads do not block each other
Review Advance Warning Flasher (AWF) needs
Include one overhead vehicle signal head for each through lane
Review intersection geometry – consider vehicle paths through
intersection to avoid conflicting paths
The signal poles and APS push button stations shall include precise
X, Y control points in the plans. Coordinate with the ADA Design
and Construction Office for placement of push buttons.
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DESIGN STEP
6.3.7

Design Step 6

DESIGN CONSIDERATION
•

Mast Arm Pole Standards – Base
Locations

•
•

A. Mast Arm and Luminaire Poles

•

Note: Type PA mast arm lengths
vary from 15’ to 55’ in 5’
increments. When considering
mast arm length, add 1.6’ (i.e.,
when specifying a 30’ mast arm,
the actual dimension is 31.6’
(due to plumbizer length).
The MnDOT cell library will
automatically add this length to
all mast arm sizes.
Type BA mast arms of 60’ to 80’
and foundations are also
available. Check with OTE if you
have a need for a longer mast
arm.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SIDE-FIRED
SIGNAL

•

•
B. Pedestals

•
•
•
•

Plan Development

6.5 feet – 10 feet minimum clearance to pavement edge or curb
(allow 2 feet minimum clearance to pole mounted signals)
Check cone of visibility
Do not obstruct oncoming traffic’s view of pole mounted
indication
Review clearance to above ground utilities and review conflicts
with underground structures (including hydraulic structures) and
utilities
Should not block crosswalks, curb ramps or 4’ x 4’ landing area
required at the top of a pedestrian ramp and be convenient to
pedestrians if push buttons are installed
Consider 5 foot mast arm extensions for revision work
When in place foundations are not identified – rule of thumb is
1.5” anchor bolts are light duty foundations and 2” anchor bolts
are heavy duty foundations
Consider placing poles for future widening
Check if on an oversize/overweight vehicle route (consider hinges
or geometric improvements)
CADD graphics are scaled appropriately for plumbizers (1.6’ is
added, i.e., a 30’ mast arm is 31.6’).
If using twin mast arms, identify in the pole notes that the flange
distances are 30” for the mainline mast arm and 32” for the cross
street mast arm
Mast arm poles and pedestals should be located at T-intersections
to help define the stop line
In the past, a 55’ mast arm was the longest available (Type PA).
Longer Type BA mast arms from 60’ to 80’ are also available and
covered by standard plates 8133 and 8134. Type BA poles are
typically 3 times the cost of Type PA poles, so they should only be
used when there are no other options.
o When using Type BA poles, a soil boring shall be
performed at each foundation location.
Double check wind loads when using larger signs (OTE can assist
with this).
Wide medians
Consider pedestrian path when placing pedestals that have
pedestrian indications or push buttons
Consider for double lefts when length of mast arm is excessive
Compact urban intersections
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DESIGN STEP
C. Pole Mounted
Luminaires and Other
Street Lighting

DESIGN CONSIDERATION
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
D. Preemption

•

Refer to Chapter 11 and
the MN MUTCD for
additional details.

•

E. Signal Heads, Push
Buttons, and Angle
Mounts

Plan Development

•
•
•

Luminaires are typically placed on every mast arm pole unless there are
overhead utility conflicts
Review clearance to above ground utilities
Check local restrictions and design standards
Check and coordinate effect on in place or planned lighting systems
Locate roadway lighting
o Major roadway mast arm pole standard
o Additional if large intersection (confirm with lighting engineer)
o LED for roadway mounted at 40’ (can be shorter if utility conflicts)
Luminaires (LED) @ 350 degrees
o Degree of placement convention is the same as pole mounted
signals
Consider Traffic Management camera needs (coordinate with RTMC or
District Traffic Office)
Pedestrians should be considered when designing lighting needs
o Ensure that all pedestrian crosswalks are adequately lit
Railroad
o Develop diagnostic team (see Chapter 11)
o Coordinate work with MnDOT Office of Freight and Commercial
Vehicle Operations area project manager.
o Special sequences for clearance
o Phases to operate during preemption
o Coordination with railroad – Determine timing requirements
(complete railroad preemption timing worksheet)
o 3-6/C 14 from railroad bungalow to traffic signal cabinet
o If you have dual tracks, MnDOT Office of Freight and Commercial
Vehicle Operations must ask for dual track logic.
EVP
o Note any non-standard hub locations (standard is 6’ from end of
mast arm)
o Check horizontal/vertical alignment and consider any additional
detection needed
o Review intersection layout to determine if single (one-way) or
double (two-way) EVP detector is needed
o Location of confirmatory light is always on the downstream mast
arm to ensure consistency
Other (transit, LRT, etc.)
Refer to section 6.2.5.12
Consider push button location and likely pedestrian path when locating
median pedestals
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DESIGN STEP
6.3.8

Design Step 7

Signal Head Chart

DESIGN CONSIDERATION
•
•
•
•

6.3.9

Design Step 8

•
•

Signal System Operation Notes
•

Plan Development

Graphics – keep clear (Use appropriate graphics, open
symbols if in place and filled symbols if new)
Identify size and type – 12” LED
Include 5-section FYA cluster head detail and signal head
phasing chart if needed
Ensure all heads shown graphically are listed in the chart

Review standard notes – see checklist in Chapter 5
Do not use FYA operation if:
o Intersection geometrics creates a conflicting left
turn path.
The mainline left turner has limited sight distance as
defined in the current AASHTO “A Policy on Geometric
Design of Highways in Streets.”
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DESIGN STEP
6.3.10 Design Step 9
Locate vehicle detectors and add
appropriate detection chart(s)

DESIGN CONSIDERATION
•
•
•

Note: The function column in the loop
detector chart is not required for MnDOT
projects. Some agencies may require the
use of the column.

•
6.3.11 Design Step 10

•

Locate detectors based on posted speed and signal
operation
Work with District Traffic Office to determine detection
preference
If loop detection:
o Create and add loop detector chart and use
detector placement charts as reference (see
Chapter 4). Adjust for grade if required.
o Add function notes (if appropriate)
o Label detectors from right to left
o Specify NMC or Sawcut
If video detection:
o Create and add video detection chart
Only handholes for loop detectors are added at this step,
other handhole locations are added later

Add handholes (HH) for loop detectors

Note: Prior plans may include a function column. This column is not required for MnDOT
projects (and is not shown in the graphic above). Some agencies may require the use of the
column.
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DESIGN STEP
6.3.12 Design Step 11
Add Conduit Runs and Intermediate
Handholes

DESIGN CONSIDERATION
•
•
•
•
•
•

6.3.13 Design Step 12
Complete “Controller Phasing, Pedestrian
indications and Push Buttons” Diagram

Plan Development

•
•
•

Place HH in line with each other and keep perpendicular
to alignment (directional boring issues)
Whenever possible, do not place handholes in
sidewalks/trails
2 HHs at cabinet for signal wiring and include conduit
connecting these for luminaire wiring
HH near each pole and detector
Place away from roadway to minimize effect of further
road widening
HH types
o Concrete, heavy duty cover (only if necessary)
o Consider concrete surrounds for structural
support/grade
Typical spacing is 300’
Add poles, pole numbers, pedestrian indications, push
buttons and labeling
Add R9-3 signs to pole notes if appropriate (to prohibit
crossing certain legs of the intersection)
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DESIGN STEP

DESIGN CONSIDERATION

Develop Wiring Diagram

•
•
•

(See Chapter 7)

•

6.3.14 Design Step 13

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
6.3.15 Design Step 14
Size Conduits and Identify Conduits
and Conductors with Leader Lines

6.3.16 Design Step 15
Determine Mast Arm and Pole Sign
Requirements

Plan Development

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use standard wiring chart (as shown in Chapter 7)
Show ground rod in SSB cabinet
Place a ground rod from each pole in the nearest handhole.
That ground rod will be 12’ in length.
Number interconnect cables with numbers in the 90s to
distinguish clearly
Splices are not allowed, except for in loop detector circuits. All
cables other than loop detectors must be continuous between
cabinet and device.
Wire 3-section vehicle heads individually using 4/C 14
Wire 4-section vehicle heads individually using 6/C 14
Wire 5-section bi-modal cluster vehicle heads using two 4/C 14
Wire pedestrian heads individually using 4/C 14
Wire luminaires to using 3/C 14
Wire push buttons & loop detectors (loop lead-in) using 2/C 14
Wire EVP confirmatory lights using 3/C 14
Wire EVP detectors using 3/C 20
Traffic Management cameras use CAT 5E
Video detection cable is dependent on type of camera
Do not share conductors between indications
Use the same graphics convention within the wiring diagram
as on the layout – solid lines are new construction and dashed
lines are in place (in place can also be another line weight if this
is cleaner and easier to understand)
Design one spare 6/C 14 cable to each signal pole of the traffic
control signal system for future needs
Sequentially list the numeric conductor identification numbers
– as assigned in the controller – between HHs
Use appropriate fill charts (see Chapter 7)
Intent is to have extra capacity for future cables. Use 35% fill
for PVC or HDPE
Use non-metallic (Rigid PVC or HDPE) conduits
Three 3” conduits from cabinet to each HH
Two or three 3" conduits under roadways with new handholes
between poles. No larger than 3" conduit shall be used.
2” minimum for detector leads
Use 1.5” for fiber optic pigtail
Use R10-X12 sign for 4-section FYA signal head at the end of
mast arm
For non-standard sign panels, coordinate with the District
Traffic Engineer or Metro District Signing Engineer
Determine pole mounted directional signing needs and
determine how to address within project
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DESIGN STEP
6.3.17 Design Step 16

DESIGN CONSIDERATION
•

Select Mast Arm Pole
Foundations

•
•

Plan Development

For nominal loadings, the following may be used:
Type
Mast Arm Length
PA85
15’ – 30’
PA90
30’ – 40’
PA100
40’ – 55’
BA60
60’
BA65
65’
BA70
70’
BA75
75’
BA80
80’
When using Type BA poles, a soil boring shall be performed at each
foundation location.
For unusual loading, i.e., extra or large heads, extra or large signs or 80
mph wind areas, or if unsure, run the wind load program and contact
Jerry Kotzenmacher at 651-234-7054.
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DESIGN STEP
6.3.18 Design Step 17
Pole Notes

DESIGN CONSIDERATION
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6.3.19 Design Step 18

•

Use standard format for notes – see checklist in chapter 5
Review pole signing needs
Identify orientation of pole mounted heads using the mast
arm as 0 degrees and considering a full rotation around the
pole 360 degrees in a clockwise direction
Mid mast arm mounts are placed according to graphic. If
something else is necessary – contact the manufacturer for
mounting options (for strap-on or bolt through)
Straight mount bracket is used mid mast arm
Angled mount bracket is used on the pole and end of mast
arm
Angled mounts are reversible for either side of the pole
Top of angle mount will get a cap and bottom will be
mounted to pedestrian head (refer to Pole Mount Detail
sheet in sample plan)
Refer to checklist in Chapter 5

Equipment Pad Notes
6.3.20 Design Step 19

•
•

SOP Notes
6.3.21 Design Step 20

•

Refer to checklist in Chapter 5
Ensure that the source of power is accurately noted
(whether it is inplace or if work is needed) and who is
responsible for what (contractor versus power company)
Refer to checklist in Chapter 5

General Construction Notes

Plan Development
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DESIGN STEP

DESIGN CONSIDERATION

6.3.22 Design Step 21
Add Other Layouts, Notes, Charts,
Etc. as Needed
6.3.23 Design Step 22

•
•

Review bridge connection details with bridge office
Review and modify for specific project

•

Show interconnect system elements within the limits of the
traffic control signal system layout on the traffic control signal
system layout
Ensure that items for interconnect system on traffic control
signal system layout match items shown on interconnect
layout
Label items on traffic control signal system layout, which are
part of the interconnect system, clearly to facilitate bidding
Graphics and tabulation complete with all notes
Coordinate 90-day utility confirmation timeline
Check conflict with any hydraulic structures (in place or being
placed)
Add general notes as appropriate
Refer to the checklist in chapter 5

Detail Sheets as Necessary
6.3.24 Design Step 23
Interconnect Elements

•
•

6.3.25 Design Step 24
Complete Utility Sheets

6.3.26 Design Step 25

•
•
•
•
•

Check Plan Completely
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6.4

SPECIAL SITUATIONS
DESIGN STEP

6.4.1

Special Situation 1

Revisions to Existing Traffic
Signals

DESIGN CONSIDERATION
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plan Development

Ensure new wire labeling is clear
Ensure phasing and pole and HH numbering conforms to current
standards, LED, international peds
Clearly define what is to be done and contractor required work is clear
(such as re-labeling system components for phasing changes and
phasing standards)
Review bracketing revisions for standard updates
Ensure that existing items are clearly defined as existing items.
Identify portions of existing to be retained
How to remove/salvage/re-install existing and add new should be clear
Careful delineation on plans of revisions to existing signal(s)
Review wiring
Change controller and cabinet? SOP?
Temporary operations required?
Consider lead based paint removal and the requirement involved in
painting (consider OSHA requirements and EPA for removal) (signals
constructed prior to 1978)
Consider mast arm extensions
Consider strap on heads
Review controller equipment when adding EVP - new controller may
be necessary and will be included in cost agreement as state furnished
materials. New cabinets are also occasionally required for EVP
installations
Check in the field, and note on the plan within pole notes, the flange
distances for any inplace or new twin mast arm installations. Usually
distances are 32"/32" or 30"/32"
Consider new head bracketing when replacing a head
Ensure that revised graphics and notes clearly reflect the conditions
after the revision
With existing signal, you may need to continue to use pipe bracketing
since hub locations are different for straight mount and angled mount
If pedestrian indications are changed, countdown heads are required.
If one push button is changed or added, all push buttons likely need to
be replaced. This is due to manufacturer/technology differences.
Refer to the FYA retrofit spreadsheet (Section 2.3.5 on page 2-7)
Include a Narrative on the Layout Sheet to clearly indicate what is being
done
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DESIGN STEP
6.4.2

Special Situation 2

Wood Pole Span Wire
Systems

6.4.3

Special Situation 3

Other Traffic Signals

Plan Development

DESIGN CONSIDERATION
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Special details and layout
Overhead wiring
Review pedestrian requirements for temporary signals with local
agencies
Special provisions
o UV resistant cable
Lane use control (see ITS Design Manual)
Freeway ramp metering (see ITS Design Manual)
One-lane two-way roadways
Portable signals
Alternative intersection designs
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7. ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION
7.1

GENERAL

The purpose of this chapter is to familiarize the designer with the National Electric Code (NEC) and MnDOT
Standard Practices for electrical distribution above and below ground for traffic control signal systems.
Voltage is the difference of electrical potential between two points of an electrical or electronic circuit,
expressed in volts. It measures the potential energy of an electric field to cause an electric current in an
electrical conductor.
The following are typical voltage rates:
✓ Vehicle and Pedestrian Signal - 120 V AC
✓ Pedestrian Push Button - 24 V DC
✓ Highway Lighting - 120 V or 240 V AC

7.2
7.2.1

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION
Wire Gauge

American wire gauge (AWG) is a standardized wire gauge system used in the United States and other
countries, especially for nonferrous, electrically conducting wire.

Increasing gauge numbers give decreasing wire diameters, which is similar to many other non-metric gauging
systems. This seemingly counterintuitive numbering is derived from the fact that the gauge number is related
to the number of drawing operations that must be used to produce a given gauge of wire; very fine wire (for
example, 30 gauge) requires far more passes through the drawing dies than does 0 gauge wire.
Note that for gauges 5 through about 14, the wire gauge is effectively the number of bare solid wires that,
when placed side by side, span 1 inch. That is, 8 gauge is about 1/8 inches in diameter.
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An AWG of 14 is the standard for MnDOT traffic control signal systems.
For MnDOT Traffic control signal systems:
✓ Typical cables used are 2, 3, 4, and 6 conductor.
✓ Splices are not allowed, except in loop detector circuits. All cables must be continuous between the
controller cabinet and the device.
✓ 6 conductor cable is the most common cable from the cabinet to the signal pole. Pull one spare 6
conductor cable to the handhole located closest to each signal pole, with enough slack coiled to reach
the end of the mast arm.
✓ 3 conductor cable can only be used for the luminaire, EVP confirmatory light, video detection camera,
and advance warning flasher. All three wires are to be used.
✓ Due to the wire color and meeting code requirements, the 3 conductor cable cannot be used for the
pedestrian indications.
✓ When a 5-section cluster head is included, use two 4/C 14 according to the conductor color code chart.
✓ Use two or three 3” conduits under roadway (or wherever necessary to satisfy conduit fill standards). 4”
conduit was the previous minimum below roadways, but it is too large for the current handhole standard.
7.2.2

Compliance with Electrical Codes and Standards

The National Electrical Code (NEC) latest edition and the National Electrical Code handbook (current edition)
cover the following:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Color of Insulation
Voltage Drop
Insulation
40% Fill (MnDOT uses 35% fill for NMC or HDPE)
Junction Box Sizing

Additional details can be found at http://www.necdirect.org.
7.2.2.1

Article 344 - Rigid Metal Conduit (NEC)

Number of Conductors in Conduit
The electrical wiring between the signal cabinet and the poles or pedestals usually travels in underground
conduit. Conduit is usually rigid steel conduit (RSC) or non-metallic conduit (NMC OR HDPE) whose size is
determined by the application and the number of cables that it must accommodate. Conduits shall be filled
to no more than forty percent (40%) by area (see tables on the following page).
For NMC OR HDPE, MnDOT uses thirty-five percent (35%) fill by area.
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7.2.3

Dimensions of Conduit

The following table shows the dimensions of conduit for traffic signal installations. For new construction,
schedule 80 should be used. Although sizes larger than 3” are listed, 3” is the maximum size allowed.
Exhibit 7-1 Dimensions of Conduit
Trade
Size
Inches
1-1/2
2
2/1/2
3*
4

Rigid PVC Schedule 80 NMC (RNC) and
Schedule 80 HDPE NMC

Rigid PVC Schedule 40 NMC (RNC)
Inside
Diameter (In.)
1.624
2.083
2.489
3.090
4.050

Area
(Sq. In.)
2.070
3.406
4.863
7.495
12.876

35%
(Sq. In.)
0.725
1.192
1.702
2.623
4.507

Inside
Diameter (In.)
1.476
1.913
2.290
2.864
3.786

Area
(Sq. In.)
1.710
2.873
4.117
6.439
11.252

35%
(Sq. In.)
0.599
1.005
1.441
2.254
3.938

*3” conduit is maximum size allowed per National Electrical Code with MnDOT handholes
7.2.4

Dimensions of Cable

The following table shows the dimensions of cable used for traffic signal installations.
Exhibit 7-2 Dimensions of Cable
Type of Wire
3/C 20
2/C 14
4/C 18
3/C 14
4/C 14
6/C 14
12/C 14
3/C 12
5/C 12
12/C 12
1/C 6 Bare
1/C 6 stranded/insulated
1/C 10
1/C 8
1/C 6
1/C 4
1/C 2
1/C 1
1/C 1/0
1/C 2/0
1/C 3/0
6PR 19
Ethernet CAT 5E Armored
6-strand single mode fiber
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Diameter (Inches)
0.30
0.36
0.33
0.40
0.45
0.53
0.710
0.45
0.53
0.79
0.16
0.30
0.20
0.28
0.30
0.35
0.43
0.51
0.55
0.59
0.67
0.55
0.301
0.52

Area (Sq. In.)
0.071
0.102
0.085
0.126
0.159
0.221
0.396
0.159
0.221
0.490
0.020
0.071
0.031
0.062
0.071
0.096
0.145
0.204
0.237
0.273
0.352
0.237
0.071
0.212
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Name
EVP detector cable
Loop lead-in
Signal control cable
Signal control cable
Signal control cable
Signal control cable
Signal control cable
Signal control cable
Signal control cable
Signal control cable
Grounding conductor
Grounding conductor
Power conductors
Power conductors
Power conductors
Power conductors
Power conductors
Power conductors
Power conductors
Power conductors
Power conductors
Communication
Communication
Communication
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Minimum Rating and Size (NEC)
(b)

Ampacity relative to service entrance conductors
(FPN No. 2): Conductors for feeders as defined in Article 100, sized to prevent a voltage drop
exceeding 3 percent at the farthest outlet of power, heating, and lighting loads

7.2.5

Utility Clearances

The following are the minimum overhead utility clearances:
Exhibit 7-3 Overhead Utility Clearances
Voltage

0 - 750 V

750 V - 50 kV

Horizontal Clearance*

5’

10’ Radius

Vertical Clearance*

6’

10’ Radius

*Check with the power company for other minimum requirements.
7.2.6

Suggested Standard Electrical Junction Box Sizes on Bridges

Traffic Signal Junction Boxes
12” x 12” x 8” ID: conduit size is 2”.
24” x 24” x 8” ID: conduit size is 3” or 4”. Note, 4” is too large for traffic signal handholes.
Lighting System Junction Boxes
Wallpack j-boxes (largest conduit is 1”)
8 ½” x 8 ½” x 4” ID: Minimum Size allowed as per MnDOT Spec Book (3838.2B)
Boxes where conductors are 6 AWG or smaller and conduit is larger than 1”.
12” x 12” x 8” ID: conduit size is 2”.
24” x 24” x 8” ID: conduit size is 3” or 4”.
Straight Pulls - Use 8 times the largest conduit size if conductors are 4 AWG or larger.
16” X 16” X 8”: conduit size is 2”
24” X 24” X 8”: conduit size is 3”
32” X 32” X 8”: conduit size is 4”
Angle Pulls or U Pulls where there are splices - Use 6 times the largest conduit size where conductors are 4
AWG or larger.
12” X 12” X 8”: conduit size is 2”
18” X 18” X 8”: conduit size is 3”
24” X 24” X 8”: conduit size is 4”
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Notes:
The above standard sizes are based on cubic inches to allow for the number of wires, for the conduit size to
allow cable pulling and routing space, and to meet the requirements of the National Electrical Code (NEC).
These are based on the most common situations and selected from the standard sizes available from
manufacturers. Standard sizes available from manufacturers range from 4” x 4” x 3” to 36” x 36” x 12”.
Loop splice kits and lighting cable splices were also considered in the cubic inch measurement.
In addition, all junction boxes should meet current MnDOT specs and the current NEC requirements.
7.2.7

National Electrical Code Requirements that Apply to Box Sizing

Article 314.16:
For conductors 6 AWG and smaller and cables containing 6 AWG and smaller conductors. This section requires
that boxes meet a volume in cubic inches based on the sizes of individual conductors (14 AWG wire = 2 cu in
each). This section applies mostly to signals because all the conductors are 6 AWG or smaller except for service
laterals.
Article 314.28:
For conductors 4 AWG and larger and cables containing 4 AWG and larger conductors. This section
requires box sizing to be based on the sizes and number of conduits connected to a box.
This section applies mostly to lighting because we use 4 AWG or larger conductors except where
feeding wall packs.
There are two conditions listed in this section; straight pulls and angle pulls.
For straight pulls the box length required to be 8 times the size of the largest conduit.
For angle pulls the box length required to be 6 times the size of the largest conduit.
7.2.8

Voltage Drops

The voltage drop of a circuit is in direct proportion to the resistance of the conductor and the magnitude of
the current. If you increase the length of a conductor, you increase its resistance—and you thus increase its
voltage drop. If you increase the current, you increase the conductor voltage drop. Thus, very long runs may
produce voltage drops that exceed NEC recommendations.
The NEC recommends that the maximum combined voltage drop for both the feeder and branch circuit should
not exceed five percent, and the maximum on the feeder or branch circuit should not exceed three percent.
This recommendation is a performance issue, not a safety issue.
With MnDOT’s current signal design standard, each signal head/component is on an individual circuit, there
are lower loads (i.e., lower wattages due to LED use), and the distance from the traffic signal controller cabinet
and service cabinet is typically a few feet rather than several hundred feet. For these reasons, MnDOT does
not typically have concerns with excessive voltage drops. The designer does not need to complete voltage
drop calculations, unless conditions differ from those stated previously (e.g., multiple signal
heads/components are on individual circuits, the service cabinet is not located near the traffic signal controller
cabinet, etc.).
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7.2.9

Bonding and Grounding

Grounding of the signal poles shall be accomplished by bonding together the 1/C 6 AWG, stranded, insulated
green grounding conductor that runs from the traffic signal cabinet to the ground rod electrode and through
to the pole base. The ground rod electrode shall be placed in the handhole with the top of the ground rod
being installed approximately 3 inches below the bottom of the handhole cover as specified in the plans. Each
pole shall include a 12’ ground rod in the nearest handhole to the pole.
Connection of the daisy chain 1/C 6 AWG stranded, insulated, green grounding conductor that runs from the
adjacent signal pole’s ground rod electrode to the next signal pole’s ground rod electrode shall be welded to
the ground rod electrode with a T type connector utilizing a 3 wire tap connection. A 2 wire tap connection
shall be utilized at the end of the daisy chain run.
Bonding of all ground rod electrodes to the 1/C 6 AWG stranded, insulated, green grounding conductor coming
from the traffic signal cabinet and running to the signal pole base shall be accomplished by exothermic
welding.
7.2.10 Obtaining Electrical Power from MnDOT Traffic control signal systems
Other MnDOT offices as well as non-MnDOT agencies, have tapped into MnDOT signal and lighting equipment
maintained by the Office of Traffic Engineering (OTE) Electrical Services Section (ESS). On occasion this has
occurred without prior authorization or notification.
After a request for power (feed point) has been made with the local power utility, and no other source of
power is available or deemed to be too expensive, the requestor may request power from a MnDOT signal or
lighting system. Sharing an electrical power source with MnDOT benefits other offices and agencies and can
be accomplished without adverse effects on the efficiency or safety of the electrical system. In many cases,
this type of installation will result in a substantial savings in taxpayer cost when compared to establishing a
separate source of electrical power. All costs incurred by the new installation shall be paid by the requestor.
To assure safe and efficient operation of all equipment, however, and to monitor electrical power sharing and
billing, prior approval must be obtained, and certain procedures must be followed.
The following procedures vary depending on what agency requests the power and the type of equipment
involved.
7.2.10.1 Traffic control signal system
The traffic control signal system, as a whole, includes any cables that lead into or out of the signal cabinet.
Power shall not be obtained from inside the signal cabinet. Power can be obtained from the service
equipment/service cabinet.
1. The requestor seeking electrical power shall submit a scaled drawing, signed by a professional
engineer or certified electrician, of the proposed installation to the District. The drawing shall include
the reason for the request as well as the intended electrical loading.
2. The appropriate District will review the information with ESS and will work with the requestor to
develop an acceptable proposal.
3. The requestor shall contact the local utility company to notify them of the installation and set up a
billing procedure. Documentation of this agreement shall be forwarded to the District prior to the
start of construction.
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4. If the request is approved, the applicable requirements from the following list and the general
requirements must then be fulfilled.
Requirements
•

•
•

A separate circuit breaker shall be provided and labeled as to its use. Power to the circuit breaker must be
obtained from the unmetered side of the load center or ahead of the meter. A separate meter may be
required by the power utility.
All additional conductors and cables shall be labeled within the MnDOT traffic control signal system.
The installation must be inspected by ESS and the required electrical permits be obtained from the local
electrical inspector to ensure code compliance and safety to maintenance personnel and the public. ESS
should be notified as soon as a construction date is determined.

General
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MnDOT may disconnect the system without prior notice if the installation interferes with the operation of the
MnDOT system.
If MnDOT relocates or moves the system providing power, it is the requesting office's responsibility to
reconnect to MnDOT's system or to find an alternate source of power.
The requestor shall submit as-built plan sheets, signed by a professional engineer or certified electrician, to
the District within 48 hours of connection into a MnDOT system.
Only a certified electrician will be allowed access to the systems used as the power source. Prior notification
must be given to ESS.
The requesting office will be responsible for maintaining all equipment after the power source.
The requesting office shall provide the State Lighting Engineer or appropriate District and Electrical Services
Section with contact information for the party who will be performing maintenance on the system.
The requesting office shall identify a contact person within the office.

The requesting office must be, or become, a registered owner with Gopher State One Call and be responsible
for locating the cable from the MnDOT power source to the location being served.
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7.3

FIELD WIRING

The field wiring diagram is used to describe how the actual field wiring shall be placed. Some of the issues
associated with this sheet include:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

The diagram is not to scale and is only a schematic.
Lay out the wiring diagram in the same orientation as the intersection layout. If the traffic control signal
system is laid out such that the cable runs leave the cabinet and “wrap around” the intersection, then show
the cabinet in the center of the wiring diagram with cables leaving both sides of the cabinet.
The conductor color code chart shall be shown on the color code chart and cable abbreviations detail sheet.
Show ground rod – if SOP and controller cabinet are within 8 feet of each other, the ground rod is placed in
the SOP cabinet, but if further than 8 feet apart, each receives a ground rod.
Number interconnect cables with numbers in the 90s to distinguish clearly. Write on wiring diagram where
the interconnect is going to (e.g., 91 interconnect to Jones Street).
Splices are only allowed in loop detector circuits. All other conductors shall be continuous from the controller
cabinet to the device.
Wire luminaires individually. Do not splice luminaire conductors in the pole base.
If a 5 section cluster head is needed, use two 4/C 14 cables.
Use the same graphics convention within the wiring diagram as on the layout – solid lines are new
construction and dashed lines are in place construction.
Design one spare 6/C 14 cable per pole into the traffic control signal system for future maintenance or
operation abilities.
Sequentially list the numeric conductor identification numbers – as assigned in the controller – between HHs.
The wiring diagram should be easily referenced if a person is familiar with the signal layout. For example, if
north is up on the plan sheet, the designer should try to make poles and HH and other structures in the
northeast quadrant of the intersection end up in the upper right quadrant of the wiring diagram.
If revising a traffic control signal system, use a “key” to identify relabeled connections, new connections, new
connections of existing cable, etc. (for example, * = EVP,  = Existing,  = remove conductor, etc.).
Number vehicle signal heads per phase from right to left as you approach the intersection. Signal heads should
be numbered with the controller phase first followed by the head number (e.g., 2-1, 2-2, etc.).
Label extra wires as spares (spr.).
Pedestrian Push Buttons will be individually wired with 2/C 14 (loop lead-in).
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The graphic below shows a sample of the service cabinet and handholes and wiring entering the cabinet. The
numbers shown on the wire graphic identify the wire number. These correspond to the number shown at the
controller connection.
A solid square identifies a new handhole and a dashed square is for an existing handhole. The “HH 16”
identifies the handhole number as labeled on the plan sheet.
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The number next to the cable identifies the cable number. When multilple cables are shown, they shall be
listed in numerical order.
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The following graphics are used on the wiring diagram.
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The graphic below shows a typical layout of a controller cabinet as displayed on the wiring diagram. Notice
that the cables are labeling in order.
Left Side of Cabinet (Sheet 17 of Sample Plan)
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8. SIGNING AND PAVEMENT MARKINGS
8.1

GENERAL

Traffic signs and pavement markings are used to regulate, warn, or guide motorists and pedestrians on all
classes of public roads. The objective of this chapter is to examine the various classifications and design criteria
required for the design and location of signs and pavement markings.

8.2

INTERSECTION SIGNING

The Minnesota Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MN MUTCD) provides the legal standards for the
design and use of traffic signs. Personnel responsible for the design, selection, and placement of these devices
should have ready access to, and be familiar with, the MN MUTCD.
8.2.1

Classification of Signs

The following sign classifications are used with signal projects:
•

Pedestrian “R” Series (see examples below, from the MnDOT Standard Signs and Markings Summary)
•
information sign
•
in medians
•
at corners

•

Destination Type Signing
•
street names
•
route direction

Signing and Pavement Markings
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•
•
•
•

•

One-way signs are occasionally placed on poles/pedestals as part of a signal project. Work with the project
manager to determine specific needs.
The designer should coordinate with the District Traffic Engineer in Greater Minnesota or Metro District
Signing Engineer in Metro District to determine signing needs requirements.
All signs are normally incidental to the traffic control signal system.
For FYA installations, an R10-X12 sign shall be installed for a minimum of 6 months. After 6 months has passed,
the sign may be removed by the District traffic engineer or left up for its useful life. In the Metro District, the
larger 42” x 48” sign will always be used for all locations. In all other districts, use the 36’’ x 42’’ for 2-lane
roadways and the 42” x 48” on a 4-lane (or more) roadway.

The sign shown below is used when protected/permissive left turn indications are used. This sign is to be
placed adjacent to the mast arm mounted head to which it applies. R10-12 signs are not placed on poles. Use
the 36” x 48” size on mast arms. As noted in Chapter 2, FYA installations are required for all state highways
with dedicated lefts except for the exclusions listed in Section 9-4.02.02 of the Traffic Engineering Manual
(see section 2.3.3).
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•
•

In complex signing situations, a signing layout should be considered to clarify placements.
The mast arm graphic, now included as part of the Sign Mounting Details on Signal Mast Arms Standard Plan,
should be used as a reference for the information being provided in the “Sign Panels on Signals” chart.

8.2.2

“Sign Panels on Signals” Chart

Below is the chart from the sample plan that needs to be included in the signal plans if there are any signs required
for the signal system. The chart includes which pole the sign is on, distance mounted from end of mast arm or if
it is mounted on pole, and sign panel information.
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Exhibit 8-1 Sign Mounting Systems for Round Supports (Standard Plan 5-297.730)
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Exhibit 8-2 Sign Mounting Details for Signal Mast Arms (Standard Plan 5-297.731)
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8.2.3
•
•
•
•
•

Use SignCAD™ software with current approved Federal alphabet (2K).
Font (Series D 2K or E Mod 2K)
Height of letter criteria
Regular and compressed spacing of message
Request from District

8.2.4
•
•
•
•
•

Word Message

Standardization of Location

Mounting height to bottom of sign
Mounting over roadway
Mounting over sidewalk/pedestrian
Lateral clearance
Structural loading problems

8.2.5

MnDOT 2564.3H

For signs or sign panels being furnished and installed, the Contractor shall affix a State furnished warning
sticker to the backside of each sign panel directly above the fabrication sticker. Warning stickers are available
at the MnDOT Transportation District Office specified in the Contract. The Transportation District's contact
person and phone number are specified in the Contract. Thirty calendar days advance notice shall be given
prior to picking up the stickers.
Exhibit 8-3 Sign Warning Sticker
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8.2.6

Pedestrian Information Sign

There has been increasing concern that pedestrians do not understand the pedestrian indications (WALK and
DONT WALK) at traffic signals. To provide pedestrians with more information at the traffic signal and educate
them as to the meaning of WALK, flashing DONT WALK and DONT WALK, the below information sign has been
developed.
This sign is a part of the APS push button. The sign includes braille messages (required by MnDOT) and a sticker
on the back indicating the message written in braille. The designer needs to specify the correct arrow direction
(left/right/double) at each APS push button location.
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8.3

PAVEMENT MARKINGS

If pavement markings are part of a larger plan, do not include the pavement markings layout and detail sheet
in the signal plans. If the signal plan is for a stand-alone project, the pavement markings are included in
payment for the signal system and the details should be included with the signal plan.
8.3.1

Pavement Markings Layout and Detail (from sample plan)

Pavement markings are to be in accordance with Standard Specifications 2582.

Crosswalk markings may either be parallel lines or blocks (zebra). The zebra style crosswalk markings are
preferred by MnDOT. Below is a summary of each:
Parallel lines
White in color
•
Not less than 6 inches wide
•
Not less than 6 feet apart
•
Should extend across full width of pavement to
discourage diagonal walking
•
Do not place across free rights
Zebra
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Under these circumstances, consider increasing
width up to 24 inches
- If a stop line is not provided
- If speeds exceed 35 mph
Contact project manager (PM) for any special
concerns

Centered on center line and lane lines
Adjustments made at median
Width of block and space between blocks varies depending on lane widths (see sample plan)
Length of block (6’ minimum) varies depending on path/truncated dome widths
Keep parallel with roadway alignment
Do not place across free rights
Contact PM for any special concerns

For more information on pavement markings refer to MN MUTCD Part 3, available at the following web link:
http://www.dot.state.mn.us/trafficeng/publ/mutcd/index.html
Signing and Pavement Markings
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9. SPECIFICATIONS AND TABULATION OF QUANTITIES
9.1

GENERAL

Chapter 9 will review the MnDOT Specifications and how they relate traffic signal projects. This chapter will
also review tabulation of quantities for traffic control signal systems.

9.2

SPECIFICATIONS

9.2.1

Traffic Signals MnDOT 2020 Standard Specification for Construction Book (Spec Book)

The “Spec Book” (see Exhibit 9-1) contains standard specifications to be used and referred to in the design of
plans and in the preparing of Special Provisions. Plan designers need to be aware of the specifications
contained in the Spec Book that may apply to their individual project.
The spec book is available online at http://www.dot.state.mn.us/pre-letting/spec/index.html. The spec book
is an online document that is updated on approximately 5 year intervals.
Exhibit 9-1 Standard Specifications for Construction Book (Spec Book)

9.2.1.1

Format of the “Spec Book”

The Spec Book is made of three divisions:
Division I - General Requirements and Covenant
Division II - Construction Details
Division III - Materials
A section of Division I that all designers need to be particularly aware of is shown in Exhibit 9-2.
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Exhibit 9-2 Spec Book 1504, Coordination of Contract Documents

9.2.1.2

Format of MnDOT 2565 (Traffic Control Signals)

Division II contains MnDOT 2565 (Traffic Control Signals).
The format of MnDOT 2565 is as follows:
Description:
•
•
•
•

“General” section
“Qualifications of Workers” section
“Acronyms” section
“Definitions” section

Materials:
•

Specifies various materials, including references to Division III of the Spec Book.

Construction Requirements:
•
•

“General” section
Specifies the requirements for constructing either a traffic control signal system or an electric lighting
system. MnDOT 2545 (electric lighting systems) does cross reference several specifications within MnDOT
2565.

Method of Measurement:
•

Specifies the method of measurement for emergency vehicle preemption system, traffic control
interconnect, various APS components, and traffic control signal system.
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Basis of Payment:
•

There is a payment schedule listed in this section that shows the Item No., Item, and Unit. There is only
one item used for traffic control signal systems in the Spec Book, however, traffic control signal system
projects do use other “individual” pay items. These pay items are written as part of the Special Provisions.
See the Special Provisions section of this Chapter for some examples of the pay items used for traffic
control signal system projects.

Division III includes a section entitled “Electrical Systems Materials” which contains various material
specifications for traffic control signal systems. Many of these material specifications are referred to by
MnDOT 2565. The format of these material specifications is divided into: Scope, Requirements, and Sampling
and Testing.
Other National and Local Standards
There are other national and local standards which are applicable to signal plans and specifications. The
following are some of the standards specified in the Spec Book:
AASHTO
ASTM
ITE
ICEA
NEC
NEMA
RUS
UL
9.2.2
9.2.2.1

American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
Institute of Transportation Engineers
Insulated Cable Engineers Association
National Electrical Code
National Electrical Manufacturers Association
Rural Utilities Service
Underwriter Laboratories, Inc.

MnDOT Contract Proposal
Contents

Each MnDOT project has a proposal. The proposal contains items such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Addendums
Notices to Bidders
Appendices
Special Provisions (by division, for example: Division S, Division SS (Signals), Division SL (Lighting), Division ST
(Signing), Division SZ (Traffic Management System), etc.)
Attachments
Contract Schedule (Bid Prices)

9.2.2.2

Special Provisions

Special Provisions are defined as:
“Additions and revisions to the Standard and Supplemental Specifications covering conditions peculiar to an
individual project”
Special Provisions are just that: “SPECIAL” provisions. If an item(s) is adequately addressed or specified in the
Spec Book, Standard Plates, Plan, or other Contract documents, then that item(s) should not be duplicated
within the Special Provisions.
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Division SS covers traffic control signal systems. Special Provisions may be formatted into more than one SS
section. For example:
Traffic control signal system (Division SS)
•
•
•
•

SS-1
SS-2
SS-3
SS-4

(2104) REMOVING TRAFFIC CONTROL SIGNAL SYSTEMS
(2565) TRAFFIC CONTROL SIGNALS
(2565) EMERGENCY VEHICLE PREEMPTION (EVP) SYSTEMS
(2565) TRAFFIC CONTROL INTERCONNECT

A typical set of Special Provisions for a traffic control signal system are formatted similar to the Spec Book;
however, the actual format of the Special Provisions may vary somewhat when compared to the Spec Book
format. The following is how the special provisions for traffic control signal systems are generally formatted:
•
•
•
•
•

Description section
Materials section
Construction Requirements section
Method of Measurement section
Basis of Payment section

Special Provisions may also include detail drawings that are pertinent to the specific project.
The following is a closer look at a typical set of Special Provisions for a traffic control signal system:
Traffic Control Signals
Description section:
This section includes a paragraph describing the work: work involved, location of project, and which
documents the project shall be in accordance with.
Materials section:
This section includes State Provided Materials, Contractor Provided Equipment for Traffic Control Signal
Cabinets, and will cover any material items that are not covered in other Contract documents, or language in
other documents that needs to be modified for this specific project.
Construction Requirements section:
This section contains language dealing with the actual construction of the traffic control signal system. Like
the materials section, it will include language that modifies items in the Spec Book, Plan, or other Contract
documents.
As Built Drawings Basis of Payment:
The method of measurement and basis of payment for the traffic control signal system are included in the
Spec Book, so this section just directs the special provisions writer to ensure that the As Built pay item and AsBuilts Division S section are included.
Sample Division SS special provisions boiler plate documents are available at the following web link:
http://www.dot.state.mn.us/trafficeng/signals/manual.html
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9.2.2.3

Attachments

MnDOT traffic control signal system projects that include signing and pavement markings in payment for the
signals system will have the pavement marking special provisions (Division S) and signing special provisions
(Division ST) attached in the “Attachment Section” of the overall project Contract.
9.2.2.4

Addendum

At times it may become necessary to provide additional information, corrections, additions, or deletions to
the Special Provisions, Plans, and/or Spec Book after the Project is advertised for letting, but before the actual
letting of the Project. This information is provided to bidders by creating an “addendum”. This addendum is
then sent out to Contractors, suppliers, etc. that have purchased the Contract documents for the specific
project. This addendum is sent out with enough lead time to allow bidders the opportunity to consider the
addendum in preparing their bid. The addendum will be located in the front portion of the MnDOT project
proposal.
9.2.2.5

Supplemental Agreements

It is important that Plans and Special Provisions are clear, accurate, and adequately indicate the work that the
Contractor is required to perform. However, when that does not happen, or if some item(s) is inadvertently
omitted from the project documents, MnDOT will negotiate a supplemental agreement with the Contractor
to rectify the situation. There are occasions when supplemental agreements are necessary due to field
conditions that were not apparent at the time of the project design. It is, however, in the best interest of
everyone to try and keep supplemental agreements to a minimum.

9.3

PAY ITEMS

Information on Pay Items can be obtained from the AASHTOWare Project Item List website:
https://transport.dot.state.mn.us/reference/refItem.aspx
The website includes a search box to look for individual items (See Exhibit 9-3). The results will list the item
by:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Item Number
Short Description
Long Description
Unit Name
Plan Unit Description
Specification Year

The results, or the entire AASHTOWare list can be export to PDF and CSV formats.
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Exhibit 9-3 AASHTOWare Website

9.4

TABULATION OF QUANTITIES

In order to generate a cost estimate for the traffic control signal system, the designer needs to submit a
"Tabulation of Quantities" for all traffic control signal system component parts. Included below are the pay
items that are most used. The full list of 2565 pay items can be viewed via the AASHTOWare Project Item List
at the following web link:
http://transport.dot.state.mn.us/Reference/refItem.aspx
The list of pay items being used is turned in to the MnDOT Estimating Unit at or before the time of final Plan
turn-in. For traffic signal design, the designer also provides an estimated price for each of the pay items and
supporting documentation showing how the lump sum estimate was calculated.
Item Number
2565.501/00040
2565.501/00110
2565.516/00010
2565.616/00060
2565.616/00080
2565.616/00300

Description
EMERGENCY VEHICLE PREEMPTION SYSTEM
TRAFFIC CONTROL INTERCONNECT
TRAFFIC CONTROL SIGNAL SYSTEM
PEDESTRIAN CROSSWALK FLASHER SYSTEM
REVISE SIGNAL SYSTEM
TEMPORARY SIGNAL SYSTEM
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10. ADVANCED WARNING FLASHERS (AWF)
For information on AWF, refer to the Traffic Engineering Manual, the Traffic Signal Timing and Coordination
Manual, and the MN MUTCD at the following web links:
http://www.dot.state.mn.us/trafficeng/publ/tem/index.html
http://www.dot.state.mn.us/trafficeng/signals/manual.html
http://www.dot.state.mn.us/trafficeng/publ/mutcd/index.html

Advanced Warning Flashers (AWF)
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11. RAILROAD PREEMPTION
11.1 RAILROAD DESIGN GUIDELINES
Whenever a traffic signal requires interconnection between the railroad cabinet and the traffic signal cabinet
to incorporate railroad preemption into the traffic control signal system, MnDOT signal design staff must
coordinate with the MnDOT Office of Freight and Commercial Vehicles Operations (OFCVO) area project
manager.
For signal design considerations on Railroad Design, see Chapter 6, Page 6-57.

Any new traffic signal within 200’ of the railroad track shall have railroad preemption (MnDOT railroad
rules). Consideration for preemption should be given to any traffic signal that has the potential of queuing
traffic over the tracks at distances over 200’.
MnDOT’s railroad preemption design timing form will be utilized to find the advanced preemption time. The
signal design manager will work with signal operations. This form and instructions can be found at the
following web link:
http://www.dot.state.mn.us/trafficeng/signals/manual.html
Once complete, the form will be forwarded to the appropriate MnDOT OFCVO Project Manager (see map at
the following web link: https://www.dot.state.mn.us/ofrw/PDF/projmgrs.pdf ) for processing with the private
railroad company. The railroad company will review the maximum preemption time, determining the required
train detection distances to accommodate the advanced preemption time. The Railroad Company or MnDOT
may recommend shortening the detector distance if the existing maximum preemption time dictates
detection location may be cost prohibitive. At times, a moderate adjustment in the location of the rail
detection can have a substantial cost savings. When this happens, a consensus between the railroad company,
MnDOT OFCVO, District Signal Section and OTE Signal Section will determine the location of the railroad
detection or appropriate funding.
A diagnostics team shall be formed early in the planning stages, consisting of representatives from the
railroad company, the OFCVO manager, the district signal design manager, district signal operations, OTE
design/operations and any other vested road authority. With the uniqueness and complexity of these types
of traffic systems, this diagnostic team will consider any special situations and determine appropriate
design/operation based on a mutual consent. This mutual consent will then be documented by district signal
operations and filed within the intersection file.
Traffic Signal System
The following points are for the signal design project manager to consider and implement for the traffic
control signal.
•

•

Provide a completed railroad preemption design timing form to the appropriate OFCVO area project
manager. The OFCVO area project manager will submit this time to the railroad company and be the primary
contact with the railroad.
Blank out no right turn signs prohibiting right turns shall be used on all new signals to prohibit right turns
towards the highway-grade crossing during preemption. This blank out turn sign should typically be placed
on the far side pole or mast arm. Only one sign is required but additional blank out signs can be considered
by the diagnostic team. Other mounting locations for the sign can be considered. The approach turning right
over the track must have a dedicated right turn lane. The blank out sign shall be an R3-1 with the word
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“TRAIN” underneath. If the diagnostic team has determined that a blank out sign is not in the best interest
of the traveling public, document why. Some factors to be considered during this review include geometrics
of the intersection, design vehicle, volumes, turn lane capacity, free right turns, and the speed limit of the
tracks.

•

•
•
•
•

Strong recommendation to design dedicated left turn lanes on all approaches, utilizing the flashing yellow
arrow and the red arrow of the FYA to prohibit the left turn towards the track. If all approaches do not have
dedicated left turn lanes, document why. A blank out no left turn sign may be needed to prohibit the left turn
if there is a shared thru-left turn lane.
3-6/C 14 wires from railroad cabinet to traffic signal cabinet.
Traffic control signal system battery backup system is required.
Vehicle detection between the signal stop line and tracks.
Is detection needed on upstream far side of track? This detection will typically be required if the area between
the track and the traffic signal is shorter than the design vehicle (75’).

Consideration can be given to prohibit turns at existing intersections near rail crossings. If an existing
intersection is evaluated and it is determined by the engineering study to not prohibit the move towards the
tracks this should be documented and kept in the file.
Railroad Warning System
The following points are for the signal design project manager to confirm that the MnDOT OFCVO area project
manager has implemented or considered.
•
•

Assure appropriate advanced preemption time is designed into the railroad detection system.
Assure the appropriate circuits are designed and terminated in the railroad cabinet.
a) The railroad circuit shall be a single break interconnect circuit with supervision and gate down logic
(gate horizontal control). See MnDOT Traffic Engineering Manual for more information.

•
•
•
•

Railroad gates will be required for all railroad crossings interconnected to new traffic signals.
If there are multiple mainline tracks, railroad dual track logic is required.
Consider a “do not stop on tracks” (R8-8) sign prior to the tracks. Sign should be located on the right-hand
side of the highway on either the near or far side of the grade crossing.
Consider a “xx’ between tracks and highway” (W10-11) sign prior to the track.

11.2 TEM RESOURCE
For more information on railroad preemption, refer to Chapter 9 of the Traffic Engineering Manual, available
at the following web link:
Railroad Preemption
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http://www.dot.state.mn.us/trafficeng/publ/tem/index.html
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12. APPENDIX
12.1 GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Accessible Pedestrian Signal (APS) – A device that communicates information about pedestrian timing in nonvisual format such as audible tones, verbal messages, and/or vibrating surfaces.
Advance Warning Flasher (AWF) – A device that MnDOT uses to convey to the motorist information about
the operation of a traffic signal. An AWF is typically found at certain high-speed locations where it may be
necessary to get the motorist’s attention through a visual indication about a pending change in the indication
of a traffic signal.
Approach - All lanes of traffic that enter the intersection from the same direction.
Controller (or Controller Unit) - The device that determines which signal indications are to be illuminated at
any given time. The controller is usually located in a cabinet near the intersection.
Detector - A device that provides an input to the controller to indicate that a vehicle or pedestrian is present.
ESS – Electrical Services Section
Incandescent - Emits light when heated.
Intersection Leg - The roadways entering or leaving one side of the intersection.
Loop - Wire induction loop, the most-used detector in Minnesota.
Maintenance Access Route (MAR) - A 6-foot wide clear distance between obstructions in the same path as
the PAR shall be maintained wherever it is possible to do so for snow removal purposes.
PEC – Photoelectric Cell
Pedestrian Access Route (PAR) - The Pedestrian Access Route is a continuous and unobstructed walkway
within a pedestrian circulation route that is specifically designed for ADA-accessible pedestrian travel.
Pedestrian Signal Head - A signal head, which contains the symbols WALKING PERSON (symbolizing WALK)
and UPRAISED HAND (symbolizing DONT WALK), and countdown numbers that is installed to direct pedestrian
traffic at a traffic control signal. The head is comprised of a pedestrian signal housing and a pedestrian signal
indication that fits within the housing.
Pedestrian Signal Housing - Polycarbonate housing that protects the light source and other required
components. The housing includes an indication mounting door and sun visor.
Pedestrian Signal Indication - Light Emitting Diode (LED) hand and man countdown indication module that is
installed within the pedestrian signal housing.
Preemption - The transfer of the normal control of signals to a special signal control mode, i.e., to
accommodate emergency vehicles or railroad.
RSC – Rigid Steel Conduit
RTMC - Regional Transportation Management Center
Signal Head - Is an assembly of one or more signal sections that is provided for controlling vehicle traffic.
This assembly of signal sections also includes a background shield.
Signal Housing - That part of a signal section that protects the light source and other required components.
Polycarbonate housing that protects the light source and other required components and includes a hinged
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opening (with visor) in which the signal indication is mounted. This is one of two components that make up a
signal section.
Signal Indication - Is the illumination of a signal lens or equivalent device. The device is a Light Emitting
Diode (LED) indication module that is installed within the signal housing. This is one of two components that
make up a signal section.
Signal Section - The assembly of a signal housing, signal lens, if any, and light source with necessary
components to be used for displaying the signal indication. The section is comprised of two components; a
signal housing and a signal indication that fits within the housing.
Signal System ID – Is the TAMS identification number for the signal system.
Source of Power (SOP) - Is the electric utility transformer.
SSB - Signal Service Backup
TDA Section – Transportation Data and Analysis Section
Transportation Asset Management System (TAMS) – Is MnDOT’s primary work management system for
transportation assets which includes signals, lighting, signing, etc.
Traffic Engineering (TE) Number - Traffic Engineering Work Request Number. A TE number is created for any
type of work on a signal system (maintenance, signal revisions, new signals).
Traffic Control Signal (Traffic Signal) – A traffic control device that assigns right-of-way where traffic is
alternately directed to stop or permitted to proceed where conflicts exist and where passive devices, such as
signs and pavement markings, do not provide the necessary flexibility to properly move traffic safely and
efficiently.
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